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Opsomming

Die skep van betroubare intydsestelsels vir missie kritiese toepassings is 'n proses wat baie hulpbronne
verg en waarin maklik 'n fout gemaak kan word. Om 'n betroubare stelsel te skep vereis 'n konsensus
oor die korrektheid van 'n stelsel, wat bereik word wanneer die eienskappe van die stelsel goed verstaan
word. Dit vereis op sy beurt weer 'n konsensus oor 'n goed gedefinieerde berekenings argitektuur.
Daar is tans geen enkel ooreengekome berekenings argitektuur op die toepassingsvlak wat kan dien as 'n
gemeenskaplike voertuig vir die ontwerp en implementering van intydsestelsels nie. Dit is die hipotese van
die proefskrif dat 'n berekenings argitektuur met 'n streng basis, wat toegepas kan word vanaf ontwerp
tot implementering, ingenieurs in staat sal stel om intydsestelsels beter te kan verstaan. Die hipotese
word ondersoek deur die intydse datavloei argitektuur, RDF, te gebruik om 'n stelsel vanaf ontwerp tot
implementering te beskryf. Daar is vier spesifieke navorsings areas ter verbetering van die ingenieurswese
proses vir intydsestelsels, wat in die proefskrif aangespreek word: 1) die ontwikkelling van 'n argitektuur
vir intydsestelsels wat geskik is vir die ontwerp en implementering in programmatuur en apparatuur, 2)
. die konsolidering van 'n aantal grafiese tale in 'n grafiese notasie vir die funksionele spesifikasie, ontwerp
en implementering van intydsestelsels, 3) die ontwikkelling van 'n eenvoudige verwerker argitektuur
vir die uitvoering van intydse toepassings en 4) die evaluering van die argitektuur in die konteks van 'n
mikrosatelliet gevallestudie. Die volgende oorspronklike bydraes word gemaak: 1) die sneller voorwaardes
vir datavloei stelsels word uitgebrei met 'n disjunktiewe patroon saam met die tradisionele konjunktiewe
patroon, 2) die inherente intydse datavloei eienskap, n.l. dat'n taak wat boodskappe ontvang, alle
verwerking wat met 'n vorige boodskap gepaard gegaan het moet afhandel, voordat 'n volgende boodskap
ontvang word, word uitgebrei na die sinkrone datavloei model, 3) 'n notasie om al die eienskappe van
'n intydsestelsel te beskryf word gedefinieer met RDF as die basis taal, 4) twee apparatuur verwerker
argitekture word beskryf wat 'n een-tot-een kartering aanbied tussen die ontwerp en die implementering,
en wat gevolglik die semantiese gaping verklein tussen ontwerpstaal en die uitvoeringsargitektuur en 5)
die klasse van stelsels wat gemodelleer kan word met RDF sluit beheerstelsels en datavloeistelsels in. Die
grafiese notasie en verwerker argitektuur was toegepas op sekere aspekte van die SUNSAT mikrosatelliet
projek.

Abstract

The engineering of dependable real-time systems for mission critical applications is a resource intensive
and error prone process. Achieving dependability requires a general consensus on the correctness of
a system with regard to its intended function. For a consensus to be achieved, the properties of the
system must be well understood which, in turn, requires consensus on a rigorously defined computational
architecture. There is currently no single agreed upon computational architecture at the application level
which can serve as a common denominator for the design and implementation of real-time systems. It
is the thesis of this dissertation that a rigorous computational architecture, applicable from design to
implementation, enables engineers to better understand software for real-time systems. To substantiate
this claim, the real-time data flow architecture RDF with its notation allowing the description of complete
systems from design to implementation will be explored. Four distinct research areas for improving
the engineering process of real-time systems are dealt with in the dissertation: 1) the development
of an architecture for real-time systems being suitable for design and implementation in software and
hardware, 2) the consolidation of a number of graphical languages into a graphical notation for functional
specification, design and construction of real-time systems, 3) the development of a simple processor
architecture for the execution of real-time applications, and 4) and the evaluation of the architecture
in the framework of a microsatellite case study. In particular, the following original contributions are
made: 1) the firing semantics of data flow systems are expanded to include disjunctive firing semantics in
a novel way in addition to the classical conjunctive firing semantics, 2) the inherent real-time data flow
property, Le. that a receiving task must be ready to receive the next incoming message when it is sent,
is extended to the synchronous data flow model, 3) a notation for describing all properties of real-time
systems is defined 'with the real-time data flow language RDF as base language, 4) two hardware processor
architectures are introduced that offer one-to-one correspondence between design and implementation
and, thus, reduce the semantic gap between design language and program execution, and 5) the class
of systems that can be modelled with data flow architectures is shown to include control systems and
data flow systems. The language set and processor architecture were applied to certain aspects of the
SUNSAT microsatellite project.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Statement of the Problem Considered

The engineering of dependable real-time systems for mission critical applications is a resource
intensive and error prone process. The criteria to assess improvements are reduced development
time, lower system cost and enhanced dependability.

Real-time systems with high dependability requirements are found in safety and mission critical
applications. A failure in these types of systems can lead to loss of life or very high cost of
replacement. Consider the Ariane 5 launch failure that was pinpointed to the re-use of a software
component for the Ariane 4 launch vehicle. The component was used in the Ariane 5 software
environment without a rigorous testing cycle of the software to save costs by renouncing the
testing phase. The resulting loss was estimated at $500,000,000.

Achieving dependability necessitates certification of the software. This requires a general con- _
_ sensus on the correctness of a system with regard to its intended function. This general con-
sensus can only be achieved by a group of people agreeing on the function of the software. In
extreme cases, this must be done in a court of law where the actors are not experts in the field
of computer systems. For this consensus to take place, the properties of the system must be
understood and argued about. This requires consensus on the computational architecture, a
notation to describe the computations in this architecture, and rigorous semantics of actions in
the computational architecture.

There is currently no single agreed upon computational architecture at the application level
which can serve as a common denominator for the design and implementation of a real-time
system. The available computational architectures are embedded in hardware processors and
at a higher level in compilers. The highest level of computational architecture is embedded in
operating systems, which are designed for the support of a multitude of functionality, rather
than the minimum necessary dependable functionality.

The lack of a common computational architecture means that there is no commonly agreed
notation for describing a real-time system, except forthe machine code that executes on a pro-
cessor or the C, C++ or assembly language source code for a system. The implied architecture
of the C, C++ and assembly languages are clearly that of the hardware processor and not of
the application.

1
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

A notation or language is not an end in itself, it rather provides a way to communicate about
the properties of a system of interest. The communication is among people and between people
and a computer system that implements the intent described in the notation. It is recognised
that compilers and processors best understand the current notations used for communication.
A notation requires a rigorous structure and semantics so that one representation of a lan-
guage means the same to two different people, without any further communication. Indeed the
computer accepts the source code input as is, as there are no other mechanisms available for
communication.

The systems considered in the sequel exhibit the following properties:

1. The systems have a real-time component that requires predictable timing behaviour.

2. The systems must be dependable which requires rigorous validation of the final imple-
mentation against the specifications.

3. The systems must be cost effectively engineered which leads to shorter development peri-
ods.

4. The systems interact with environments that exhibit parallel processing behaviour.

In the related field of embedded software for consumer electronics, recent work on component
models for software [110] identifies the following problems:

1. Size and complexity of the software are increasing at a rate approximately given by Moore's
law, i.e. doubling in size every two years.

2. Development time must decrease rapidly.

Thus, methods found in either the dependable real-time domain or the embedded consumer
electronics domain should also be applicable to the other domain. -

1.2 Viability of the Problem

Why does creating a real-time system on which we want to depend consume so many resources?
A part of the answer can be found by considering the activities in a software engineering
development process.

The partial refinement development process consists of the following steps. It is derived from
the object oriented analysis and design process described by Booch in [7].

1. Establish core requirements (conceptualisation)

2. Develop a model of the desired behaviour (functional specification and analysis)

3. Create an architecture for the evolving implementation (design)

4. Evolve the implementation through partial refinement

(a) Identify classes and objects
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(b) Identify semantics of classes and objects

(c) Identify relationships between classes and objects

(d) Specify interfaces and implementation of classes and objects

(e) Refine a number of classes and objects suitable for implementation

(f) Go back to identifying classes and objects

5. Manage postdelivery evolution (maintenance)

3

One c(mld consider the first two steps as a specification activity. The third step as a design
activity, the fourth one programming and the last major step is maintenance.

Considering the software development process in the previous paragraph, one can identify a
number of transitions in computational architecture during the process:

• Step (1) to (2): from requirements to model of desired behaviour

• Step (2) to (3): from model of desired behaviour to creating an architecture for the
evolving implementation

• Step (4a) to (4f): in the partial refinement process where the components are identified,
a multitude of computational architectures is possible; in fact, there could be a different
computational architecture for each object identified

• Step (4d) to (4e): the final architectural translation is typically required when a system
is translated into assembly language and then into binary machine code

Lee [64]recognises the same problem of identifying computational architectures that are closer
to the application domain in embedded system development:

"The key challenge in embedded software research is to invent frameworks with
properties that better match the application domain. One of the requirements is
that time be re-introduced."

The lack of single computational architecture and an associated notation means that

1. design engineers cannot communicate with each other across natural language boundaries,

2. there is no commonly accepted transformation from description language to implementa-
tion, and

3. temporal properties cannot be specified and, hence, cannot be checked.

It is further interesting to consider the observation of Lee [64] that what is meant by software
is primarily sequential execution, with the same hardware resources being multiplexed in time
to perform a variety of functions. That is, there is a single instruction stream. What is meant
by hardware is primarily parallel execution, with hardware resources not being shared among
functions (or at least, not as much).
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The problem of architectural transformations can, thus, be traced back to a mismatch between
the computational model of (sequential) implementation and the (parallel) real world with which
the interaction is consummated. This mismatch in computational models consumes enormous
amounts of resources to create dependable real-time sequentially operating systems to interact
with a parallel computational world.

1.3 State of the Art

How do other systems address the mismatch in computational architectures'? There is work to
improve architectures in order to better match the application domain. This typically departs
from a conventional processor point of view and extends the computations possible with a
particular compiler or programming language through libraries [9, 21]. The creation of libraries
for conventional processors has a number of implications:

1. Increasing reliance is placed on software architecture translators.

2. Validation based on reverse backward translation is made almost impossible.

3. Simple operations such as system debugging are carried out in a different architecture
than the design architecture.

Efforts in signal processing have focussed on signal flow languages and data flow processors.
These have evolved from homogeneous data flow systems [62]to cyclo-static ones [6] to control
dominated data flow systems [104, 106, 15, 28].

Recognising that a single language notation cannot describe the complexity of a computer based
system, the Unified Modelling Language (UML) standard defines 9 views and 7 languages with
which intents can be expressed [22]. Statemate [37,36] allows to describe a system with 3 views
to try to achieve a complete description of the system.

The current status of adding a real-time profile to UML [93]is found in a response to the "Real-
Time Profile for UML RFP" dated 14August 2000. The response from the Object Management
Group includes:

"Predictability plays a key role in the submission, because problems detected early on during
the development life cycle can be removed at a much lower cost, and with substantially less
re-work, making the ability to model the key elements of schedulability analysis, performance
analysis, and queuing theory a natural part of the submission. Especially the ability to model
rate monotonic analysis has been scrutinised as part of this work." The definition of real-time
systems (hard, soft, time-driven, event-driven and so on) for UML [20] is so broad that it does
not address the problem of working within an architecture with commonly agreed modelling
and implementation semantics. It is expected that the architecture proposed in this disserta-
tion could largely be modelled in real-time UML, once the real-time UML extensions will be
complete.

State Machine Controlled Flow Diagrams (SCF) [105] consist of functional components (data
flow components) controlled by associated Finite State Machines (FSM). It is claimed that
they can represent cyclo-static data flow, marked graphs, communicating state machines, as
well as Petri Nets. This could make them suitable for a lower-level computational architectural
representation of any of the other computational architectures. It is questionable whether the
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availability of the wide variety of computational models shortens the development cycle or
increases the audience that can understand and reason about a system. SCF diagrams support
hierarchy through components, refinement and abstraction. A component can be replaced by
another component that is refined (design purposes) or abstracted (specification purposes).
Parallelism and non-determinism are also supported.

Data flow machines are good at modelling concurrent behaviour, and finite state machines are
good at modelling reactive control. What is missing though, is an explicit notion of time so
that systems realised can be checked for temporal correctness. Recent developments in data
flow systems combine control flow concepts in the data flow graph. In the case of the DF* [15]
(Data Flow with STAte Machine controlled Reconfiguration) and Funstate [105](State Machine
Controlled Flow Diagrams) modelling languages, the execution of the data flow flow part of
each node is controlled by a finite state machine. The state machine representation provides
additional information such as which code segment is executed on which incoming message.

Improving embedded software for consumer electronics by lower cost development and higher
dependability is based on the use and re-use of software components that work within an explicit
software architecture. The Koala Component Model described in [110]is such an environment.
Applicable at the system level only, it does not explicitly take into account the notion of time,
and ignores the progress offered in software re-use by object orientation.

1.4 Addressing the Problern

The thesis of this dissertation is that a rigorous computational architecture will enable engi-
neers to better understand and manage software for real-time systems. This should lead to
shorter development cycles, and enable larger software systems to be validated due to a better
understanding of them. An adequate computational architecture should be characterised as
follows.

1. A computational architecture includes a notation for describing systems that compute in
this architecture.

2. This notation allows one to capture all properties of interest in a system in any of the
development phases, in particular the time property.

3. The architecture must by close enough to the application domain to allow domain spe-
cialists to create systems within the architecture.

4. An implementation architecture is available matching the computational architecture in
such a way that no architecture translation steps are required to realise systems, viz.
a processor architecture which allows a one-to-one mapping of designed components to
hardware.

5. The architecture enables generic components to be developed ready for re-use.

The question arises whether such a computational architecture, notation and implementation
media are rich enough to be used for real systems. To explore this question, the use of an ar-
chitecture and notation is shown for the design, analysis and implementation of a microsatellite
software system. See Chapter 5 for a number of case studies where the RDF architecture is
used to model a microsatellite system.
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An analogy for a computational architecture with a direct equivalent implementation, are the
schematic circuit diagrams of electronic circuits that processes potential differences leading to
current flows. Each of the symbols in a circuit diagram has a model of some transfer function
on the incoming signal (voltage or current). Each of the components in an electric circuit has
the sa~e transfer function on the incoming signal.

Another analogy can be found in the digital hardware domain where a higher level of abstraction
is achieved. The voltage levels between interconnections are agreed upon, and the currents
flowing as results of voltage differences are only functions of how many outputs are driven
by an input. More importantly, meaning is defined as the variations in the voltage level of a
particular wire, also called a signal. A signal is defined as a line from an output to one or
more inputs, and the time behaviour of the voltage changes on the wire are what describes the
properties of the signal.

This dissertation will explore a notation that can be used to describe a complete system from
design to implementation, which is embedded in an architecture being the same for design
and implementation. This allows designers not only to exchange information in one common
language, but also allows engineers to validate the interaction between the implemented system
components and the design components.

The dissertation takes a wider view of the system engineering problem leading to system-wide
improvement (one architecture from design to implementation) rather than localised optimi-
sation. The notation introduced is, in the first place, able to describe real-time systems in
a certain architectural context and, in the second place, efficiently mapped to hardware or
software exhibiting the same architectural computational model as the design.

The architecture described in this dissertation has been used in the SUNSAT microsatellite
project for the last 8 years (see Section 4.6 Chapter 4). For actual implementation the language
Modula-2 was employed (see Appendix A for details on the language choice).

There are four distinct research efforts in improving the engineering process for real-time systems
in this research:

1. the development of an architecture the engineering of real-time systems being suitable for
design and implementation in software and hardware,

2. the consolidation of a number of graphic languages into a graphical notation for functional
specification, design and construction of real-time systems,

3. the development of a simple processor architecture for the execution of real-time applica-
tions, and

4. the evaluation of the application of the architecture to the engineering of a microsatellite
case study.

In particular, the following contributions are made:

1. the firing semantics of data flow systems are expanded to include disjunctive firing se-
mantics in a novel way in addition to the classic conjunctive firing semantics,

2. the inherent real-time data flow property introduced by [52], i.e. that a receiving task
must be ready to receive the next incoming message when it is sent, is extended to the
synchronous data flow model,
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3. a notation for describing all properties of a real-time system is defined with a real-time
data flow language (RDF) as the base language,

4. two hardware processor architectures are introduced that offer one-to-one correspondence
between design and implementation, and

5. the class of systems that can be modelled with data flowarchitectures is shown to include
control centric systems and data flow systems.

The engineering process, language set and processor architecture were applied to certain aspects
of the SUNSAT microsatellite project [77]. In particular, the engineering process was influenced
by the actual practice (see Appendix A), the RDF architecture was applied to the high level
design [91]' the RTX operating system kernel that schedules the task set, implements the RDF
architecture (see Section 4.2.3 Chapter 4), the processor architecture has influenced the current
satellite instrumentation bus architecture and a new generation architecture is proposed for a
follow-onmicrosatellite (see Section 4.5 Chapter 4).

1.5 Overview of the Dissertation

Chapter 2 reviews the existing techniques for real-time system engineering against the back-
ground of computing as a discipline, identifies the sources of error in software, the key aspects of
real-time systems, and touches on how to manage complexity. Advances in scheduling, architec-
ture descriptions, and data flow architectures are discussed. From the background information
a motivation for the approach taken in this dissertation is derived.

Describing all properties of a real-time system requires a notation that can express all charac-
teristics of interest. In particular, the structural and behavioural properties of a system require
different description techniques. Furthermore, a system evolving from design to implementation
requires an ever increasing level of detail to capture all required parameters. A multi-language
notation is introduced in Chapter 3, of which the real-time data flow language RDF forms the
core language. Other existing languages complement an RDF system description to ensure a
complete description of all system properties.

Hard real-time systems require guarantees from their implementation platforms with regard to
performance. Traditional systems were implemented by multi-tasking on uni-processors. This
has led to resource constrained implementations, whose time behaviour is, due to the com-
plexities of modern microprocessors, not predictable any longer without disabling some of the
performance enhancing features such as caches for example. Chapter 4 introduces two resource
adequate hardware architectures which not only guarantee certain performance parameters, but
also exactly match the architecture of a system designed. These hardware platforms thus allow
easier fault finding, and one-to-one mapping from a designed system to an adequate amount of
resources which will guarantee performance under all defined circumstances. However, current
applications must be implemented on existing processors. Therefore, Chapter 4 describes a
pragmatic approach to implementing the RDF architecture on a single processor.

The computational architecture proposed has been used as the basis of the SUNSAT microsatel-
lite's space segment software and ground segment software. The flight software and ground-
station software successfully run on the RDF architecture. The existing implementation was
carried out-by conventional architecture translation processes. Chapter 5 shows how the RDF
architecture is useful on the modelling, analysis and design levels, and explores the temporal
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properties of a software suite that could be expected to run on a microsatellite such as SUNSAT.
A case study in the signal processing domain is included in Appendix E to compare the mod-
elling capability of RDF with the current state of the art signal processing modelling system
DF* [15J.

The dissertation concludes with considering its main focus, the motivation for the work done,
and a review of the contributions made. As the process of real-time system engineering is still
open for further improvement, a brief section is included considering aspects that should be
investigated further.

This dissertation is set against the backdrop of the software engineering development process
as found in Appendix A. Some results of applying the process in an innovative university
environment are included. Most of the examples used in the dissertation are demonstrated
in a case study of the SUNSAT microsatellite [77J. An early high level functional software
requirement specification can be found in Appendix B.
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Chapter 2

Background

Traditionally hand crafted solutions, multi-tasking libraries or real-time operating systems are
used as implementation media to solve the embedding of real-time software. A key driver of the
implementation efforts is the efficient use of limited resources. In this area a significant amount
of work has been done in task concurrency management on limited resources.

This chapter reviews the existing techniques for real-time system engineering against the back-
ground of computing as a discipline, identifying the sources of error in software, the key aspects
of real-time systems, and how to manage complexity. The progression of languages for real-time
systems is reviewed. Advances and results in task concurrency management are followed by a
view on architectures, from where the discussion inoves on to data flow architectures. From
this background review the motivation for the approach in this dissertation is derived. It will
become clear that, the major problems are related to the lack of a commonly agreed upon ar-
chitecture being suitable for engineering real-time systems. Lack of an architecture also means
lack of a formal design method and of tool support, as well as a semantic gap between functional
specification and implementation.

2.1 Computing

Computing as a discipline consists of the following three fundamental paradigms [17]:

1. Theory is rooted in mathematics and involves the following four steps:

(a) characterise objects of study (definition)
(b) hypothesise possible relationships among them (theorem)
(c) determine whether the relationships are true (proof)
(d) interpret results

2. Abstraction (modelling) is rooted in experimental scientific methods and consist of the
following four stages:

(a) form a hypothesis
(b) construct a model and make a prediction
(c) design an experiment and collect data

9
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(d) analyse results

3. Design is rooted in engineering and consists of:

(a) state requirements

(b) state specification

(c) design and implement a system

(d) test the system

CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

The nine domains which the Task Force on the Core of Computer Science identified are [17]:

1. Algorithms and data structures

2. Programming languages

3. Architecture

4. Numerical and symbolic computation

5. Operating Systems

6. Software methodology and engineering

7. Databases and information retrieval

8. Artificial intelligence and robotics

9. Human-computer communication

There is a need to integrate the theories and the models into the creative engineering process so
that the design process can be underpinned by rigorous models and theories that can be used to
assist in describing and evaluating system properties throughout the engineering process. The
domains which need to be consolidated for a significant improvement in engineering methodology
are: programming languages, architecture, operating systems and software methodology and
engineering.

2.2 Software Reliability

The sources of errors in software fall in two categories; those errors induced in the development
phase and those errors which can occur in the environment in which the software operates. [68]:

1. The sources of possible errors in the development phase include:

(a) system design errors due to incomplete specifications and lack of verification of system
level properties

(b) programming errors that are generated in the coding phase of the software

2. The sources of possible errors in the program execution phase:
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(a) supporting fault tolerant architectures implies two runtime operations, viz. (1) de-
tecting errors, and (2) system repair so that the errors do not lead to faults

(b) handling of illegal input data
(c) external disturbances due to hardware failure, radiation, crosstalk EMI transients,

etc.

The development phase is of particular importance as all sources of unreliability induced during
its development are endemic to a system.

2.3 Real-Time Systems

In [19]real-time operation is defined as follows:

Real-time operation is the operating mode of a computing system, in which the
programs for the processing of data arriving from the outside are permanently ready
in such a way, that the processing results become available within a priori given time
frames. According to the applications, the data may become available for processing
either at randomly distributed instants or at pre-determined points in time.

Predictability implies that the temporal behaviour is known, and that a s'ystem is always on
time. It can be assured if all computations have acceptable known bounds of execution time. If
the computations do not have known acceptable timing bounds, the actual execution time for
each computation must be measured and corrective action taken if required.

The recognition that using imprecise answers may be better than having no results at all led
to the work of [72, 98, 74]. If imprecise answers are acceptable, then the system parameters
such as the required computational bandwidth could be decreased to allow enough time for
sufficiently correct answers.

In modelling real-time systems for purposes of system analysis and design it is of particular
importance to realise that every theory or model is an abstraction omitting some aspects of
reality. Addressing the misconceptions or half-truths on real-time systems, it is noted in [57]
that it does not make sense to abstract real time out of a system model with which one needs
to reason about time itself. Reality is deterministic, but incompletely known. This implies that
the higher the level of a model is the more non-deterministic it is, and as it is refined towards
an implementation, it becomes more deterministic.

When modelling a real-time system, even at the highest level, the expressibility of temporal
properties is essential.

2.4 Complexity

Complex systems are characterised by the following features [102]:

1. Newly developed systems need to be integrated with existing systems on widely distributed
and dissimilar platforms.
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2. Systems must simultaneously satisfy complex combinations of objectives.

3. System must adapt their behaviour dynamically to fluctuating environmental conditions.

4. Systems are expected to last for decades to amortise huge development cost.

5. Systems need to satisfy application and system requirements including security, robust-
ness, coherence, real-time operation and physical distribution.

It is of interest to note that working with complex systems as defined in [102] involves an
umbrella of conceptual views:

1. The functional view presents a system in terms of active processes and their dependencies,
how both interact, and how they use passive resources.

2. The timing view presents the time constraints of each process, plus the resource or inter-
action timing requirements; for example, a process may be strictly periodic, with a hard
deadline equal to its period, and requiring a certain resource for a given amount of time
in each period.

3. The fault tolerance view deals with the robustness and reliability requirements for each
process and each use of or interaction with a resource. Thus, a process may need to
survive the total disconnection of anyone system site.

4. The security view presents such requirements as the specific clearance needed for access
to a specific resource.

A hierarchical definition of the operational views above must be supported. For large com-
plex systems, only the relevant interactions should be described. The internal behaviour of
components is of no concern to a complete system, rather the interaction between them.

Recognising complexity_in hardware is easy [116] considering the advances in computer tech-
nology. From 1978 to 1993, in its line of 80X86 pr<:lcessorsIntel increased computational power
by a factor of 335, transistor density by the factor 107, and price threefold. What, on the other
hand, drives software towards complexity? The work reported in [116] shows that software
vendors uncritically adopt any feature users want. The following specific issues are highlighted:

1. All features are present all the time.

2. Complexity is not sophistication.

3. Software is all design as duplication costs are insignificant. Truly good solutions emerge
after iterative improvements or after re-designs that exploit new insights.

4. There is never enough time due to time-to-market pressure.

5. Good engineering products are a result of refinement. As software has no manufacturing
costs, there is no incentive to apply meticulous engineering habits in software.

A possible solution is to reduce software complexity by concentrating on the essentials, only.
The goal of the Oberon project was to show that software can be developed with a fraction of
the memory capacity and processor power normally required, but without sacrificing flexibility,
functionality or user convenience. The Obeoron project relied on three underlying tenets:
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1. Concentrate on the essentials.

2. Use a truly object oriented programming language, which is type-safe.

3. To achieve simple, efficient and useful systems, systems must be flexibly extensible.

13

From the above discussion it is clear that complex systems last long due to high development
costs. Suggestions to better understand complex systems are motivated from multiple views, and
by the need to concentrate on the essential functionality.

2.5 Notations and Languages

A computer language is a means to express design intentions. It provides the ability to com-
municate about an application with others and with the computer (computing device). The
emphasis on programming stems from a long-standing belief that learning a programming lan-
guage is an excellent vehicle for gaining access to the rest of the field [17].

2.5.1 A Brief History

In the 1970s it was widely believed [116]that program design must be based on well structured
methods and layers of abstraction with clearly defined specifications. The abstract data type
best illustrated the idea in languages likeModula 2 and Ada. In the 1980s the abstract data type
re-appeared under the heading of object orientation. In particular, object oriented languages
must embody strict, static typing that cannot be breached, whereby programmers can rely on
compilers to identify inconsistencies. Compare this to the most popular object oriented language
C++. Graphical programming became possible in the 1990swith the introduction of Delphi and
Visual C++ (Basic), and the programming environments around the Java language. In most
cases a particular event handling architecture is assumed for the computer console interaction,
and a programming environment is provided to build systems in that architecture.

One example of an integrated environment for the representation of real-time systems is the
SARA [23]. The SARA environment supports modelling in the control domain with minimised
modelling in the data domain. The control domain notation is, with restrictions, equivalent
to the Petri net model and supports methods for reachability graph analysis. In particular,
a structural model and behavioural model are supported by SARA. The structural model is
fully hierarchical. The behavioural model uses the Graph Model of Behaviour (GMB) language
allowing to build a functional model in the three domains control, data and interpret ion. The
control domain primitives include nodes and control arcs. The data domain primitives include
processors, data sets and data arcs. The processor domain only specifies which data sets a
processor may read or write. The interpretation domain specifies what the processor activity
may include.

2.5.2 Parallel and Real-Time Programming

For parallel programming, the parallel instructions can be explicitly specified such as in Occam
[47],or the parallelism in an algorithm can be extracted as in vector processors or in data flow
languages [112]. As data flow languages have been shown to be optimal in the extraction of
parallelism, they are considered here for expressing real-time systems.
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Data Flow Programming

CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

The data flow programmer specifies the data to be processed and the transformations to be
applied. Languages such as Lucid [112] allow this in a very succinct way. Data flow programming
is possible on a high level, e.g. in the form of Unix pipes, or on a very low level such as in
Lucid. The paradigm is, thus, applicable for a large variety of problems. Parallelism is expressed
and extracted in the most natural way in a data flow language [96]. Conditional activation of
a function based on a Boolean condition which is expressed in terms of input messages was
described by [86].

Real-Time Programming

Real-time programming consists of expressing the interactions between the real world and a
system interacting with the real world with temporal determinism. This is currently achieved
by the elimination of constructs that have indeterminate execution times such as in Real-Time
Euclid [34]' by extending existing languages with operating system support [70, 51]' and by
designing new languages in which temporal properties can be expressed [34].

Two phenomena make real-time programming more difficult. Firstly, general purpose processors
are becoming more complex and the growing trend to superscalar architectures with large
caches renders temporal prediction virtually impossible. Secondly, final programs derived with
the main stream scheduling mechanism, Rate Monotonic Scheduling (RMS) [95], bear little
resemblance to the expression of original temporal properties.

Real-Time Data Flow Programming

Data flow programming lets the data flow determine the program execution rather than the
control flow. This makes the execution time of data flow programs inherently data dependent.

Real-time features were introduced to data flow languages with the expression of temporal
properties of data streams. The work reported in [99] uses an earliest and latest time stream
specifying the earliest and latest time at which data are produced, and RT Lucid [24] proposes
a pair of time values denoting the earliest and latest time each data item is produced. A
far simpler approach is found in [52] where the maximum rate at which data are produced is
indicated on each outgoing arc. Each processor must then ensure that it consumes the data in
a shorter or just as short period as the incoming period.

Data Flow languages appear to be good in describing parallel execution, both on high and low
levels. This observation is chosen as a major departure point for the work in this dissertation.
A real-time program must contain, in the clearest way possible, the temporal properties of that
program. A deadline gives a far more accurate view of the temporal properties of a program
than priorities allocated to tasks. Detailed scheduling information should be of no concern to
the program author. In addition, all constructs which allow temporal non-determinism must be
eliminated, or their execution time bounds must be managed.
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2.6 Software Engineering Practice

On completion of the Oberon project the following lessons learnt were reported:
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1. The exclusive use of a strongly typed language was the most influential factor in designing
this complex system in such a short time.

2. The most difficult design task is to find the most appropriate decomposition of a whole
into a module hierarchy, minimising duplications of code and function.

3. Oberon's type extension construct was essential for designing extensible systems where
new modules added functionality and new object classes integrated compatibility with
existing classes or data types.

4. In an extensible system, the key issue is to identify those primitives that offer most
flexibility for extension.

5. A system that is not understood in its entirety, or at least to a significant degree of detail,
by a single individual, should probably not be built.

6. Keep teams small to eliminate communication problems.

7. Reducing complexity and size must be the goal in each of the steps system specification,
design and in detailed programming.

8. To gain experience, there is no substitute for one's own programming effort.

9. Programs should be written and polished until they acquire publication quality.

The lessons reported have particular relevance to the software engineering process described in
Appendix A, which was proposed for the flight software of the SUNSAT microsatellite.

2.7 Scheduling Task Sets

The execution of a program with more than one parallel task on a single processor (or a limited
number of processors) has received a lot of attention in the past [11,66,88,92, 14, 10, 13]. Work
in this area is expected to continue because determining a perfect schedule is an NP complete
problem.

2.7.1 Periodic Tasks

In fixed priority pre-emptive scheduling, two issues were focussed on, viz. (1) policies for
priority assignment, and (2) feasibility tests for task sets. Restricted periodic task sets [71]are
characterised as follows:

1. deadlines are equal to the periods,

2. tasks are independent,
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3. tasks have fixed execution times, and

4. tasks are released for execution as soon as they arrive.

CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND

For such a periodic task set, a feasible schedule can be found by scheduling the tasks according to
the Rate Monotonic Assignment (RMA) scheme. Its results have been improved with algorithms
for handling priority inversion and resource blocking [94].

2.7.2 Aperiodic Tasks

For more general aperiodic task sets a scheduler must be able to:

1. guarantee the observation of hard deadlines of aperiodic tasks,

2. provide good average response times for tasks with soft deadlines (whose requests may be
non-deterministic), and

3. accomplish the above goals without compromising the hard deadlines of periodic tasks.

Solutions for managing aperiodic tasks in conjunction with periodic task loads have been pro-
posed employing both bandwidth preserving and non-bandwidth preserving algorithms.

Non-Bandwidth Preserving Background servicing of aperiodic tasks is only carried out
when the processor is idle. If no aperiodic task is available to run, the expected processor
utilisation for aperiodic task use is given up for use by the periodic task set.

Bandwidth Preserving Various algorithms have been proposed [100] which all create a
periodic task for servicing aperiodic requests. The available time can be managed by allocating
it to an outstanding aperiodic task request or, if no aperiodic tasks are available, to a lower
priority periodic task. The lower priority time slot is thus available in the future when an
aperiodic task request arrives.

Taking advantage of slack time, i.e. reclaiming spare time, was addressed by [65]with a static
slack stealer which, at each priority level, keeps track of all early task terminations, and adds
up the time that can later be applied for soft real-time tasks. The algorithm has been proven
optimal. With an execution time of O(n2), however, it is infeasible to be applied in practice.

2.7.3 Sporadic Task Sets

Sporadic tasks are aperiodic tasks with hard deadlines and minimum inter-arrival times. Non-
pre-emptive Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling was proven an optimal scheduling algo-
rithm for sporadic tasks, and [53] derived necessary and sufficient conditions for testing the
schedulability of a set of periodic and sporadic tasks with arbitary release times and a non-idle
time inserting scheduling algorithm.

Hard real-time systems interact with environments which have unpredictable, but bounded tempo-
ral properties. Task sets with sporadic activation behaviour are expected to run in such rea-I-time
systems, and the results of scheduling sporadic tasks are useful in this context.
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2.8 Architectures

The architecture area is defined in [17] as follows:

"This area deals with methods of organising hardware (and associated software) into
efficient, reliable systems."

17

This definition stems from the paradigm that a hardware architecture is dictated by what is
offeredon the market, and that the application must be transformed to fit the hardware through
a combination of hardware and software. A more correct definition of architecture would be:

The structure and behaviour of computations to solve a particular problem.

A definition which is underpinned by the practical experience of using architectures is given by
[18]:

"Software architecture is the structure of the components of a program or system,
their interrelationships, and the principles and guidelines governing their design and
evolution."

Different application areas have different architectures. The areaS of interest in this dissertation
and the corresponding architectures are: a layered architecture suitable for the construction of
communication software, a data flow architecture suitable for the construction of signal process-
ing, instrumentation management and dynamic control systems, and a state based architecture
suitable for the construction of command and control systems. Common to all these architec-
tures is a set of tasks which performs its collective function in parallel and by communication.

2.8.1 Frameworks and Components

Frameworks and components are another way of referring to the elements of an architecture.
Lee [64]motivates component technology and comments that:

"However, as a component technology, processes and threads are extremely weak. A
composition of two processes is not a process (it no longer exposes at its interface an
ordered sequence of external interactions). Worse, a composition of two processes
is not a component of any sort that we can easily characterise. It is for this reason
that concurrent programs built from processes or threads are so hard to get right.
It is very difficult to -talk about the properties of the aggregate, because we have no
ontology for the aggregate. We do not know what it is."

Lee [64]motivates that the key challenge in embedded software research is to invent frameworks
with properties that match the application domain better. One of the requirements is that time
must be re-introduced. In this context, a framework is a set of constraints on components and
their interaction, and a set of benefits that derive from these constraints. In order to evaluate
the usefulness of a framework, it is helpful to orthogonalise its services:
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Ontology A framework defines what it means to be a component. For example, is a component
a subroutine, a state transformation, a process; or an object? Is a component active or
passive (can it autonomously initiate interactions with other components or does it simply
react to stimuli)?

Epistemology A framework defines states of knowledge. What does the framework know
about the components? What do components know about one another? Can components
interrogate one another to obtain information (i.e. is there reflection or introspection)?
What do components know about time? More generally, what information do components
share? Scoping rules are part of the epistemology of many frameworks. Connectivity of
distributed components are another part of the epistemology.

Protocols A framework constrains the mechanisms by which components can interact. Do
they use asynchronous message passing, rendezvous, semaphores, monitors, publish and
subscribe, timed events, or transfer of control? In the latter case, the components are
states and their interactions are state transitions.

Lexicon The lexicon of a framework is the vocabulary of the interaction of components. For
components interacting by sending messages, the lexicon is a type system that defines the
possible messages. The words of the vocabulary are types in some language (or family of
languages, as in CORBA).

2.8.2 Java

Java offers a complete computing architecture, satisfying the goal for an architecture to describe
a system (the programming language) and the implementation architecture (Java Virtual Ma-
chine and Java processors). Java is used in general purpose applications and embedded applica-
tions. However, no explicit provision is found in Java for supporting real-time systems [41]. Its
object orientation offers a way to describe a system at a high level. It is, however, not restricted
to a clear architecture. The elements supporting the Java architecture are:

1. Java as - providing a compact operating system for computing devices executing Java
programs,

2. Java Virtual Machine - a layer of software on conventional operating systems that enables
the computer to run Java code,

3. Java APIs - standard software interfaces between Java applications and run-time ser-
vices,

4. Java chips - a family of processors optimised for executing Java code.

2.9 Data Flow Architectures

Architectures proposed for real-time systems include a Blackboard [38, 73], Communication
State Machines [97]' Extended State Machines [87], Intelligent Agents [39], a Modular Ar-
chitecture [29] and Data Flow Architectures [67, 103]. Data flow architectures offer inherent
expressibility of parallelism. A significant amount of progress has been made studying both
static and dynamic data flow systems. -
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A data flow system consists of a number of actors (tasks/processes/nodes) that are intercon-
nected by edges (communication channels). Processing takes place with each actor operating
in parallel. Each actor repeatedly goes through the following sequence:

1. consume the tokens at its input ports according to a firing rule,

2. execute code that operate on the tokens, and

3. produce tokens as output which is sent through the outgoing ports to the edges that leaves
the actor.

2.9.1 Static Data Flow

Static data flow architectures refer to a particular computation structure where the order of
execution can be determined at compile time. The execution schedule is, thus, static and there
is no non-determinism in the execution order. Hence, the temporal properties of a system can
be determined statically at compile time. Static data flow systems evolved from homogeneous
data flow systems to cyclo-static data flow systems.

Homogeneous Data Flow (HDF)

An actor produces one token for another actor which consumes the token. For a node Band
for all input ports on B the firing rule is:
HDF Firing rule: :lB,ViU (ini# ~ 1) where Vi ini is the set of input ports on node Band ini#i
is the number of tokens on input port ini.

Synchronous DataFlow (SDF)

An actor can produce n tokens which must be consumed by the consumer. This was extended
so that the number of tokens can vary from iteration to iteration. For a node B, and for all
input ports ini the firing rule is:
SDF Firing rule: :lB,ViU (ini# >= ni) Node B consumes ni tokens on input port ini.

Synchronous data flow is also known as static data flow (SDF) and SDF is associated with
a signal-flow graph where each edge can carry multiple tokens; each node represents some
operation or complete process. A simple firing rule is associated with each graph node. It
states how many tokens must be present in each fan-in edge before it can fire, and how many
tokens will be produced after firing the node. In SDF these numbers are noted on the graph.
In addition, it is assumed that when a node can fire, it is fired. These properties enables the
determination of a static schedule of the nodes [60].

Cyclo-Static Data Flow (CSDF)

Departing from the view point that a model must be statically analysable and, hence, statically
schedulable, the data flow computational model was advanced to the Cyclo-Static Data Flow
(CSDF) model described in [6]. Here, each actor has a number of code segments that can execute
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cyclically one after the other. Each code sequence has its own production and consumption rule.

CSDF Firing rule: 3B,ViVpU (ini,p# >= ni,p) Node B consumes ni,p tokens on input port ini
in phase p.

The CSDF model can be extended to allow any code segment to be selected based on the value
of a local variable. The local variable can have a new value assigned on receipt of the value of
an input token. This leads to the next form of data flow, viz. dynamic data flow.

2.9.2 Dynamic Data Flow

Dynamic data flow architectures provide for non-deterministic choice in execution paths and
data dependent choice in execution. In general, it is not possible to determine a static schedule,
and the execution order of the actors is determined at runtime.

Boolean Data Flow

Boolean data flow, which is also called token flow graphs [63], adds two actors which provide
for limited data dependency in a data flow graph. Requiring data dependency and making
decisions in the design graph establishes the need for these actors. The two special actors that
are added to the generic actor types are:

1. Switch - control input determining to which output the one input is going to be switched,

2. Select - control input determining which of the two inputs is selected for output.

Dynamic Data Flow

There are two schools of thought. On the one hand data flow is extended with a limited set
of additional actor types such as Merge, Select, and Switch. While on the other hand, data
dependent data flow is enabled in the strongest sense of the word, viz. a firing rule can contain
any combination of tests based on the values of variables, number of tokens in the queue, internal
state of the actor, etc. In the constrained instance, the Merge actor type is added to the actor
set. Merge selects non-deterministically which of its inputs should be selected and transferred
to the output. A general definition of Dynamic Data Flow (DDF) can be found in [106].

Definition 1 (Dynamic Data Flow) DDF is associated with a similar type of graph as SDF,
but the firing rule is more general and consists of: (1) a condition rule, (2) a consumption rule,
and (3) a production rule. The condition rule states (1) how many tokens must be present in
each fan-in edge, and (2) what values the data tokens must have. The latter is represented
by a Boolean condition. The consumption (production) rule states how many tokens will be
removed (produced) from the fan-in (fan-out) edges. In addition, the semantics ~re that if a
node can fire, it need not fire right away. Because of the Boolean conditions, the flexibility of
the consumption and production (which do not need to manifest numbers on the graph) rules,
and the asynchronous firing of the nodes, a static schedule cannot be derived anymore [63]'
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2.9.3 Generalising Data Flow

The firing rules of data flow can be abstracted to the following level:

Definition 2 (Data Flow) Firing rule = f( #tokens on each input port, [semantics of input
and output ports (i.e. BDF (switch/select), DDF (merge etc.), RDF (OR,AND )}, [value of
input token} (RDF,DF*), [type of input token} (RDF), [value of internal variable} (DF* loops))

Even with all the advances in data flow computational architectures, no explicit provision has
been made for representing temporal properties. Recognising that not all systems can be repre-
sented with predictable data flow static scheduling, the current focus is on dynamic data flow
mechanisms, again without the explicit expression of temporal properties.

2.10 Integrated Real-Time Computation Modelling and Imple-
mentation

There are four specific research efforts aiming at improving modelling and realisation of embed-
ded systems [106, 104, 28, 15]. As these efforts represent the current state of the art in data
flow computing, it is useful to review them.

2.10.1 DF*

DF* is described in [15]' It is a system of data flow nodes of which the function execution of
each node is controlled by an associated finite state machine expressed in SDL. The data flow
is thus controlled by the control flow. DF* separates control and data paths with a different
execution semantics for each. The control path of DF* and the state machine control the data
flow paths and code segments being executed. Another way to consider DF* is that the state
machine enables different input port sets to fire based on the internal state of a task node and
the control flow of each node. The DF* extended firing rule is based on the number of tokens
in an input queue and on the value of a token, by first reading it, storing it locally and then
comparing it. The trigger condition can test whether there are no tokens on another input than
itself. This removes some non-determinism from a graph. The actual state transitions can also
test the value of a local variable.

2.10.2 Multi-Thread Graph (MTG)

The Multi-Thread Graph system builds on Petri nets for its computational architecture. The
fine-grain behaviour of the MTG model is based on the control data flow graph (CDFG) de-
scribed in [58]. It makes provisions for elementary operations such as add/multiply and in-
terface operations (input, output). The edges indicate data dependencies. Additional control
constructs are added to express basic blocks, conditional scopes and loops. An MTG adds the
following timing constraints to a system:

1. latency timing constraints,

2. response timing constraints, and
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3. instantaneous operation rate constraints and average rate operation constraints.

Structural information is represented by the graph nodes and their interconnections. The model
is equippeQ with token flow, expressing the system dynamics. Petri net type control flow has
tokens that do not have a meaning other than activating the execution of a function. Data
are transferred between nodes and the environment through 10 ports and variables which are
explicitly modelled as entities in an MTG. The control flow resembles data flow very closely,
except that the firing rules are now dictated by tokens without values, while in the case of data
flow the tokens have values.

2.10.3 Funstate - State Machine Controlled Flow Diagrams (SCF)

Funstate diagrams [105] consist of functional components (data flow components) controlled by
an associated FSM. The Funstate model was shown to represent cycle-static data flow, SDF,
marked graphs, communicating state machines, as well as Petri Nets. The model is characterised
by the following properties:

1. A system consists of components interacting by exchanging information via queues and
registers (a register is a queue of finite length; when full it is overwritten with new data).

2. A component can contain other components leading to hierarchy.

3. In each component there is a separate state based and functional part. The functions
are activated under the control of the state machine. This is similar to the mechanism
proposed in DF*.

The firing rules of the different data flow models are, thus, embedded in the FSM part of each
component. The extended firing rule for Funstate is a function of the number of tokens in a
queue and the value of a token received. The model supports hierarchy through components,
refinement and abstraction as a component can be replaced by another one which is refined
(design purposes) or abstracted (specification purposes). Parallelism and non-determinism are
supported.

2.10.4 Hierarchical Finite State Machines with Multiple Concurrency Mod-
els

The work in [28] assumes that FSMs are the basis of modelling systems, and then explores
the hierarchical combination of FSMs with three different concurrency models, viz. data flow,
discrete event and reactive systems. Data flowsystems have various forms such as homogeneous,
synchronous, cycle-static, Boolean or dynamic. In each case the rules for the number of tokens
produced and consumed are more general. Discrete event systems execute the next node for
the token on any edge with the smallest time stamp. Each event is thus time stamped. This
corresponds to the simulation of digital hardware in which the next event is the one with the
next time stamp. There is some analogy with the Earliest Deadline First scheduling paradigm
where the next task to execute is the one with the earliest deadline. Synchronous or reactive
systems execute at particular time intervals called ticks, and are suitable for modelling parallel
hardware systems. Time delays in computations become irrelevant, as long as they are executed
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within a time cycle. Perhaps the most important contribution described in (28]is exploring the
semantics of a finite state machine inside a node of a data flow graph and vice versa, and of
a data flow node inside a finite state machine. However, no explicit modelling of temporal
properties or requirements is given.

2.11 Unified Modelling Language (UML)

The Unified Modelling Language has evolved from the field of object orientation to provide
one modelling system for all computational systems. It is useful to briefly consider the UML
modelling system in order to identify what can be described in the views of UML. UML offers 5
views of a system, each with a specific purpose and used by a particular role player in a project
development cycle. Each view can be described by one or more languages.

Component view Shows the organisation of code components
to describe/analyse: description of implementation modules and dependencies, design
refinement and implementation,
used by: developers,
diagrams: component diagrams with optional project management information such as
resource allocation and development status.

Logical view Shows the functionality inside a system in terms of structure and behaviour
to describe/analyse: how system functionality is provided, static structure and dynamic
collaborations,
used by: designers and developers,
static structure diagrams: class and object diagrams,
dynamic collaboration diagrams: state, sequence, collaboration and activity diagrams.

Deployment view Shows the physical deployment of a system
to describe/analyse: physical architecture of hardware and software,
used by: developers and integrators,
diagrams: deployment diagrams.

Concurrency view Division of a system into processes and processors
to describe/analyse: communication and synchronisation,
used by: designers,
dynamic diagrams: state, sequence, collaboration and activity diagrams,
implementation diagrams: component and deployment diagrams.

Use-Case view Functionality of a system as perceived by external actors
to describe/analyse: typical scenarios of system deployment,
used by: external actors,
diagrams: use-case and activity diagrams.

UML offers an integrated environment to support engineering from user requirements through
to final implementation. There is currently no support for real-time systems, but efforts are
underway in this direction [93]'
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2.12 Motivation for this Thesis

The background study above clearly illustrates that, although a system can be conveniently
modelled by a set of interacting processes [106, 105, 28, 15, 43, 62]' the problem to design and
implement real-time embedded software is not completely solved, yet, and that contemporary
approaches still suffer from shortcomings. Major sources of the latter are embedded in the
development process, expressing temporal properties is not supported by development systems,
complexity is growing as system size increases, languages used for real-time development are not
tailored for expressing temporal properties, and there is no high level architecture for real-time
systems for which a corresponding implementation architecture exists. A notable exception of
modeling languages that does not represent time, is the MTG [106]system which explored the
problem of building real-time systems within a Petri net model for automatic system synthesis.
However, the basic requirements for a simple model underpinned by a sound theory that can be
used to support real-time system engineering by humans is still open to be addressed. Specific
requirements for a new approach to the engineering of real-time systems are:

Real-time support From a specification point of view, a model must have operational timing
semantics, and capture both functional timing (e.g. execution time behaviour and occur-
rence rates) as well as timing constraints. For multi-tasking, software scheduling has to be
time-driven and not rest on priorities as offered by current real-time operating systems.

Real-time architectural model A detailed and rigorously defined architectural model is re-
quired for unambiguous communication.

Automated design support Design support should assist to close the gap in the abstraction
level between high level description (i.e. communicating tasks) and final implementation
on (a) target processor(s).

Easy system validation The cost of post-design validation, performed by testing or simula-
tion, is unacceptably high for contemporary systems [106]. The advantages of correctness
built-in during the design and implementation phases becomes important. If it can fur-
ther be achieved that a post-designed system corresponds one-to-one with its pre-designed
version, then the post-implementation timing and functional validation should be easier.

Correspondingly, in this dissertation the following particular aspects will be addressed.

1. A data flow paradigm will be introduced that is suitable for describing systems which
interact with an environment that exhibits parallel execution behaviour. The review in
this chapter has shown significant progress in the development of data flow architectures
for describing systems of increasing complexity. The key of this dissertation is to put time
back into data flow systems, so that real-time systems can be succinctly modelled and
engineered.

2. A second effort is to close the semantic gap in the description of a system between the
functional specification step, the design step and the implementation step. This will assist
in eliminating the sources of errors due to the translation between different architectures
in the development process.

3. A third effort is to move away from a resource constrained paradigm to a resource adequate
paradigm which is, in fact, what a hard real-time system requires by definition. New
implementation media and assumptions are required to bridge the gap between squeezing
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in the last function on a processor to being able to certify that (the) processor(s) have
enough capacity to guarantee execution of all tasks under all known circumstances.
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Chapter 3

Presentation of Visual Languages

The problem of developing and understanding real-time systems is that there is a multitude of
languages used to implement real-time systems, but none of the standard languages has any
notion of specifying and validating temporal properties of constructed systems. The current
state of practice includes languages such as C, C++ and more recently Java. Moreover, the
current languages are mostly derived from an efficient processor execution point of view and
not from efficiently matching the application domain.

Further, the lack of a common computational architecture (other than the Von Neumann archi-
tecture) makes the communIcation between engineers developing different systems in different
languages difficult. For example, it is pointed out in [110]that a well defined architecture assists
in addressing the demands for the development of embedded software. Posix [56]compliant op-
erating systems for task scheduling and inter-processor communication constitute a step into
the direction of a standardised operating system interface, but the computational architecture
chosen better matches that of the processor on which it executes than the application domain
of real-time systems.

Shorter development cycles and a higher level of dependability are required of systems that
contain a major software part. Real-time properties of a system only form one aspect of system
requirements. It is, however, important to establish a baseline for working with real-time prop-
erties so that the focus can move towards functionality and mission critical system requirements
imposed by an application.

The lack of a common computational architecture for real-time systems and the accompanying
lack of a high level language to describe systems in the architecture contributes to long develop-
ment cycles and long validation processes in the development of real-time systems. This results
in high project costs, and limits the number of areas where software can be employed in mission
critical systems.

It is impossible to capture all the subtle details of a complex software system at a high level in
just one view [7, 22, 85, 69, 114]. Multiple views on the same system are required to capture
all the relevant _details. The use of visual languages is an important tool for conceptualisation
during the engineering of any system. Visual languages represent inter-relationships between
different components in a way which makes system structure and behaviour clear at a glance.
Textual languages complement visual languages by conveying the detailed information which
cannot be represented succinctly in a visual language. The use of textual languages is supple-
mented with visual formatting of text to convey additional meaning.

27
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A notable effort in the area of open source software has made the computational architectures
of such systems visible to anyone who cares to read the source code. The downside is that
system are described in C source code and sometimes C++ source code. These language, being
Von Neumann centric, make it difficult to comprehend a system's architecture in terms of its
application domain.

The rate driven data flowarchitecture is chosen as departure point for a real-time computational
architecture. The data flow architecture was selected as a generic architecture based on the fact
that engineering systems are represented in a data flow format. Stating a rate of production
and deriving the associated deadline by which the production must be consumed, is a natural
way to express real-time properties of many systems.

A successful real-time systems engineering process entails specification, design, implementation,
re-usable code, fast development cycles and least effort maintenance. This chapter describes a
suite of languages, with particular emphasis on a real-time data flow language (RDF), striving
towards meeting all the goals stated. The other four languages are: an hierarchical state
machine language, an object oriented class structure language, a system structure language and
a project development status language. Some of the early investigations of this work have been
reported in [82].

Re-usability and system specification are two opposing driving forces. System specification
deals with the interconnection of building blocks for a specific functionality, while re-usability
deals with how generic building blocks are developed and stored. Software must, on the one
hand, be described by components which are independent of their application, but the software
components must also be described in the exact nature of their application as they interact
to produce desired results. The multi-view approach proposed in this chapter addresses this
fundamental problem by encouraging both representations to co-exist.

This chapter begins with a description of the views that are required to describe a real-time
system completely. This is followed by a detailed description of a visual real-time data flow
language (RDF) which includes a novel combination of feature properties to describe real-time
systems. Other visual languages are briefly introduced and the interrelationship of the languages
are discussed. The use of this suite of languages on a number of examples is finally shown.

3.1 Expressing Multiple Views

The multiple views on a system must capture all those properties which are required to specify,
analyse and reason about the system and to construct it.

Most of the languages described in this chapter, viz. RDF, stategraphs, class diagrams, structure
diagrams and project development diagrams, include a visual and a textual component to enable
system description in a form most appropriate for the engineer. Visual representations allow
a faster overall description, while textual representations are more compact for representing
detailed information.

In the development process two model types are identified, viz. a physical model and a logical
model. The physical model might represent a level of iteration which becomes the logical model
for the next refinement iteration.

1. The logical model is used for a logical description of a system after the requirements
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definition and during the specification phase of development.

2. The physical model is used for the physical description of a system during the design
and construction phase of development.

Both the physical and logical model types need to be described in a number of views to capture
all aspects of a model:

Behavioural view is used for describing the behaviour of a system.

Structural view is used for structuring a system.

Two other views describing properties which are orthogonal to both models and views are:

Project development The project development view is used for managing the development
and re-use of system components.

Component organisation The organisation of code for re-use requires a classification scheme.

The inter-relationships between the views described above are one of the keys to a complete
description of a software component. The views inter-relate in describing a software component.

The following set of languages is used to describe systems from functional specification to
implementation. Each of the languages expresses one or more of the views required in the
previous discussion. The languages and the views that they describe are:

• The real-time data flow language (RDF) describes functional communicating objects
(tasks), and how they co-operate to perform a required function, Le. aspects of the
structure and dynamic behaviour of a system for both its physical and logical models.

• Stategraphs are derived from Statecharts [35]and describe the internal behaviour of each
object in addition to the inter-object behaviour in the logical and physical models.

• A structural language describes physical relations between software components and hard-
ware components, Le. the relationship between logical and physical models.

• Project development information describes the development maturity of a system and its
components.

• An object oriented class structure describes the software component organisation for soft-
ware re-use. It is orthogonal to the other views because the components defined in the
object oriented class structure are re-used in specific instances in the physical and logical
models.

We assume a top-down approach for the specification and design of systems. At each level of
a hierarchical decomposition of a system, it can be considered with any or all of the views.
However, only the useful views need to be applied to a specific hierarchical level.

The logical model and physical model consist of communicating objects. The objects can either
be passive or active. When passive, the objects are in a library which can be expressed as
function blocks. Active objects have a different thread of control. Both passive and active
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communicating objects respond to receiving a message with some processing and the output or
not of another message.

The ports of the communicating objects have specific semantics to ensure predictable execution
in the data flow. architecture. The ports operate either as AND-triggered or OR-triggered
communicating ports. In addition, the output ports have associated rate functions attached
enabling timing analyses. With input ports worst case execution times are associated so that
schedulabilityanalysis (test for feasibility) can be performed.

This chapter describes the real-time data flow language (RDF) in detail. The other languages,
i.e. object oriented class structure and Statecharts, are briefly introduced as they have already
been defined in detail elsewhere [7, 35]. The Statechart language is adapted to allow for scope
rules to be applied to event and variable names. This change allows hierarchical systems to
be constructed without the complexity of propagating events on a global scale. The structural
representation is simply the allocation of software components onto hardware components. The
project development information view makes use of graphical (shading) and textual represen-
tations.

The next section describes the real-time data flow language that is suitable for structuring
systems as well as describing communication objects and the time semantics of the interac-
tion between communicating objects. This language is derived from the traditional data flow
language, extended with real-time semantics first identified by [52]. The language of [52] is
extended with conjunctive input port trigger semantics, synchronous data flow semantics, a
rigorous definition of the execution rule semantics and output port guards.

3.2 The Real-Time Data Flow Language (RDF) - Components
and Structure

The visual real-time data flow language (RDF) is suitable for requirements analysis (expressing
time), design (refinement) and programming (in the small). This is one of the keys to the
construction of dependable systems, i.e. that a rigorous notation can be used from the concep-
tual phase through to programming/implementation. The communicating objects, which form
the basis for the architecture supporting real-time computations, are represented in a visual
data flow language. This section describes the structure of the visual data flow language and
its semantics. The language is described in terms of tasks, as they represent the instances of
communicating objects.

A system consists of a number of task nodes, each with a number of ports connected by channels.
The composite task block is an enclosure for further structuring of systems, i.e. a composite
task node can enclose a larger system. Channels interconnect output ports of task nodes to
input ports on other task nodes. The environment is represented by the environment interface.
A channel is for one-way traffic and has no type. A system can be constructed of any number
of nested composite task blocks which, in the final layer, must consist of primitive task blocks.
This model supports embedding affine grain detail using other languages (graphical or textual).
The model supports synchronisation; concurrency, data communication, hierarchy and timing
requirements. The control and the data flow structure is one and the same for RDF, simplifying
the representation of larger models.

In order to support real-time analysis, design and construction in RDF, a system's time be-
haviour is indicated by a production rate associated with each message type of the output ports.
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This rate is interpreted as the maximum rate at which the transmitting task will produce mes-
sages of the specific type and is, in general, a function of the input rates on the task. For
correct functioning of the system the receiver must consume messages at a rate greater or equal
to the transmitting port rate. This mechanism was first proposed in [52],where the rates were
associated with each of the channels of a homogeneous data flow system. A single message can-
trigger the execution of a function associated with an OR port, or multiple ports must have
messages waiting before the execution of a function associated with the conjunctive relationship
of all designated AND input ports. The class of networks which can be realised is investigated
in Section 3.6.3.

All diagrams define a scope. Every name is visible in the scope in which it is defined and in
all lower level enclosed scopes. The same scope rules apply to all languages in the suite. This
enables rigorous name checking in all views on the same level of a hierarchical decomposition.

3.2.1 Formal Definition

The fundamental components are tasks that can perform one or more functions and which
can be interconnected. The other elements in the language are ports, communication channels,
mailboxes, ropes, single shot and periodic timers, environment interfaces and data stores. Ports
provide access to tasks. The communication channel is an essential feature for interconnecting
ports and, hence, tasks. Persistent data storage is modelled by the data store element, which is
not a unique symbol, but a task node that can only be accessed through bi-directional ports. It
is required to support access to persistent and shared data. Refer to Figure 3.1 for the language
elements.

The formal definition of an RDF graph reads as follows.

Definition 3 An RDF g is defined as a 7-tuple
(0, D, E, 8, V, Vb,A) where:

o is the set of all nodes 0i. A node Oi has a type, denoted by type(oi), with type(oi) E
{task, compTask, data8tore, enviri, enviro,pertimer, shotimer}.

D is set of all data stores, dk of g.

E is the set of all asynchronous edges ei,i of g, with E cOx O.

8 is the set of all synchronous edges Si,i of g, with 8 COx D.

V = VoUVh is the set of all data ports Pi of g. V (0) with 0 E 0 is the set of data ports for task
0, with Vo E 0ltype(o) E {task, compTask, enviri, enviro,pertimer, shotimer} : V(o) > 0 and
with Vo = U'VoEG V (0). Vh is the set of composite ports on the border of g. A port has one of the
following directions: {in, out}. Orthogonal to the port direction is the port type: {AND, OR}.

Vb is the set of all bi-directional ports of g where Vb E (0 x 8) U (8 x D)

A : B -t N+ x N+ is a time function associating an execution duration [o(Bd,6.(Bi)] with
each task, data store and task composite node Bi E B.
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D 0 Prtmitive task blocks
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Composite task block

OR port
AND port

Bidirectional port
Single shot timer

Pertodic timer
Mailbox
ChanneVRope

Environment interface

3.2.2 Nodes

c::::J> CJ) Composite Input ports

EJ> II::J) Composite Output ports

Figure 3.1: Elements of the visual language RDF

A node Oi E 0 can be a task, composite task, data store, environmentlnput, environment Out-
put, periodicTimer or a singleShotTimer. Tasks, composite tasks, and data store nodes are
called behavioural nodes, the other nodes are called time control nodes. The set of all be-
havioural nodes Bi E 0 is denoted by B. All nodes except the composite task form the set of
operational nodes, see Figure 3.3.

The different nodes are distinguished from each other by node type:

Definition 4 (Node Type) The type of a node is 0i E 0 or type(oi) E { task, compTask,
dataStore, enviri, enviro, pertimer, shotimer }.

On its border, a node has zero or more input and/or output ports. The firing semantics of the
ports determine a start point and exit point for each node.

Definition 5 (Entry Point) The set of input ports that can fire to start the execution of a
node is the entry point of an operational node 0i E 0, or entry(oi), and is at the start time (see
Definition 35) ti of the node.

Definition 6 (Exit Point) The exit point of an operational node 0i E 0, or exit(oi), indicates
the end time t; of the node and occurs when all computation and communication performed by
that node is completed.

Behavioural Nodes

Behavioural nodes Bi E 0 include task nodes, composite task nodes and data stores. These
are nodes that consume processor resources to execute and, hence, have an execution duration
associated with each of the nodes.
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Task Nodes
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Definition 7 (Task Node) A task node performs one or more functions, has one or more
input ports and has one or more output ports.

The functions a task node perform are built either with the visual language or with a procedural
language. Task nodes can be combined or decomposed given that the following condition is
satisfied.

Definition 8 (Task Node Composition) A task node Bi_ E 0 is a maximal set of con-
nected operations with a deterministic execution duration A(Bi). It may consist of one or more
task nodes, composite task nodes and data stores.

The deterministic execution requirement enables a separation of concerns. A task node can be
statically compiled and partially ordered for execution, and can be described in most program-
ming languages. The non-deterministic aspects of a system are, thus, raised to level visible for
modelling and analysis, while the deterministic part is encapsulated.

Data Stores

Data stores represent significant persistent data, or data shared between two or more task nodes
and accessed with bi-directional ports. Data stores are indicated with one or mere bi-directional
ports which provide access to them.

Definition 9 (Data Store) A data store dk is a persistent memory set with a different
operation and reply message/token associated with each incoming message type and with a
deterministic execution duration A(dk).

Definition 10 (Data Store Access) A data store is accessed through bi-directional ports
(see Definition 22), only.

Referring to Figure 3.2 it can be seen that data stores are accessed with bi-directional ports.
The protocol on a bi-directional port has two parts, the transmitted message and the return
message.

A data store can implement any number of storage strategies. These could include circular
buffers, queues, associative memory, simple registers or any more complicated database struc-
ture. A data store could even be a file system at an appropriate level of system decomposition.
A data store thus represents a very flexible data modelling medium.

The execution duration of a behavioural node is the time it takes from entry until exit.

Definition 11 (Task Node Execution Duration (TNED» The task node execution
duration (TNED) A : Bp -t R+ x R+ is a time function associating an execution dura-
tion A(Bi) = [8(Bd, b.(Bi)] with each task node Bi E Bp, with- [8(Bi) and b.(Bi)] being the
minimum and maximum execution durations of the task node, respectively.

The actual execution duration >'(Bi) will vary from one execution instance to the next, where
8(Bi) ~ >'(Bi) ~ b.(Bi)' The actual execution duration(s) can be derived from the underlying
timed stategraph representation of the task node.
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[a. b,fl]b, C, f2
bxl

D

bx2

Task: D

lb, a, f

Description: D stores the current satellite attitude matrix and
the orbit orientation

Protocol definition:
INTEGER16j [1..8]REAL32 orientationMatrix;
INTEGER16; [1..3]REAL32 satAttitudeMatrixj
INTEGER16j size;

Port definitions:
(* portName (portType, msgRx, msgTx, inputPeriod) *)
D.bx1 (bidirectional, orientationMatrix, satAttitudeMatrix, wcetf1);
D.bx1 (bidirectional, satAttitudeMatrix, size, wcetf2);
D.bx2 (bidirectional, satAttitudeMatrix, orientationMatrix, wcetf3);

(* for each port - only shown for one port bx1 *)
Trigger event: Receive(D.bx1.msgRx(flags/fields of interest))
Assignments : orientationMatrix := D.bx1.msgRx

Figure 3.2: A data store is a node with only bi-directional ports

A task node will continue execution until completion without any synchronisation with the
environment or other task nodes, once it has been started. This makes the scheduling boundaries
clear and allows a task thread to be written in a conventional language, if RDF or ~nother data
flow language is not used.

Tasks are represented by task nodes that are circular or rectangular to indicate tasks not being
decomposed into other tasks, Le. primitive tasks. Primitive tasks may be nested inside another
task in which case they are collectively referenced with a composite task node. This composite
task node reference symbol is used in the original diagram. The reference symbol is a rectangle
with rounded corners. Both primitive and composite task nodes have input and output ports.
See Figure 3.6 for a completely specified task node. The semantics of hierarchy is dealt with in
Section 3.5.

Time Control Nodes

Behavioural nodes represent the functional behaviour inside a system and identify traditional
code segments that could possibly run in parallel. Time control nodes model the interaction
points at time instants, between the environment and the behavioural nodes. See Figure 3.3
for a set representation of the node types.

Periodic and single shot timers are provided in the architecture to express any time moment
and time series succinctly. All timers have one output port which connects to the input port of
one or more tasks in a particular RDF g. A pre-defined task set in the RDF 9 can set or reset
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Nodes

Figure 3.3: Node types and their classification

the timer.
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Definition 12 (Shotime Node) A shotime node OshaE 0 is an operational node with type(osha) =
{shotime} and A(Osha)= [0, 0]. It has only an output port and indicates a possible starting point
of an RDF Q. It has the following attributes {wctr( Osha),period( Osha),tasklist( Osha)}, where
wctr(osha) indicates its worst case minimum inter-firing period, period(osha) indicates its period
before firing, and tasklist( Osha) is the task list that may set the timer.

Periodic timers have only one period and one task which can adjust the period after initialisa-
tion. Periodic timers can serve as an input trigger source for a design graph. According to the
rules of realisable design graphs (see Section 3.6.3), the system in Figure 3.4 is a valid graph
as task K and task L do have a path from a trigger source. The full graphical description of
a periodic and single shot timer is shown in Figure 3.4. The tasks that have access to set the
timer are specified.

Definition 13 (Pertime Node) A pertime node oper E 0 is an operational node with
type(oper) = {pertime}, and A(oper) = [0,0]. It has only an output port and indicates a possible
recurring starting point of an RDF Q. It has the following attributes {wctr(oper ),period(oper), task (oper)},
where wctr(oper) indicates its worstcase minimum inter-firing period, period(oper) indicates its
period and task(oper) is the task that may set the timer.

Environment interfaces represent direct connections to the real world. This includes any inter-
connection to external timers, polled devices, interrupt devices and DMA devices. Environment
interfaces represent the ultimate source and destination of messages. An input environment in-
terface has only one output port, and the output rate is the worst case inter-arrival rate from
the environment around the system. an output environment interface has only one input port,
and the consumption rate is determined by the rate at which messages arrive at the inter-
face. This rate must be less than or equal to the rate at which the environment can accept
messages/ tokens.

Definition 14 (Enviro Node) An environmental output node 0envira E 0 is an operational
node with type (Oenvira)= {enviro}. It has only one input port and acts as a message injection
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N (line optional)

T1 =T3

T2

Composite block: N

R

Description: N monitors three timers and sends a message to L
to indicate certain timer combinations

Task nodes: K, L
Single shot timers: Tl, T2
Periodic timers: T3
Environmental interface: R

Timer definitions:
Tl : Worst Case Trigger Rate; period; setting task list
T2 : WCTR; period; K, L;
T3 : 1000 micro seconds; L

Mailbox definitions:
Ml : No of entries, Size of one entry

Channel definitions:
Tl.K, T2.K, T3.K, K.L, Rope.R.L

Interconnections:
Tl.oxl WITH Tl.K TO K.ixl
T2.oxl WITH T2.K VIA Ml TO K.ix2
T3.oxl WITH T3.K TO K.ix3
K.oxl WITH K.L TO L.ixl
R.oxl WITH Rope.R.L TO L.ix2

Figure 3.4: Channels, ropes and mailboxes are the glue which holds the tasks together

point from a system to its environment. It has the following attributes {triggerSource}, where
triggerSource can be anyone of {interrupt, DM A, polled}.

Definition 15 (Enviri Node) An environmental input node 0enviri E 0 is an operational
node with type(oenviri) = enviri. It has only one output port and acts as a message injection
point from the environment. The output port's production rate attribute contains the maxi-
mum token production rate valid on the enviri node. The node has the following attributes
{trigger Source, actions}, where trigger Source can be anyone of {interrupt,DMA,polled}
and actions are the message transmission actions.

Referring to Figure 3.5 it can be seen that the input environmental interface emits messages of
type EVENT with an environment determined transmission rate of h that is only dependent
on the rate of external events.

When an enviro node's firing rule is true, it removes the specified number of tokens from its input
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Enviri: R

[e.f3~ T~9.f4]

Description: R is an asynchronous serial interface

Port definitions:
R.ox1.msg : Ej
R.ox1.rate = f3j
R.ox1.noOfTokens = 1j
R.ox1.condition : truej

(* short for EVENTj *)
(* environment dictated *)
(* single token data flow *)
(* OR output port guard *)

(* for each enviri - only shown for enviri R *)
R.triggerSource : interruptj
R.action: send(R.ox1.msg.e);

Figure 3.5: Environmental interface nodes and textual specification for environment interface
R

port and emits them to the environment. Enviro and enviri nodes are typically implemented as
device drivers in a software implementation.

The set of all environmental input nodes and environmental output nodes is denoted by Oenviri
and Oenviro, respectively. The set of all time control nodes is denoted by OtimeCantral:

OtimeControl= {Oi E 0ltype(od E {shotime,pertime, enviri, enviro}}

3.2.3 Ports

The RDF g is a data flow graph and the execution of a node is triggered by a token whose
contents has meaning. Such tokens are received and emitted on data ports. The data ports
allow a task to interconnect through an edge that leads to ports connected to other tasks and
time control nodes. The data ports are typed, follow an AND or OR trigger pattern and
are unidirectional. Bi-directional ports connect only to synchronous channels and exhibit a
synchronous activation trigger pattern.

Definition 16 (Data Port) A data port Pi has the following attributes {pri, rpi, tkd, which
are respectively the message protocol, maximum rate of production/ consumption, and
number of tokens (messages) produced (output port) or consumed (input port) per execution
cycle.

Definition 17 (Input Data Port) An input port iXk E Va of node OJ is connected by edge
ei,j,k,n from node Oi and is the n'th input data port of a node OJE 0 such that iXn transports
the value on the edge ei,j,k,n to the internals of the operational node OJ. The input port iXn is
of type = {or, and}.

Definition 18 (Output Data Port) An output port OXkE Vo between edge ej,n,k,m which
interconnects node OJwith node OnE 0 is the k'th output data port of a node OJE 0 such that
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OXk transports the value from the internals of the operational node to the edge ej,n,k,m' The
output port OXk,j,n is of type = {or, and}.

These input PC?rtsand output ports forms two sets of ports for a node.

Definition 19 (Input Port Set) An input port set iPOi for node 0i is ipoi = :Joi :Uvjixj.

Definition 20 (Output Port Set) An output port set 0POi for node 0i is opOi = :JOi : UVjOXj.

Definition 21 (Composite Port) A composite port p of an RDF 9 is a data port on the
border of 9 which transports the -value of p to or from the inside of g. Here Vh(9) denotes the
set of all composite data ports of an RDF g.

[a, fl ]
b, f2

[6, f3)

[f, f3)

Task: F

[g, f5)

Description: F is the primary control_block

Port definitions:
(* vector of incoming message types, only one type at a time received *)
F.ixl.msg.l: CmdType; (* abstract data structure *)
F.ixl.rate.l = fl( processor, clock speed, architecture );
F.ixl.noOfTokens.l= lj (* single token consumption *)
F.ixl.type.l= orj (* or input port *)

F.ixl.msg.2: inti
F.ixl.rate.2 = f2( processor, clock speed, architecture );
F.ixl.noOfTokens.2 = 1; (* single token consumption *)
F.ixl.type.2= or; (* or input port *)

(*Port(direction, type, protocol, rate, noOfTokens)*)
F.ix2(in, and, float, sameRate, 1);
F.ix3(in, and, float, sameRate, 1);

F.oxl.msg.l: float; int[8]j
F.oxl.rate.l = (1/2 * F.ixl.rate.l) + 1/10 * F.ix2.sameRate);
F.oxl.noOfTokens.l= 1; (* single token production *)
F.oxl.type.l= or; (* or output port *)
F.oxl.guard.l= true; (* output port guard *)

Figure 3.6: Full RDF task node definition

A protocol specification is associated with each input and each output port. The format of the
protocol specification is shown in Figure 3.6 for a completely specified task node with protocol
specifications. The types are the data types supported by any strictly typed language. The
maximum consumption rate of an input port is a function of the processor type, clock speed
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and architecture of the hardware. The transmission rate function of an output port is linear
in the input rates of the messages which trigger an output on the specific port. The rates are
derived in Section 3.6.1. A Rate = 0 indicates that no rate is specified. The input port can
accept any subset of message types sent to it via a channel from an output port of another task.

Bi-directional ports are used for task nodes to interact with data store nodes. A bi-directional
port on a task node is defined as follows.

Definition 22 (Bi-directional Port) A hi-directional port bXk E Vb between edge Sj,n,k,l
which interconnects node OJ with data store dn E D is the k'th bi-directional port of a node
OJ E 0 such that bXk transports the value from the internals of the operational node to Sj,n,k,l'
The port bXk is of type = {bidirectional}.

A bi-directional port bXi of node OJ has the following attributes {prii,proi, rpi}, which are respec-
tively the message protocol for a message produced, message protocol for a message
consumed, and maximum rate of consumption per execution cycle.

The bi-directional ports on a data store are each paired with the bi-directional ports on each
of the task nodes connected to the data store.

Semantics

The set of input ports on a task can contain a number of OR ports and a number of AND
ports. If the correct number of messages on any of the OR ports is available, the task executes
the associated function. The correct number of messages must be received on each of the AND
ports before the task starts executing. A set of AND ports implements the traditional data flow
semantics [3], while the OR ports allow conditional expressions to be constructed in the data
flowgraphs.

3.2.4 Edges: Channels, Ropes and Mailboxes

Edges consist of asynchronous and synchronous edges. Asynchronous edges interconnect tasks
so that the tasks can together perform a collective function.

Unsynchronised inter-node communication is performed via data stores to which one task node
can write to in its execution cycle. The task node can even overwrite a previously written value
if another task node has not retrieved the value in time. This is similar to communicating
through registers.

An asynchronous edge ei,j,k,n between an output port of an operational node 0i and an input
port of an operational node OJ enforces the precedence and data dependency between Oi and OJ.

Definition 23 (Asynchronous Edge) An asynchronous edge ei,j,k,n E E between the out-
put port Pk of node 0i and the input port Pn of node OJ is an edge such that:
t5(Oj) ~ te(Oi)
The edge is of type(ei,j,k,nJ = {channel, mailbox, rope} and has an attribute {count} which
counts the number of tokens/messages sent on the edge.

There are three different types of edges depending on modelling and implementation issues.
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Together they are referred to as asynchronous edges. They are only differentiated into chan-
nels, mailboxes and ropes when additional knowledge about their behaviour is required. The
form of communication they support differs according to whether messages are to be delivered
timely (channel), whether messages are delivered with a possible burst at larger rate than the
average rate (mailbox), or whether a timely indication-only is delivered which contains no more
information than the fact that a transmission did take place (rope).

Definition 24 (Channel) A channel eCi,j,k,n is an asynchronous edge ei,j,k,n between the
output port oXk of node 0i and the input port iXn of node OJ with a storage capability of one
token/message. It corresponds to the semantics of a homogeneous data flow system channel.

A mailbox is a channel with a First In First Out (FIFO) buffer. Mailboxes are used to realise
channels where the average transmission rate of an output port is known, but the peak rate is
higher, or when there is an instantaneous rate difference between a producer and a consumer,
but the average rate of production is known. The mailbox in Figure 3.4 is specified with the
message size and the number of messages it can hold, as the source and destination information
is implicitly contained in the diagram.

Definition 25 (Mailbox) A mailbox emi,j,k,n is an asynchronous edge ei,j,k,n with storage
capacity of size(m) tokens/messages. The size of a mailbox emi,j,k,n is a range [Si..Si] with
Si, Si EN: Si ::; Si, indicating the storage capacity of the number of items in the mailbox;
size(em) = Si - Si + 1.

A rope is an asynchronous edge that cannot transfer any information. It can only deliver how
many times it has been 'pulled' by the sender. It is useful for synchronisation functions and to
indicate that an event did occur without incurring the message transmission cost of a channel.
The environmental interface R is connected with a rope to task L in Figure 3.4.

Definition 26 (Rope) A rope eri,j,k,n is an asynchronous edge eri,j,k,n between the output
port oXk of node Oi and the input port iXn of node OJ with a storage capability of zero to-
kens/messages. The attribute {count} is incremented on each pull of the rope eri,j,k,n.

The set of nodes executing before node 0i starts is defined as pred(oi). The set of nodes following
node 0i is SUCC(Oi).

Definition 27 (Predecessor and Successor Set) For each node 0i EO,
pred(oi) = {Oh EO: Vh3ieh,i,k,n and
SUCC(Oi)= {OJ EO: 3iVjei,j,k,n

denote the predecessor and successor set, respectively.

Synchronous edges interconnect the bi-directional ports of tasks to bi-directional ports on data
stores. A synchronous edge has a storage capacity of one token in each direction and does not
have any knowledge of the type of message it transmits. A synchronous edge si,k,j,n between a
bi-directional port dXj of an operational node 0i and a bi-directional port dXn of a data store
dk enforces that 0i must block on transmission and wait for a response message (token) from
the data store dk before continuing with execution.

Definition 28 (Synchronous Edge) A Synchronous edge Si,k,j,n E S between nodes 0i
and dk is an edge such that:
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1. tS(dk) ~ tS(Oi)
2. te(dk) ~ te(Oi)
3. A(od = A(Oi) + A(dk)

3.3 RDF Operational Semantics
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The system dynamics are required in addition to the structural information expressed by graph
nodes, data ports and edges. The operational dynamics correspond to a data flow paradigm
augmented with concepts of elapsed time and a token state space. The data flow paradigm
operates on the number of tokens present at the respective input ports of a node. These tokens
(messages) are carried on the asynchronous edges and, given the semantics of a mailbox, there
could be one or more stored on each edge.

3.3.1 Semantics

An edge carries P,i,j tokens from node 0i to node OJ and is the shorthand for p,(ei,j,k,n)' For a
channel holds P,i,j = {O, I}, and for a mailbox P,i,j ~ size(mi,j). The number of tokens on an
edge are the number of messages in a mailbox. A rope holds P,i,j ~ k E N+, and it consumes
the memory for one counter. The complete token state of an RDF graph can be described as
the number of tokens on each of the edges in the data flowgraph. The token state of an RDF
graph 9 is useful to keep track of changes in the number of tokens on tlie edges, due to the
firing of nodes.

Definition 29 (RDF Token State) A token state p, of an RDF 9 is a mapping p, : E -+
N+.

The number of tokens on each edge, is a bounded number per edge. The semantics of the OR
input and AND input ports can now be taken into account to describe when a node is enabled
to fire.

Definition 30 (Multiple Port Firing Condition) An operational node Ok can only start
execution iff.'
1. 'iixi E iPOk : P,j,k ~ ix.tki, if type(ixd = and
or
2. 3ixi E ipOk : P,j,k ~ ix.tki, if type(ixi) = or
The choice of which port fires if multiple OR ports are enabled is based on the input port with
the earliest deadline first.

The execution rule for an RDF graph 9 can now be composed:

Definition 31 (Execution Rule) Firing of an enabled node OJ EO in token state p, at time
tS results in the following phases with the associated token state for each phase:

1. Firing: at time tS the number of tkn tokens are consumed from input edge ei,j,m,n resulting
zn:

{

P,i,j
P,tj = P,i,j - tkn

P,i,j - tkn

ifei,j,m,n E E \pred(oj)
ifei,j,m,n E pred(oj)'in : iXn = and 1\ P,i,j ~ tkn
ifei,j,m,n E pred(oj)3n : iXn = or 1\ P,i,j ~ tkn
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2. Execution: takes ).(OJ) time, with o(Oj) ~ ).(OJ) ~ Ll(oj), and does not result in an RDF
token state change.

J.L~,j= J.L~,j: 'it E [ts, tS + ).(Oi)]
During execution, the elapsed execution duration of OJ, ££'D( OJ,t) is equal to t - tS•

3. Completion: until time te = tS +).(OJ), tokens are produced on output edges. The tokens
are only 'visible' on completion of node OJ which means an atomic action with duration
). (OJ) has just taken place. The resulting RD F token state is then:

J.L" - { J.Lj,m if ej,m,k,p E E\ post( OJ)
3,m - J.Lj,m+ tkk ifej,m,k,p E post(Oj)

The start point tS is defined in Definition 5, and an end point te is defined in Definition 6 for a
node OJ. In between is the elapsed firing time (EFT) which linearly increases from 0 to ).(OJ).

Definition 32 (State of R'DF) The state S of an RDF G consists of:

1. the RDF token state,

2. the Elapsed Execution Duration ££1), and

3. the RDF control state (RDF control state is defined later, essentially it is a state vector
representing all the parallel states in which the stategraph is in).

At any time instance t, an RDF can be fully characterised by its state S. The transition from
one RDF token state to another forms an execution sequence leading from one RDF token state
to the next.

3.3.2 Output Port Guards

The semantics of the output ports require a further investigation. The semantics of the input
ports have been described in detail and led to the definition of the execution rule in Definition 31.

Formal Definition

Each output port has a condition that must be true before the messages are emitted on that
port.

Definition 33 (Output Port Guard) The output port guard gk = guard(oxk) of an out-
put port OXk is a function g on port k of node j which generates a Boolean result {true, false},
and is an expression which can include the value of one or more input tokens or retrieved data
store values. If the Boolean result is true, the tokens/messages available for transmission on
that port are emitted.

The values of the input tokens evaluated as part of the guard expression are the values received
in that particular execution sequence of the t~k node. This means that the task node cannot
store state, it can, however, store and share state information through a data store.
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The execution rule is amended to include the restrictions implied by the Boolean conditions
(guards) on the output ports.

Definition 34 (Extended Execution Rule) Firing of an enabled node OJ E 0 in token state
J.Lat time tS results in the following phases with the associated token state for each phase:

1. Firing: at time tS the number of tkj tokens is consumed from input edge ei,j,m,n resulting
2n:

{

J.Li,j if ei,j,m,n E E \ pred(oj)
J.L~,j= J.Li,~- tkn ~f e~,j,m,n E pred(oj) V Vn ~type(~xn) :: and 1\ :i,j ~ tkn

J.Lt,J- tkn 2f et,J,m,n E pred(oJ) V 3n . type(2xn) - or 1\ J.Lt,J~ tkn

2. Execution: takes A(Oj) time, with 8(oj) ~ A(Oj) ~ b.(Oj), and does not result in an RDF
token state change.

J.L~,j= J.L~,j: Vt E W, tS + Aj)]
During execution, the elapsed execution duration of 0i, ££V(Oi, t) is equal to t - tS.

3. Completion: until time te = tS +A(OJ), tokens are produced on output edges. The tokens
are only 'visible' on completion of node OJ. The resulting RDF token state changes on the
output edges are:

{

J.Lj,m- ifej,m,k,IEE\post(Oj)
II. _ J.Lj,m+ tkk if ej,m,k,l E post(Oj) 1\ Vk : type(oxk) = and 1\ gk = true
rJ,m - or

J.Lj,m+ tkk if ej,m,k,l E post(Oj)/ 3k : type(oxk) = or 1\ gk = true

The output port now only produces the said number o~tokens/messages if the guard (Boolean
condition) evaluates to true. The port chosen is the first one whose guard evaluates to true. If
more than one output port is enabled then, in principle, any of the enabled ports are selected
to fire. In practice, a next port algorithm can be implemented to ensure a fair distribution of
firing. For a set of AND output ports, all the ports must have the same condition as they all
fire on the same condition. The guarded output ports can be used to model the traditional
programming constructs such as if statement and conditional loop.

3.4 Temporal Properties

This section defines a number of temporal properties in general and then continues to define
the temporal properties for a behavioural node Bi, a time control node Oi and an RDF graph
y.

1. Definition

Real-Time: 1. Pertaining to the actual time during which a physical process
transpires. 2. Pertaining to the performance of a computation during the
actual time that the related physical process transpires in order that results of
the computation can be used in guiding the physical process.
[IEEE Dictionary of Electrical and Electronic Terms]
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2. Accuracy The accuracy of a time value relates to how close to the actual value the
estimated value is.

(a) A time property can be represented by a scalar value, e.g. >'(Oi).
(b) A time interval might describe a particular situation more accurately, e.g. [8(Oi), b.(Oi)].

3. Time constraints The limits imposed upon the application by the physical process to
guide.

(a) Duration is the amount of time a computation takes associated with two particular
points in a system. Usually it is the time between the start and the end of task
execution, and is expressed as >'(Oi)= te - tS.

(b) Rate refers to how many times per time unit something is done. This is of particular
interest in the interaction with a physical process.

4. Functional time; the time that is transpiring in the system as implemented.

(a) The duration is best measured and represented as an interval of minimum and
maximum execution time, viz. [8(Oi), b.(od].

(b) The worst case rate at which a task is executed is best represented by a scalar value,
viz. rpi.

5. Temporal properties are properties inherent to time.

(a) The inverse of duration (period) is rate through the function l/rate= duration.
This property is useful, because it is convenient to measure the execution duration
of a task and to work with the rate at which a system can handle events.

(b) Jitter is a known bound on the accuracy of a scalar value of time with an unknown
instantaneous value.

The functional time properties of an RDF graph are those properties characteristic of the
implemented system. A behavioural node was defined as a connected set of operations with
a deterministic execution duration. The execution duration for a number of task nodes with
deterministic execution time can be summed as follow OJ = I:f=o 8EDi. The messages that
trigger the execution of the behavioural node are available before the node is triggered to
execute. The messages produced are written into each of their respective ports during execution
of the behavioural node. The messages are, thus, available on the asynchronous edges after
execution of the behavioural node, and the next behavioural node to execute can be scheduled
(assuming a single processor).

Definition 35 (Start Time and End Time) The start time tS(Oi) of an enabled behavioural
node 0i E 0 is defined as the moment that the trigger rules fires and the nodes start execution
: tS(Oi) E N+.

The end time te(Oi) of a behavioural node Oi E 0 is defined as the moment that the node 0i
completes execution: te(Oi) E N+.

Time is expressed as a natural number that denotes any granularity of a basic cycle in which
time is measured. The basic cycle could also represent processor cycles. A node fires as soon
as its firing condition is satisfied. This corresponds to as-soon-as-possible firing and uses all
parallelism as expressed in the model.

The functional instantaneous execution rate is a useful parameter to compare with the rate at
which a node is to execute based on the RDF analysis that is described later.
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Definition 36 (Instantaneous Execution Rate) The instantaneous execution rate ~(t) of
an operational node Oi at time instant t is the number of executions n per time:

~(t) = dnldt = lim Ani At
L\t-tO

Given that n E N+ is discrete:

~(t)= __ l__
t~+l (Oi) - t~(od

with k denoting the execution cycle index and t~(Oi) the start time of the k'th invocation of 0i.

Time control nodes have a specific timing semantics. The timers and environmental interfaces
can exhibit periodic or aperiodic occurrence patterns. In both cases, the start time and end
time of an occurrence is instantaneous, as all execution duration is accounted for in behavioural
nodes. In particular:

Definition 37 (Event Occurrence Instant) For every node Oi E OtimeControlholds: (t~(Oi)) =
(tk(Oi)), which is represented by a single symbol tk - the k'th occurrence instant of the event.

An event is periodic if Vk : tk+l - tk = period with period the constant inter-occurrence
time. An event is sporadic if Vk : tk+l - tk 2:: mintime where mintime is the minimum
inter-arrival time between any two event occurrences.

The execution duration for an RDF 9 is the time from the start of the first operational node
to the finish of the last operational node in RDF g.

Definition 38 (Execution duration of an RDF Q) The graph execution duration of
an RDF 9 is A(Q) =maxW) - minW) E N+ .

3.5 Hierarchy

The ability to hide the detail not required at any stage of the development of a complex system
is essential to aid in simplifying and, hence, understanding such a system. The RDF language
was designed with hierarchical application in mind. The stategraph language with its Statechart
heritage, is inherently hierarchical.

Complex systems can only be understood and constructed if they are decomposed into smaller
parts and abstracted into the relevant features at each level of decomposition. A decomposed
system consists of hierarchical layers representing increasing knowledge about the system as
one goes lower in the layers. Two forms of hierarchies exist, i.e. vertical hierarchies and
horizontal ones. Vertical hierarchical decomposition corresponds to black box decomposition
and is defined in Definition 39. Horizontal hierarchical corresponds to white box decomposition
where all aspects of the replaced component are visible and is defined in Definition 40.

Definition 39 (Vertical Hierarchical Decomposition) Vertical hierarchical decomposition
is given when a composite block can be viewed as a black box, with sufficient information available
to validate its function in a system without knowing anything more about its inner functioning.

Definition 40 (Horizontal Hierarchical Decomposition) Horizontal ~ierarchical decom-
position occurs when the whole system representation must be flattened to primitive blocks to
validate the function of a complete system.
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3.5.1 RDF Hierarchy

The visual RDF notation has been described in great detail in Section 3.2. An RDF graph Q can
contain composite t~k nodes that are placeholders in the RDF Q for another RDF Q' which can
be substituted into the composite task node. The task nodes and composite task nodes form the
basis of the inter-relationship between RDF and the object oriented programming view which
is used to organise and manage RDF components. Each composite task node and task node
has an associated stategraph which provides information about timing and message sequence
processing, and is an aid in the design refinement process. A system can be decomposed into
a hierarchy in one of two ways. Vertical decomposition is the preferred mechanism as system
trade offs are possible at any point in the design refinement process. This section will develop
the hierarchical composition of systems with the RDF notation.

Composite task nodes have input and output ports allowing the nodes to communicate with
other task nodes. The ports on composite task nodes support messages of multiple protocols.
On refinement of a composite task node the different messages can be accepted by different
tasks inside the composite task node.

Composite Task Nodes

Definition 41 (Composite Task Node) A composite task node is a behavioural node Oi E
Bh with:

1. type(oi) = compTask,

2. rdf (Oi)= Q', i. e. it instantiates a proper RDF which terminates with no messages left on
edges and the only state information stored being kept in data stores, and

3. execution duration A(Oi) = .6..(Q')

The execution of a composite task node has to be triggered from an environmental interface
or timer and, thus, either should contain an environmental interface, or it is assumed that the
composite task node will be activated through its incoming data ports which, when traced back,
will eventually find an environmental trigger.

3.5.2 Operational Semantics

A composite task node can have any number of input ports. The firing rule of Definition 43
is valid to start the trigger for a combination of AND ports and OR ports that leads into the
composite task node.

Definition 42 (Composite Input Ports) A composite input port of an RDF Q is the
i - th composite input port of node OJ. It is called ciXi as a data port and cannot have a guard
as defined in Definition 33.

Definition 43 (Composition Firing Rule) The composite task node fires, if the following
holds on its composite input ports Vi : type(cixi) = {in}:
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Figure 3.7: The composite task node OJ is an RDF (}'

A composite node Ok can only start execution iff:
1. VciXi E ciPOk : J.Lj,k2: cix.tki, if type(cixd = and
or
2. 3cixi E CipOk : J.Lj,k2: cix.tki, iftype(cixi) = or

The choice of which composite port fires if multiple OR ports are enabled is the port with the
earliest deadline.

With the firing rule for composite ports established, the execution rule for a composite task
node can be formulated. The internals of a composite task node OJ E 0 of an RDF (} is also a
valid RDF (}'; see Figure 3.7. This leaves only the initialisation and termination of the RDF (}'
and the handover of tokens associated with the two phases to be described.

Definition 44 (Compositional Execution Rule) Firing of an enabled composition node
ocomp E 0 with rdf(ocomp) = (}' in token state J.L(Q) at time tS results in the following phases
with the associated token state for each phase:

1. Firing of ocomp and initialisation of RDF g': at time tS the number of tkn tokens is
consumed from input edge ei,j,m,n resulting in:

{

J.Li,j(Q) if ei,j,m,n E E \pred(oj)
J.L~,j(g) = J.Li,j(Q) - tkn ~f ei,j,m,n E pred(oj) /\ "In : type(~Xn) = and/\ J.Li,j2: tkn

J.Li,j(Q) - tkn zf ei,j,m,n E pred(oj) /\ 3n : type(czxn) = or /\ J.Li,j2: tkn

and generate tokens in underlying RDF (Q')

{

J.Lj,m(Q') if ej,m,k,l E E \ (pred(oj) U post (OJ))
J.L" m((}') = J.Lj,m(Q') + tkk if ej,m,k,l E post(Oj) /\ Vi : type(cixi) = and
J, or

J.Lj,m(Q') + tkk if ej,m,k,l E post (OJ) /\ 3i : type(cixi) = or

2. Execution of RDF (}': takes Ll(ocomp) time and does not result in an RDF 9 token state
change.

J.L~,jg'= J.L~,j: "It E W, e + >'(ocomp)]

After initialisation, the token state for RDF g' changes according to the execution rule
Definition 34.

3. Termination of-RDF (}' and the completion of Ocomp: at time te = tS + Ll(Q') tokens
are produced on the output edges of RDF (}'. The tokens are transferred to the output
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edges of Ocompand RDF g' is terminated. The resulting RDF token state changes on the
output edges of Ocompare:

{

J.Lj,m
J.Lj,m= J.Lj,m+ tkk

or
J.Lj,m+ tkk

if ej,m,k,l E E \ (pred( OJ)U post( OJ))
if ej,m,k,l E post(Oj) 1\Vi: type(ixi) = and

if ej,m,k,l E post(Oj) 1\3i : type(ixi) = or

The node ocomp completes with only the AND output port set firing or one of the OR
output ports.

The number of ports visible on the high level can be much less than the number of ports
implemented in the composite task node. The ports visible on the high level are shown in the
decomposed level as composition input ports and composition output ports.

Definition 45 (Port Composition Substitution) When replacing a composition task node
with its internal representation, the following substitution rules have to be observed.

1. Composite input ports:

(a) The destination ports inside the RDF must be of the same type as the composite
input ports.

(b) The source ports outside the RDF connected with asynchronous edges to the com-
posite input ports on the border of the RDF may be of any type = {or, and}.

2. Composite output ports:

(a) Composite AND output ports must all originate from the same task node in the
underlying RDF.

(b) Composite OR output ports can originate from different task nodes in the underlying
RDF, and the set of OR composite output ports must be structured in such a way
that only one produces tokens on the termination of the RDF.

(c) The source port inside the RDF must be the same type as the composite output port
to which it is attached.

(d) The destination port outside the RDF connected to from any composite output port
can be of type = {and, or}.

Multiple Channels

Multiple input and output channels are often required to model/describe an actual system. A
task that has multiple input ports can be viewed in two ways as shown in Figure 3.8 a and
b. The sender's view is outputting to a single port, connected by a single channel leading to a
single input port connected on task M. The receiver can view messages as arriving on a single
logical channel which simplifies the timing analysis of the system. See task M' in Figure 3.8 b.
A single port leading to multiple output channels can be represented by the number of AND
ports outputting the same message at the same rate to the destinations via individual channels.
See Figure 3.8 c and d for an example where task Q and task Q' are equivalent. The example
is shown for an OR output port, but is valid for an AND output port, too.
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Figure 3.8: Representing multiple ports and channels

3.6 Message Passing Semantics - Timing

An interconnected set of operational nodes is functioning correctly in the real-time data flow
time domain iff: every message (token) that is produced by an operational node is consumed
before the next message (token) is emitted. For the interconnected system of message produc-
ers and consumers to function correctly, each pair of communicating objects must obey the
requirement that the receiver must consume the incoming messages at least as fast as they
are produced by the sender. This corresponds to an infinitely fast receiver as seen from the
transmitter.

In practice a fast enough receiver is all that is required. Each input port has a maximum
message consumption rate that is a function of the different types of hardware resources which
can execute the task when triggered with this message on the input port. The consumption rate
function is, thus, a function of processor type, clock speed, and architecture of the hardware.
The maximum consumption rate of an input port can only be computed in the implementation
phase of a project, and is discussed further in Chapter 4. The actual input rate is determined
when the task is connected in a larger system from the output rate of the task connected to the
input port. This actual input rate must be verified against the maximum consumption rate of
the receiving port.

For scheduling a set of tasks on a single processor, another step has to be performed where the
feasibility of the task set to execute on one processor is determined. This is an implementation
issue and is covered in Chapter 4. In this section we determine the real-time behaviour of
tasks symbolically in terms of output rates. In the next section we show how the rates are
derived. For timing analysis it is assumed that the messages can be consumed fast enough.
The maximum consumption rate for each input port is computed in the implementation phase
and enough resources are allocated to each task to satisfy the rate at which it must consume
messages.

3.6.1 Message Transmission Rates

For each output port we define the message transmission rate in terms of the worst case minimum
inter-message transmission time; see Figure 3.9.

Definition 46 (Worst Case Minimum Inter-message Transmission Period) If A and
B are two interconnected tasks and PB is the shortest inter-transmission period of messages
emitted by task B, then the message transmission rate r on the output port of task B is

r = llPB
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~0
Figure 3.9: Two interconnected tasks with a channel transmission rate function

-
r1=1/2 12=1/4 r3=1/10
V[ G ~ rc=1/4 ~

Yr4=118

Figure 3.10: Use of a bi-directional port

The time basis is built on discrete time which means that PB is a positive integer. It is then
assumed that there exists a basic indivisible time unit which is small enough that the values of
all time related constants and variables can be directly expressed or reasonably approximated
by integer multiples of this unit.

Unidirectional OR Ports and AND Ports

Each OR input port on a task node has an individual rate. All AND input ports on a single
task node must have the same rate. All AND output ports related to a simultaneous output of
a result must have the same rate. This ensures that it is possible to abstract all AND ports in
a set as one OR port for timing analysis. The OR input ports and the equivalent AND input
port together from the independent input port set.

Definition 47 (Independent Input Port Set) The independent input port set of node
0i is the set ipii:

ipii = 30i :UVjixj for type(ixj) = or U 3ixj : type(ixj) = and

The AND input port set would correspond to one equivalent OR port for timing analysis and
function analysis purposes. Likewise the AND output ports are grouped together based on the
same output rate.

A channel connects an output port on one task to one or more input ports of different tasks.
The channel derives its actual transmission rate from the sender. Referring to Figure 3.10 it
can be seen that the channel rate function rc = 1/4 is dominated by the sender transmission
rate function.

Bi-directional Ports

Before a task can complete processing a message, it must wait for a response from each bi-
directional port to which a message was sent out. The transmission rate function of the return
port of a bi-directional port is by definition f (r) = r, because for every incoming message a
return message must be produced. The physical consumption rate of a bi-directional port on a
data store is a function of the available resources and can be computed in the implementation
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Figure 3.11: Computing an output rate
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phase. The receiver on the other side of a bi-directional port must process messages and return
results at a faster rate than the output rate on the bi-directional port of the sender. See
Figure 3.10 for an example. Task G receive messages at a rate 1/2 and for every two messages
it receives it makes one request to data store H.

3.6.2 Computing Rates

This section describes how to compute the rate at which messages are emitted from an output
port for homogeneous data flow. The synchronous data flowextension is described in Section 3.7.
This section assumes that the maximum consumption rate on the input ports is always greater
than the transmission rate.

Message Output Rates

The rate at which a task outputs messages on a specific port is a function of the rate at which
it inputs on specific input ports. A transmission rate function is defined for each output port
in terms of the input rates of all its corresponding input ports. Referring to Figure 3.11 it is
shown that the output rate is a function of two input rates.

If the transmission rates are defined in terms of the worst case minimum message inter-arrival
time, then for the computational model described so far in [52]it was proven that this function
is always a simple linear function through the origin whose slope is a harmonic number. This
function expresses the fact that messages cannot be sent faster than they are received.

Definition 48 (Transmission Rate Function) The transmission rate function is of the form

1
f(rk) = -rk, x ENx

where rk is the incoming rate on port k and x is the number of messages consumed before a
message is emitted.

The logic of a task is evaluated to determine the transmission rate on a specific port. The logic is
described with a stategraph on the same level of decomposition as the hierarchical decomposition
of the data flowdescription. The stategraph contains all events/messages relevant to that level.
All states on this level of decomposition are searched for message transmission states. The
closest states are computed and the minimum of this distance will be the denominator of the
slope in the transmission rate function.

The requirements on transmission rates for OR ports and AND ports are different. The message
transmission rates on the set of AND output ports on a specific task are all the same. The
message transmission rates for each OR output port on a specific task can be different. The
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Figure 3.12: The output port rate functions p4, p5 and p6 on ports {H.OXl,H.oX2,H.oX3}

Task: H

Partial port definition:
H.ox1.msg : STRING10;

H.ox1.rate = 1/4 * H.ix1.rate;
H.ox2.msg : FLOAT64;

H.ox2.rate = f(H.ix1.rate, H.ix4.rate)

output port transmission rate can be a function of any combination of OR input ports and the
set of AND input ports. See the output port rate specification for p4 and p5 in Figure 3.12.
Each AND input port must have the same message arrival rate. The transmission rate function
is generally given as:

Tout = f(ixi, iaj) 'Vi : 1 $ i $ n 1\ 3j : 1 $ j $ m

where iXi is the i - th OR input port rate of n OR input ports and iaj is the jth AND input
port set rate of the AND input por~ set.

Message Input Rates

We distinguish between the maximum consumption rate and the actual input rate as dictated
by a sender. The maximum consumption rate is the rate at which messages on a port can be
consumed. This rate depends on the algorithmic complexity of the function executed and the
speed of the executing processor. The actual message input rate is the sender rate that could be
smaller or equal to the maximum consumption rate of the receiver. For the purposes of timing
analyses and design, the actual message rate is used. For a task with a single input port, the
actual input rate is the known rate at which the task is supplied to process messages on that
physical port. For a task with multiple input ports we consider a logical input port. The actual
logical input rate is the worst case aggregate rate of all incoming messages on the independent
input port set, see Definition 47. This is illustrated in Figure 3.13.

Definition 49 (Logical Input Port) The logical input port of a task is a virtual port for
which the input rate is the sum of the rates TPi of all n independent input ports iXi of node OJ

n
rin = LTi

i=l
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Two tasks can send messages at the same time to a receiving process implying a reception rate
of infinity. However, it is only on the physical ports where the receiver's consumption rate must
be greater or equal to the sender's rate. In practice each asynchronous edge is one or more
buffers deep, which means that all incoming messages can arrive at the same time, but trigger
the corresponding task node in an orderly manner.

rpl

~

rplrp%:in~rp3
rp4= rp5

Figure 3.13: Input rate definition for multiple input ports

Multiple AND ports require a slightly different approach. All AND input ports on a specific
task must have a message waiting before the processing of these messages take place. This
means that the AND input ports must all have the same consumption rate to exclude one input
port from receiving more messages than the other AND ports on the same task. The worst
case consumption rate for any number of AND input ports in an AND port set is the same
regardless of how many AND input ports are connected in the set.

3.6.3 Realising Designed Data Flow Networks

A design graph is realisable if all the channel rate equations can be solved. In order to ensure
that the channel rate equations can be solved, the following design rules must be followed. The
rules are based on those derived in [52]and are extended to allow for OR ports and AND ports.

Definition 50 (RDF Graph Design Rules) The rules are as follow.

1. A task may have any number ofunidirectionaljbi-directional input/output ports. No two
unidirectional OR output ports of a task may have the same receiver. Two AND output
ports of a task may have the same receiver, receiving on two AND input ports as the
semantics of the AND output ports ensure that no messages can be received other than at
exactly the same rate and phase, i.e. at the same time instant.

2. There must exist a path from an active environmental interface or periodic timer to each
task in the system. This requirement stems from the fact that the whole system is a reactive
data flow system. This means that if a task cannot be reached from an execution trigger,
it will never execute.

3. At most one message may be sent during the processing of an incoming message on each
unidirectional output port. This preserves the semantics required to solve for the trans-
mission rates on a designed system.

4. If the design graph is acyclic and adheres to requirements 1, 2 and 3, then in [52} it was
proved that it is always possible to solve for the transmission rate equations and label each
unidirectional channel in the design with a worst case transmission rate.

5. The transmission rate equations can be solved in a disjoint cycle if at least one channel in
the cycle has a non-identity transmission rate function. That is, some task in the cycle
must always delay for at least two messages before emitting a message. Formally it reads:
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Let G be a designed graph with a cycle C of n distinct tasks and unidirectional channels.
Let l/Xl, 1/x2, ... ,1/xn be the slopes of the transmission rate equations for the channels
n C. If C is disjoint from other cycles in the graph, then the transmission rate equations
for the channels in C can be solved if and only if

n

IIXi> 1
i=l

6. The transmission rates can be determined for simple non-disjoint cycles in a design. A
simple cycle is a cycle in which all the vertices are disjoint. The condition is that each cycle
of two non-disjoint cycles must have at least one channel with a non-identity transmission
rate function each. That is, some task in each cycle must always delay for at least two
messages before emitting a message. In addition, there must be a task or tasks that have
a cumulative delay for at least three messages.
Let G be a design graph with non-disjoint cycles. If every pair of cycles in G contains
at most one task that receives messages from 2 distinct tasks in the 2 cycles, then the
condition in the previous paragraph is sufficient for solving transmission rate equations.
If the condition does not hold, then a set of simultaneous linear equations must be solved
to determine the transmission rate functions of a design graph with non-disjoint cycles.

3.7 Synchronous Dat~ Flow Extension

The constraints on the transmission rate function form in Definition 48 are lifted to include
multi-token production and multi-token consumption per execution cycle.

!k(rj) = Ykrj
Xj

where rj is the rate at which tokens arrive at node i.

Theorem 1 (Extended Transmission Rate Function) The extended transmission rate
function !k(rj) of port oXk of node 0i is a function of the number of tokens produced Yk = tkk
by the output port k of node 0i and the number of tokens consumed Xj = tkj by the input port
j of node Vi:

Proof 1 Let 0i and Om be two nodes connected to a channel. Let rj be the worst rate at which
node i receives messages. Thus node 0i receives a message every l/rj time units. Node 0i

can only emit one or more messages Yk when it receives a message, or after it has received Xj
messages. Message emissions are discrete events, they either occur or not. In the worst case,
the minimum time separation between messages from node 0i to node Om will be a fractional
constant Xj/Yk times l/rj. Therefore, the worst case transmission rate is (Yk/Xj)rk with Yk and
Xj both positive integers.

~I--ZU-1J~VO-l) zmAVO) ZO+l~XU+l)r+l)~
ell~~ j+l e2

Figure 3.14: Multiple token production and consumption per cycle

The additional tokens arriving require a refinement of the token consumption rate definition.
See figure 3.14 for an example system with a node 0j-1> node OJ and node 0j+1.
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Theorem 2 (Multiple Token Execution Rate) The rate at which node OJ must be sched-
uled to consume tokens to adhere to the RDF time correctness criteria is:

Yj-l
Zj

where Yj-l is the number of tokens produced by a single producer connected to node OJ and Zj
is the number of tokens required to trigger the execution of node OJ and subsequently consumed
when node OJfires.

Proof 2 It is to be proved that messages must be received and processed before the sender sends
again. Given that Yj-l messages are produced by node OJ-l sending them to node OJ in a
single execution cycle, and node OJproduces only one message and consumes Zj messages, the
transmission rate function for node OJ is:

1lih) = -rj
Xj

If node OJ emits Yj messages, the transmission rate function becomes:
y.

fj(rj) = 2rj
Xj

The next node 0j+l must consume Yj messages before another Yi messages are produced, and
node OJmust consume Yj-l messages before it can receive a new message vector. This is only
possible if node 0j+l consumes Yj messages and node OJ is scheduled

Yj-l
Zj

times to execute before node 0j-l is scheduled again.

With multiple input ports into a node, the rate at which the consumer must be scheduled,
becomes the sum of the input rates. See Figure 3.15 for an example with the notation used in
Definition 51.

Definition 51 (Multi-rate Logical Input Port) A multi-rate logical input port is an
equivalent input port when all n data streams from the independent input port set are combined
for node OJ. The combined rate at which the node must execute to consume all messages for a
system to be correct from the timing point of view is:

n y.
rmin =L ..2ri

i=O Zi

yjl

Figure 3.15: Multiple input rate definition for multiple input ports

With the Theorem 2, a,ll other results valid for homogeneous RDF data flow graphs can now
be extended to accommodate multi-rate RDF graphs. This is a significant improvement in the
analysis capability of RDF systems.
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3.8 Stategraphs

The behaviour of each of the task nodes can internally be described by a stategraph. These
parallel stategraphs for all task nodes in a system together constitute the system stategraph
vector. Statecharts [35]is a compact rigorous notation for representing parallel and nested state
machines. It is, therefore, used as stategraph representation in conjunction with RDF for the
expression of task node internal state transitions based on incoming messages (tokens) and for
the resulting output messages (tokens) generated. In addition, it also represents the execution
duration interval of each task node. The structure of Statecharts is amended as follows for the
application of stategraphs.

Definition 52 (Timed State Machine) A Timed State Machine (TSM) Qi is state ma-
chine corresponding to the internal transitions of behavioural node 0i. It consists of state nodes
qi and interstate edges Wi.

Definition 53 (State Time Function) A State Time Function for a node Oi is the inter-
val [bi,j, ~i,j] where j is the j-th state of node 0i. The actual execution duration for the state j
is A(Oi,j).

The set of timed state nodes for a behavioural node OA is shown in figure 3.16 as {ql, q2, q3}:

Definition 54 (Timed State Nodes) A timed state node of a TSM Qi of node Oi is a
_state node qj and Vj : Qi = Uqj.

Each timed state node represents an execution duration which contributes to the time function
for the operational node. In figure 3.16 the state time execution duration for q2 is [2,5].

Definition 55 (State Execution Duration (SED» The SED is the time spent in the state
after entering it, to before the-test for exiting the state is enabled. The SED for state qj of node
Oi is a state time function [OJ,j,~i,j].

In the stategraph in figure 3.16, the transitions across edges between states qi are fired with
the same rule as in RDF. The actions on the edges leaving the state node qj correspond to
the token/message sent in the RDF. The edges that interconnect the states in a stategraph are
called interstate edges.

Definition 56 (Interstate Edge Firing Rule) An interstate edge is triggered when the
firing rule according to Definition 30 is satisfied for an enabled input port set of node 0i. The
action on a transition corresponds to a message emitted in the corresponding RDF graph.

The information that was required to calculate the time function A(oj) defined in Definition 11
for the behavioural node OJ is now available.

Definition 57 (Time Duration Lower Bound) The time duration lower bound is the sum
of the state time functions' lower bounds for the shortest path between entry(oi) and exit(oi) of
a behavioural node 0i.

Definition 58 (Time Duration Upper Bound) The Task Node Execution Duration (Def-
inition 11), upper bound for node 0i is the sum of the upper bounds of each timed state node for-
the longest path from entry(oi) to exit(oi).
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The stategraph as described by the corresponding notation does not control the data flow
machine. It tracks the data flow machine and maintains state information that is not available
in the RDF graph. In particular, the following information is available in a stategraph:

-
1. the current state of the task node, corresponding to the token (message) input sequence,

2. the execution duration (or elapsed time) for the task node.

3. The task node transfer rate function can be deduced from the minimum path length
between corresponding output actions of the same message on the same output port.

See Figure 3.16 for a stategraph from which the time duration, the node rate transfer function
and the current state of execution can be derived. For state q2 the state time duration [OA,2, b.A,2]
is the range [2,5].

~ml
Aixl (in, or, protocoln, inputRate, noOfTokens)
Aoxl (out, or, protocolk, 112, 1)
B.ixl (in, or, protocolL, irL, 1)
B.oxl (out, or, protocolm, 1/3, 1)

Figure 3.16: An RDF and accompanying stategraph from which the transfer rate functions and
time durations can be derived

Considering the use of variables in stategraphs. An integer variable in a stategraph represents
a very compact way of describing a large number of states which only differ in the value of the
variable. Thus, Boolean and integer variables are recommended in stategraphs to succinctly
represent a large number of states in a very compact and intuitive way.

3.8.1 Stategraph Hierarchy

Stategraphs are state machines expressed in hypergraph format [35]. All events in the original
definition of Statecharts are global which enables only horizontal decomposition possibilities.
Stategraphs can express AND relationships and OR relationships between states. An AND
relationship indicates that the state machine is in a state A and a state B simultaneously
implying parallel execution. A~ OR relationship indicates that a machine can be in one and
only one state within the Stategraph.

For vertical hierarchical system decomposition one requires- events visible from a certain level
down. This adaptation of Statechart semantics is assumed for our use in Stategraphs. During
the design/specification of a system, the important decision is which events are visible at which
level of the Stategraph, and which events can cause a state change. The restricted visibility
events as defined in the previous paragraph aid in reducing the complexity of having all events
visible at all times at the upper level decomposition of the system.
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A stategraph corresponds to the same level of decomposition at which an RDF graph 9 exists
and must obey the data flowactor semantics. Thus, it must correspond to the consumption and
production of the number of messages as indicated in the RDF graph g. The events which are
visible on the stategraph thus correspond to messages in the RDF graph g. See Figure 3.17 for
an example system described with the visual data flow language and a stategraph corresponding
to the same level of decomposition with task nodes {OA, 0B, oc}. -

Each state in a stategraph can execute with no processor resources consumed (idle state) or it
can indicate execution time (behavioural state). See Definition 11 for the task node execution
duration A(Oi).

The actual execution time will vary from execution instance to execution instance depending
on non-determinism such as hardware optimisations. The actual execution time for the state j
of node Oi is <5(Oi,j) <= A (Oi,j) <= .6. (Oi,j ). It must be the result of statically compiled code, of
which the execution time can be measured and the bounds of the execution time defined.

[~l [0]
1/2p b~ 'lBl>[e)

/2p ~~>'\
~ 1I2n I [dJ

~[~l C [d)

11: (u1 .0, u2.a)
12: (ul.b, u2.c)
Kl: (k.# 1\ (k.val <10)) >= v
K2: (k.# 1\ (k.val > = 10)) > = v

:C

12=aVbVdi

c

Figure 3.17: Example system and Statechart describing the behaviour

3.9 Multi-view Building Blocks

All aspects of a software component can only be described by using multiple views. These views
were identified as behaviour, structure, and project development information. Each of these
views exists in a logical or physical model depending on the maturity of the software/hardware
component. Representing each of these views requires a language for each one. The languages
adhere to the principle that a visual language provides a better overall impression, and that a
textual language is better at representing finer detail. The RDF language has been described
in some detail in Section 3.2. Stategraphs were briefly explored in Section 3.8 as the semantics
associated with the stategraphs graphical formalism is somewhat different than Statecharts.
The other three languages are either simple in semantics, i.e. project development language
and structure diagrams, or are existing languages/representations, i.e. object oriented class
structure diagrams. Only a brief description of the three languages will be given.

The next section will give a brief description of the three languages other than the RDF and
stategraph languages. Particular emphasis will be put on the hierarchical combination sup-
ported and how the languages inter-relate to each other. The closing section gives an example
showing how all the views are applied to an example on one layer of decomposition.
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Figure 3.18: UML notation for class structure and an example of a communication system

3.9.1 Object Oriented Class Structure

The object oriented class structure forms the basis for organising software for development
and re-use. Software is organised in the analysis and design phases such that the organisation
structure leads to more efficient re-use of the developed components. All relationships among
classes in the UML class diagram notation [7]are supported. This enables to specify and design
with all advantages of the object oriented approach for component structuring and re-use.

Within the architectural model we chose, i.e. communicating tasks, there is a strict guideline to
the application of the object oriented class structure in the physical model. Tasks corresponds
directly to instances of classes. There is, thus, a natural transition within the architectural
model from the logical class description to the physical task description. This advantage is only
gained by having chosen a specific architecture for all the software components. Figure 3.18
shows the notation used to describe the class structure and an example of the communication
software on a space craft. Figure 3.19 shows the class category icon and an example of a
communication system's top level class diagram.

The ways to describe the hierarchy of object orientation are far richer than that of RDF, and
relate to different ways ofre-using code. See Figure 3.20 for some examples. They are, however,
orthogonal to the RDF hierarchy, allowing to use the hierarchy or relationship possibilities of
UML to its full extent and, finally, show the correspondence between classes and operational
nodes of an RDF. The stategraph description associated with a task node, corresponds to the
behaviour described inside a class. The hierarchy of the RDF data flow language is strictly that
of composition in the context of object orientation. That is, in RDF a task node can contain
one or more RDF task nodes and, then, it becomes a composition task node.

Packages represent one particular way in which the classes (which correspond to operational
nodes) can be organised for storage and retrieval. Thus, the object oriented characteristics are
used to organise code for re-use.

Some of the different ways in which inter-relationships between elements can be described are
summarised below and shown in Figure 3.20:

1. Association is a relationship between elements and refers to how two elements are related.

2. Generalisation relates a more general element and a more specific element; implemented
with inheritance.

3. Dependency between elements leaves the one independent and the other dependent.
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Modem

I Com~~ot I

Class relationships

Association ~

A ------~ B A Inherits from B

A<:>----- B A contains B

A <:>----- B A has a B

Figure 3.19: Top level class diagram of a microsatellite communication system

4. Refinement is a relationship between two descriptions of the same element, but at dif-
ferent levels of abstraction.

5. Packages are groupings of related elements into libraries.

3.9.2 Structural Description

Structural description of hardware is well established with many graphical and textual lan-
guages. We shall use a graphical language as described below. The hardware elements of a
system structure are shown with rectangles with the names of elements in a convenient location
of the rectangles. If the software function of a hardware element is of interest, that part of the
block is shaded. The interconnections between elements are shown in three levels of detail: a
connection of any kind between two elements, a composite connection between two elements
(also called a bus), and a specific connection between two elements which must contain a de-
tailed signal name description with each connecting line. These graphic elements are shown
in Figure 3.21 for a very high level description of a typical microsatellite ground station. If
additional information on a link or in a block is required, an edge or the block is labelled, and
a separate table is included with the additional information.

3.9.3 Project Development Properties

Development information provides project management information needed during the engi-
neering of a system, and product maturity information useful for re-use of the individual com-
ponents. To engineer a system, it is decomposed into components which are developed within a
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Associations
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I satellite I. Contains 1..* Ibattery I
Generalisation

I science payload I

Packages
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~oads I

Housekeeping

Relationships: dependency, refinement,
generalisation

Figure 3.20: Essential class diagram notation in UML
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signal name

--->

SIGNAl SPECIFIC CONNECTION
BUSCONNECTION
Am CONNECTION

~ SUNSATGROUND SEGMENT

IVHF ~SCE~RI

Q
~

\-
IVHF TRANSCEVERI
Q
~

SYN

~
AX.25 TO SYNC BULLETINBOARDIMAGER TELEMETERY TELECOMMAND

PROCESSOR PROCESSOR MUXAND PROCESSOR PROCESSOR
AX25 TO IPX
PROCESSOR

IPX IPX IPX IPX IPX

I I ETHERNET I I I
Figure 3.21: Definition of structural language and example system

development framework. The development framework describes each software component with
the following parameters:

1. development plan and schedule,

2. development record and status,

3. specification and implementation languages and tools,

4. configuration control of the component including the storage location of the component
and its version number, and

5. the responsible person.

Within the top",downspecification and design process, the project development properties form
a natural vertical hierarchical structure, i.e. the complete system is not complete until every
component inside is not complete. However, although correct this global information is not
useful on the microscale. Thus, each component on each decomposition level is described by
the set of parameters. For a vertical decomposition process to function correctly, the top level
component adopts the status of the least developed component in its hierarchical structure.

Within the bottom-up implementation process, the hierarchical convention is that a component
being engineered has its status updated, while all other stati are unaffected. FUrthermore,
all lower components inherit the status of the higher component unless the component had
its status explicitly changed. This ensures a valid conservative development status for each
component across a project. To enable easy identification (at a glance) of the status of tasks in
a development environment, the tasks are shaded according to their development status. The
four stati that have proven useful are:
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SUNSAT SPACE SEGMENT SOFlWARE STRUCTURE

= c::::::D Composrte Input ports

= rr:::::D Composite output ports

Driver = Interocts wt1h hardware
server = no Interoction wt1h hardware
Monager = Use Driver + server + +
Application = funCtion required
Supervisor = application, user level function

XORport

AND port

Bldlrec~onol port

Single shot timer

Fe"odlc ~mer

Mailbox
Unld"~onol channel

BldlrecOOnoI channel

Rope

Environment Intelfoce

Composite task block

.z
-Z

"V'"
"V'"
]

COMMAND AND CONTROL
SUPERVISOR

ON BOARD PROCESSOR

Figure 3.22: An example of the development status of the space segment software of SUNSAT

1. not specified - very dark grey,

2. specified - dark grey,

3. busy with design and implementation - light grey,

4. released - white.

Inter-relationships

A multi-view description of a system reaches its full potential when the views are inter-related.
What is important is how each of these languages support hierarchical decomposition, and how
each of these languages inter-relate to each other on each level of hierarchical decomposition.
The five languages RDF, stategraphs, system structure, class structure and project development,
have a very close inter-relationship which enhances their joint use. The inter-relationship can
be summed up as follow.

1. The communicating tasks are objects that are instances of the class structure of the
system.

2. The stategraph description on a decomposition level corresponds directly to the behaviour
of the system described by the data flow language decomposition on that level.

3. The structure of the system encompasses any number of tasks and stays the same or can
be refined throughout the decomposition process.
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ASYNC

ADCS OF SUNSAT
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Figure 3.23: Designing the space segment of the ADCS demonstration system

4. The project development view is usable on all levels of decomposition. The visual de-
velopment status indicator is a conservative indicator of the development status of the
system.

3.10 From Specification to Programming

This section contains two small examples which, in the first instance, show one step in the design
refinement process and secondly, how to use the visual data flow language for programming
in the small. These two examples show that the languages are applicable from functional
specification to implementation.

The example to show a refinement step in the multi-view software suite builds on the ADCS
demonstration example described in Chapter 5 Section 5.6. Four of the five views are shown.
The RDF graph with its corresponding stategraph is shown in Figure 3.23. The project devel-
opment status is clearly shown in addition to the resource allocation on a Transputer processor.
The class structure for the communication tasks is shown in Figure 3.18, of which the asyn-
chronous in and asynchronous out are two objects instantiated as tasks for this application.

It is possible to express notions of control flowwith the real-time data flow language. Figure 3.24
shows how a control construct can be implemented in an iterative language. The notion of a
remote or normal procedure call is expressed with the bi-directional ports as shown in the lower
left hand side of Figure 3.24.

3.11 Summary and Discussion

This chapter presented a multi-view approach to software component description and introduced
a real-time data flow language, RDF. Such a multi-view approach is essential for effective
communication during software development in addition to a rigorously described computational
architecture. -
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Figure 3.24: Programming constructs to describe control flow with the visual data flow language
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Figure 3.25: The evolution of data flow languages
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The real-time data flow language RDF allows to express the real-time behaviour of systems.
RDF extends the Real-Time Data Flow (RTDF) paradigm in numerous ways. The trigger
semantics of ports were expanded to allow a larger class of applications than just RTDF to
be described by this language. Other extensions enable to describe synchronous data-flow
communication.

The RDF architecture provides a platform for a task set of which an advance static schedule is
unknown due to the unpredictability of environmental interactions. The semantics expressed in
the RDF language assume a worst case message arrival rate and hence hard real-time properties
of the system can be guaranteed.

The following are significant contributions made with the definition of the RDF language suite:

1. the merging of the properties offered by the RTDF paradigm with the developments in
synchronous and other data flow extensions while maintaining the analysability of the
RTDF paradigm. See Figure 3.25 for a diagrammatic representation of the evolution of
data flow languages with RDF one of the outflows of this evolution.

2. the inclusion of AND port and OR port trigger semantics on the input ports and output
ports of a task node, which together offer the possibility to express control flow constructs
with a data flow network (see Section 3.10),

3. the AND/OR port semantics on the output ports which offer data dependent execution
to be visible at the RDF modelling level (see Figure 3.24),

4. the extension of RDF with a state description to allow a richer number of properties to
be described by the notation (see Section 3.8),

5. the matching of object orientation at an appropriate level of abstraction to offer the RDF
language suite the best mechanism available in program code organisation and re-use (see
Section 3.9.1),

6. the specific ability to construct a system hierarchically with a multi-view language suite
including the semantics with regard to the timing properties (see Section 3.5).

Establishing the inter-relationships of the five languages is important for the description of real-
time software components. Each language on its own can describe a larger class of systems.
However, the inter-relationships allow one to say far more in a rigorous way about a software
component, meaning that it is more re-usable in the long term due to the improved knowledge
about it.

Languages are but one set of tools to engineer real-time systems. The data flow language is
motivated for its ability to express parallel operation of tasks as is found in the environments in
which real-time systems operate. This means that if the architecture assumed by RDF can be
realised in hardware, there is no transformation required from design specification to hardware
implementation, which aids in simplifying the validation step.

The next chapter describes the implementation of systems described with RDF in.a way that
maintains the architectural knowledge expressed in RDF. This is one of the keys to a better
understanding of a system, leading to shorter development time, shorter testing time, and a
smaller maintenance effort for real-time systems. Implementations of the RDF computational
architecture in software and hardware are described. A simple processor architecture which
maps exactly to the tasks, ports, timers, deadlines and channels is going to be introduced.
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Chapter 4

Implementing the RD:F Architecture

The previous chapter introduced the structure and semantics of the real-time data flowlanguage
set. The Real-Time Data flow language (RDF) is the base language with which a system
is described. The other languages support views that are difficult to express in RDF. This
chapter focuses on implementing systems described in RDF, and uses the other languages where
appropriate.

The architecture (structure and computations) embodied in the RDF language needs to be avail-
able in an implementation target matching exactly the features of RDF, if a simple validation
process is desired: The premise of this dissertation is that once the implementation architecture
matches the design architecture, it will lead to shorter development cycles and simpler (and
hence shorter) validation operations. This chapter shows three ways to realise the architecture
described in Chapter 3. In each case the implementation supports the computational features
required by RDF.

The traditional way of realising an architecture is to implement it in software on another
architecture. Such an implementation makes the RDF architecture available on any existing
single processor or multiple processors. Verifying the timeliness properties of a task set on a
single processor is a subject of the field of schedulability analysis. Results from the research
area of schedulability analysis are used to verify the feasibility of an RDF task set executing on
a single processor.

Two other ways of realising the architecture use dedicated hardware. In particular, a simple
processor is introduced which supports the process execution model of RDF. This simple pro-
cessor is unique in that it can be expanded with the correct amount of resources to guarantee
the execution of one task in the task set. With System-On-a-Chip (SOC) technology becoming
more accessible, a number of these simple processors can be integrated into one package.

Two traditional processors in parallel lead to a dedicated hardware implementation with commercial-
off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware technology. One processor performs all RDF related computa-
tion, while the other one is optimised to execute functions for a particular application. The
execution of the functions on the function processor is under the management of the RDF
processor.

The combination of the three architecture realisations is unique as it offers an immediate soft-
ware solution, a resource adequate hardware solution with conventional processors, and a re-
source adequate hardware solution with RDF optimised simple processors. The final validation
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of real-time properties is supported by the one-to-one correspondence of an implemented task
with a designed task in all three realisations.

This chapter starts with the software realisation of the architecture, and explores the additional
schedulability tests required for a resource adequate single processor implementation. The
simple processor with its architectural features supporting RDF is described next. The third
implementation with a processor pair is introduced in the context of a microsatellite case study.
The actual use of the software implementation of RDF on the SUNSAT project is discussed
before concluding the chapter.

4.1 Establishing Task Boundaries

In all implementations of a system based on the RDF paradigm it is required to decide on which
processor a task will execute. In the one extreme of a resource constrained implementation such
as the SUNSAT microsatellite, with only one processor for the complete task set, it is useful to
know which tasks can be invoked in the same task boundary without a re-scheduling operation.
In the other extreme, to each task can be allocated its own dedicated processor. The question
remains where the boundaries for this task are. For all task-to-processor allocations, the task
boundaries determine points where the task set can be split to run on different processors. In
many implementations of telecommunication and control systems, there are specific hardware
interfaces available on certain processors, only. Access to the hardware interfaces pre-determines
where certain task sets will execute. The task execution boundaries need to be determined for
single processor scheduling or multiprocessor- allocation. The rest of this section gives a brief
overview on a decision criterion that can be used to determine the boundaries of a task.

The RDF output port rate functions indicate the worst case production rates at which tokens
are produced and, hence, the worst case rates at which they must be consumed by the receivers.
The state transition path in the state graph of a receiving node gives the execution time for
processing a token. The execution time for processing a token is the sum of the time durations
in each of the states in the state transition path in the state graph. Each time duration for a
state indicates the execution duration of the functions that are executed while in that state.

The only non-deterministic time synchronisation is restricted to the environmental interface
nodes in an RDF. There are other factors contributing to the non-deterministic time durations
that include 1) data dependent loops, 2) conditional paths inside a node, and 3) hardware
effects such as caches, speculative execution etc. The execution duration uncertainty for the
latter three influences is modelled in the worst case duration that is spent in each state.

Definition 59 (Schedulable Unit) A schedulable unit is a maximal set of connected nodes
with a deterministic execution time.

The deterministic execution time relates to a predictable execution order of the task nodes.
The -inter-schedulable unit boundaries will provide the points where scheduling decisions can
be made and are, hence, good boundaries for determining the allocation of tasks to different
processors.

Definition 60 (Schedulable Unit Execution Time) The schedulable unit execution
time is the sum of all execution durations of the states in a state transition path represent-
ing a schedulable unit.
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A schedulable unit represents a code unit that can be compiled without any regard for the
system level issues. All system level issues, such as synchronisation with the environment
and process level concurrency, are modelled in the system level layer. One of the results of
identifying a schedulable unit is that inter-task communication inside a schedulable unit can be
compiled/implemented as procedure calls.

In the design refinement process with RDF it is useful to distinguish between the following two
levels.

1. The system level layer. On the system level layer, aspects such as synchronisation with
the environment and inter-process concurrency and synchronisation are represented.

2. The process level layer. On the process level layer, all aspects that can be scheduled
statically can be represented.

On the process level layer a process function will be implemented with a sequential program
code or with a data flow code.

In all the implementations that follow it is assumed that the task boundaries have been es-
tablished, either through the cognitive partitioning process of the design engineer or with an
automated system applying the above definitions without regard for other influences on the
allocation of tasks.

4.2 Software Kernel Implementation

The architecture described in this dissertation can be implemented by one processor per task to
ensure a resource adequate implementation guaranteeing hard real-time constraints. However,
for the architecture to be universally usable on existing processors, it must be able to used
on a single processor system. Scheduling tasks on a single resource constrained processor is
inevitable in situations where a standard hardware processor is prescribed. Such a case is the
SUNSAT microsatellite where a set of processors was prescribed due to limits on mass, power
and a space legacy.

Scheduling a set of tasks on a limited set of resources while maintaining real-time guarantees
has received a lot of attention in the research community [71, 95, 40]. To support the thesis
of an architecture that can be used from design to implementation for dependable real-time
systems, the earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduling algorithm is selected. The maximum rates
at which messages must be consumed translates to an expression as a deadline.

Systems with hard real-time components require guarantees with regard to the timeliness of
task executions by the processor. In the case of a complex system such as a multi-mission
microsatellite, it can be expected that the processing load will vary over time. For a resource
constrained processor implementation, this might result in a processor overload. This suggests
that the processing load must be measured and corrective steps taken if the task set exhibits
transient processor overload behaviour. An algorithm to address this particular problem is
proposed.
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4.2.1 Scheduling Results

A system described in RDF is represented as a set of communicating tasks. To ensure that the
implementation is temporally correct, the scheduling algorithm must schedule the tasks so that
they conform to the RTDF paradigm.

A task repeatedly accepts one or more messages, consumes the messages, emits one or more
messages, and waits for the arrival of the next messages. This repetitive behaviour indicates a
cyclic task.

Definition A cyclic task T is a 3-tuple (s, c, p) with

1. s = start or release time: the time of the first request for execution of task T,

2. c = computational cost: the time to execute task T to completion on a dedicated single
processor, and

3. p = period: the interval between requests for the execution of task T,

where s, c,p are multiples of some indivisible time unit. In general, the release times of tasks
are unknown and do not influence the scheduling results or decision procedure that follows.

Cyclic tasks can be periodic (time driven) or sporadic (event driven). The behaviour of a
sporadic task T is slightly less constrained than that of a periodic task and its correct real-time
behaviour is described by the following rules:

1. Task T makes its first request for execution at time tl = S.

2. If T has period p, then T makes its (k + l)st request for execution at time tk+l >=
tk +p >= s + kp.

3. The kth execution request of T must be completed not later than the deadline tk +p.

4. Each execution request of T requires c units of execution time.

The period of a sporadic task is the minimum time between any two successive execution
requests of the task. In order to determine schedulability for a set of task, we need to verify
that no task will miss a deadline. The property of interest is called feasibility.

Definition 61 Feasibility
A set of sporadic tasks T is said to be feasible on a single processor if it is possible to schedule
T on a single processor, such that every execution request of every task T is guaranteed to have
completed execution before its deadline.

Feasibility of a specific task set is relative to a specific scheduling algorithm. An optimal
scheduling algorithm can schedule any feasible task set. A feasible scheduling discipline is,
thus, as good as any other discipline that can correctly schedule any task set that is feasible,
which leads to the following definition.

Definition 62 Feasible Scheduling Discipline A scheduling algorithm is feasible, if jt pro-
duces a feasible schedule for any feasibly schedulable task set.
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The Earliest Deadline First (EDF) [71, 40] scheduling policy is chosen as it has been shown
to be optimal on single processors. The EDF policy also represents a close match to the way
in which time constraints are specified in RDF. There is a number of decision procedures for
establishing the feasibility of a task set to be scheduled with the EDF scheduling algorithm. In
[53] the following results for feasibility and optimality of the earliest deadline first scheduling
discipline were proven. The results can be summarised as follow:

1. For pre-emptive scheduling

(a) EDF is an optimal discipline if pre-emption is allowed at arbitrary points in a process,
and

(b) feasibility of a task set can be determined .analytically for arbitrary release times of
both sporadic and periodic tasks.

2. For non-pre-emptive scheduling

(a) EDF is an optimal discipline for sporadic tasks, but is not an optimal discipline for
periodic tasks with arbitrary release times, and

(b) feasibility can be determined efficiently for sporadic tasks with arbitrary release
times.

A non-pre-emptive scheduling mechanism is selected for the following reasons:

1. Shared resources and data stores do not require semaphores as mutuai exclusion is guar-
anteed through the run-to-completion mechanism.

2. Most tasks are short in duration and do not block any other task past its deadline. The
decision procedure described in the next section checks for this.

3. The events that do require pre-emptive processor attention are mapped on the processor
interrupts.

4. The tasks which do not require real-time guarantees can be time sliced when no other
activities are present in the non-pre-emptive task set.

Decision Procedure

The decision procedure to determine whether a set of sporadic tasks is feasible can be deduced
from the necessary conditions for the feasibility of a set of sporadic tasks which is scheduled
non-pre-emptively with the EDF discipline. We assume for convenience that the set of tasks
is sorted in non-decreasing order by period Pi 2: Pj if i > j. The index of a task refers to its
position in this sorted list. The following definition states the necessary conditions of which the
proof can be found in [52].

Definition 63 A set of periodic tasks T = {Tl,T2, ... , Tn}, sorted by period in non-decreasing
order, can be scheduled non-pre-emptively without inserted idle time for all possible release times
only if:

n

(1) LCi/Pi ~ 1,
i=l

(2) Vk,l '" k < n; p, '" M AX"p;>p> ( c; +MAXo<l<p;-p> ( -I + ~ l(p, + 1- 1) /p; Je;) )
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Condition (1) is the non-overload requirement, viz. the complete load on the processor may
not exceed the capacity of the processor. Condition (2) states that for each task Tk, k < n, the
right hand side of the inequality is the sum of the execution cost Ck plus the worst case delay
that can occur between the time task Tk makes a request for execution and the time when it is
scheduled. The worst case delay is primarily a function of the relative sizes of tasks periods. If
all tasks have the same period, condition (2) is empty and condition (1) is the only necessary
condition.

Since the non-pre-emptive EDF discipline is optimal for sporadic tasks, in order to decide if a
set of tasks is feasible on a single processor we only need to consider if conditions (1) and (2) of
the previous definition hold. Condition (1) is computable in O(n) time. For condition (2) the
following computational procedure is recommended in [52]. For each task Tk, we can compute.

MAXi" ( C; +MAXo<l<p;-p, (-I +~ l(P, + 1- 1)/PiJei) )

as follows. Let
ik,j(l) = L(Pk + l - 1)/pjJcj

and
i-I

Sk,i(l) = Ci - l +L fk,j(l)
j=l

To determine whether condition (2) holds, we compute Sk,i(l) for 1 :::;k :::;n - 1 and k < i :::;n.
The values Sk,i(l) are tabulated with i as the column header from k + 1 to nand l as a row
index from l = 1 through Pk+I - Pk to Pn - Pk. The largest value in each column represents the
maximum delay that a task can experience due to a task with a longer period executing. If any
of the maximum delays imposed by tasks k + 1 to n is larger than the period of task k, viz. Pk,
then condition (2) is not satisfied.

4.2.2 Implementation Issues

Up to this point, the description of a system in RDF does not contain enough information for
the final mapping to a software implementation. A number of implementation issues must be
resolved.

Multiple Input Port Implementation Strategy

Tasks with multiple input ports are modelled as having a logical input rate that is the accu-
mulation of the individual rates. This is, however, not useful in the feasibility analysis as each
input port must have one trigger period and one computational time period. Applying the
conditions in Section 4.2.1 on a sporadic task set means that each channel can be treated as if
it connects to a dedicated task which processes only messages from that channel. Condition (1)
is verified with a spreadsheet and condition (2) is verified with a program in Matlab given in
Appendix C. An implemented task with more than one port which is enabled to fire, chooses
the one with the closest deadline to execute. This is called earliest deadline first choice.
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Feasibility of Execution
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A system described in the RDF notation can only be checked against the design paradigm,
i.e. whether every pair of nodes connected with a unidirectional channel adheres to the RTDF
paradigm. The maximum consumption rate for each input port is a function of the processor
which executes the task triggered with a message on the input port. The consumption rate
is, thus, a function of the processor type, clock speed, and the architecture of the hardware.
The value of maximum consumption rate can only be calculated/measured once the processor
is known.

Timers

Timers connected to a task influence the logical input rate of the task. The logical input rate
is the sum of the input rates of each of the input ports, which now include the timer sources.
The expression for the virtual input rate is:

n

Tin = LTi
i=l

where Ti is the input rate on input port i connected to the task. The worst case period between
incoming tokens of the task is then l/Tin . Each timer is connected to the task with its own
input port.

Efficiency of Execution

The computational model described thus far assumes that all inter-task communication is via
message communication across channels. In certain instances it may be more efficient and
convenient to communicate by subroutine calls. This decision can be made for task boundaries
inside a schedulable unit. Task boundaries of a schedulable unit represent possible points of
non-determinism on which task is going to run next and, hence, cannot be implemented with
a subroutine call. The notation in RDF to indicate a subroutine call is the same as that for
accessing a data store.

Environmental Interfaces in Software

An environmental interface must be refined and implemented in a driver with a mechanism
used for triggering information transfer. Possible mechanisms include polling, interrupts and
direct memory access. As other hardware interfacing mechanisms become available, these can
be added. A polling interface can only serve as a valid environmental input to a system if it is
triggered periodically by a timer. Both the DMA and interrupt mechanisms require a set-up
phase before activation. It is assumed that the set-up phase is executed without explicitly
stating it in the diagram.

Interrupts

Pre-emptive tasks are triggered by asynchronous interrupts that do not adhere to the RTDF
paradigm. Interrupts are used for handling unpredictable timed events. If one assumes that
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1) there is a maximum rate at which these interrupts can occur, and that the interrupt arrival
rate is uniformly distributed at this maximum rate, and 2) that each interrupt computational
time is smaller than that of the non-pre-emptively scheduled tasks, then scheduling condition
(1) is a necessary condition for the complete task set. In fact, if the interrupt sources are
assigned priorities proportional to their rates, the Rate. Monotonic Analyses (RMA) algorithm
guarantees that all the tasks in a worst case task set will meet their deadlines for a processor
load of up to 69% [71]. If all the interrupt sources are multiples of the same clock, the RMA
algorithm can gaurantee that all tasks will meet their deadlines for a processor load up to 100%.

The task blocking test of scheduling condition (2) can be approximated to be valid only for the
EDF scheduled tasks as it relates to testing whether a non-pre-emptive El?F scheduled task has
slack which is greater or equal to the worst case delay it can experience. As the pre-emptively
scheduled tasks have shorter periods (faster rates), not anyone of the interrupt driven tasks
can result in a non-pre-emptive task missing a deadline. However, the pre-emptive task load
represents an average load on the processor that consumes capacity not available to execute the
non-pre-emptive task load.

Improving the Execution Overhead of a Software Kernel

Using the architecture on the existing processors in the SUNSAT microsatellite requires using
an operating system kernel (RTX). As the hardware resources are limited, the kernel must
perform its function with minimum processing load on the CPU. Various efforts have been
made to estimate the contribution of kernel overhead to processor load and to impFove it
[8, 109, 30]. It is expected that this will be an on-going endeavour. This dissertation does not
consider it further, other than to recommend that the more efficient the implementation the
more processor resources are available for the application.

4.2.3 Kernel Interface

The current real-time executive (RTX) interface implemented by [30]in the Modula-2language
is shown in Figure 4.1. The number of functions is small and the function signatures are simple.
Thus, it is simple to use this kernel and, even more important, the kernel implementation is
simple to comprehend aiding in validating kernel functionality. A number of items to note for
this particular implementation of the kernel:

1. The interface only makes provision for disjunctive input port semantics.

2. The ports in the interface are in fact channels which carry tokens without contents.

3. The signals are the token types that are sent on 'port channels'.

4. Only single shot timers are available as a period timer is a single shot timer that is set by
a task (process) on each invocation.

5. A thread is the entry point of a task (process).

A previous software implementation of the RDF interface is available in Appendix D.3. The
kernel implementation in the appendix makes provision for the different port semantics as
described in this dissertation.
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TYPE
Thread
Process
Channel
Timer
Message

= PROCEDURE ();
= POINTER TO ProcessRec;
= POINTER TO ChannelRec;
= POINTER TO TimerRec;

SYSTEM.ADDRESS;

PROCEDURE CreateProcess(
PROCEDURE CreateChannel(
PROCEDURE CreateInputPort(
PROCEDURE CreatePort(
PROCEDURE CreateMailbox(

process_code
channel_code
port_code
port_code
mailbox_code

TECP_API.ObjectCode;
TECP_API.ObjectCode;
TECP_API.ObjectCode;
TECP_API.ObjectCode;
TECP_API.ObjectCode;

PROCEDURE Send( channel_handle Channel;

PROCEDURE Signal( port_handle
PROCEDURE SignalOnce( port_handle
PROCEDURE ClearSignals( port_handle
PROCEDURE EnqueueSignal( port_handle

Channel) : CARDINAL;
Channel);
Channel);
Channel) : CARDINAL;

PROCEDURE Receive(

PROCEDURE SetTimer(
PROCEDURE StopTimer(

PROCEDURE RunKernel;
PROCEDURE Shutdown;
PROCEDURE Done;

VAR message

timer_code
timer_code

Message;

TECP_API.ObjectCode;
TECP_API.ObjectCode;

Figure 4.1: RTX kernel application programmers' interface

4.2.4 Processor Overload

It can happen that the assumptions on the behaviour of the environment are not valid leading to
a processor overload. For a mission critical application such as a microsatellite, it is important
that timely corrective action be taken. The processor overload can be managed by considering
the application task sets. Each task is used by one or more applications on the satellite. Thus,
each task has a set of one or more applications with which it is associated. Each application
is assigned a priority based on its contribution to the mission criticality of the satellite. This
priority has nothing to do with scheduling priority.

Action must be taken when a task is to be scheduled for its k'th execution, and the scheduler
calculates that the expected time of completion is larger than the deadline. The scheduler then
marks all tasks that only relate to the application with the lowest priority as not-runable. Thus,
the task load on the processor is reduced. The task that is going to overrun is then scheduled
only if it was not flagged as not-runable by the scheduler.

The load represented by each set of tasks related to each application is calculated in advance as
an aid to assign priorities to each of the applications. Disabling any of the applications implies
that a certain pre-determined load is removed from the overloaded processor. To implement the
algorithm, each task data structure must include a bit vector for indicating membership to an
application and a bit indicating whether it is runable or not. The processor application vector
contains the list of currently enabled applications. If a bit in the processor application vector
is set, any of the tasks associated with the application can execute when triggered.
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For example, there are four tasks that can contribute to the execution of five different applica-
tions.

application vector 00000
task 1 -01111
task 2 10011
task 3 00010
task 4 10010

application priorities: 1 3 2 4 5

scenarios:

1. task lover runs => disable application 5
2. task 2 over runs => disable application 4

The question arises when to re-instate an application again. This is accomplished by a flag
for each application which indicates manual re-instatement or automatic re-instatement. If
automatic, the scheduler checks the running value of processor utilisation /Lt = ctlpt. and if
100 - /Lt > /Lp, where /Lt is the current utilisation of the processor and /Lp is its application
utilisation, then the application is re-instated (all tasks that are not-runable in that application
are marked as runable). The additional functions that must be executed by the task manager
include:

1. On task completion, set each deadline timer of each task triggered by the outgoing com-
munication from the task that just executed.

2. On task completion, read the Ci value of the just completed task and update the stored
task(Ci) value.

3. Read the deadline of the just completed task and check if an overrun occurred with
now> storedDeadlinei.

4. If an overrun did occur, perform disable application operation.

5. Update the running processor load total ctiPt : /Lt = (/Lt +Ci/Pi)/Pi with the contribution
of the last task Oi that executed.

6. Repeat:

(a) Select next task to execute (EDF selection algorithm).

(b) Calculate expected deadline, if too late perform disable application operation.

7. Start Ci timer to measure execution time for the task to start now.

Task sets for which lower quality of service is acceptable, such as less resolution in a graphics
stream, slower response time-to react to a trigger, less available channels for communication (i.e.
the SUNSAT communication services), can be modelled with different levels of performance for
each different situation. Instead of disabling a task from running, it is marked to run in a
degrade mode. The algorithm for imprecise computation is not explored here further. Work in
this area was performed by [98].
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Most existing microprocessors are tuned for maximum performance with little regard to real-
time guarantees. Further more, the architectures of modern microprocessors permeates the
architecture of programming languages. A notable exception is the Transputer [47] where
the architecture of the processor was matched with the Occam programming language from
the outset of the design. Instructions to support real-time scheduling was proposed for the
Transputer [4].

The problem is that tuning a processor for maximum performance often ignores the cost of
developing software (design, implement, test and validate) for such a processor. The develop-
ment cost is further escalated when the architecture of the application is not supported by the
architecture of the processor. It is a problem, because it limits the size and scope of software
implementations of dependable systems or, even worse, it leads to accidents in mission critical
systems where software is used without the possibility of rigorous validation.

Recent processor architectures are optimised for performance with little regard to supporting
high level application architectures. An exception is the addition of an instruction set which
supports the direct execution of Java byte codes in the latest ARM processor core [2]. The
support of a direct translation of an intermediate language is a step in the right direction.
Previous work to establish a processor architecture for specific application level safety and real-
time requirements include the Viper processor [55]' a dedicated safety critical processor [54]
and the Real-Time processor [84, 76]. However, none of the features of th.ese processors was
incorporated into the commercially available processors.

This section will introduce a very simple task processor (Sproc) which provides for predictability
of time properties. Predictable execution time and a hardware supported scheduling algorithm
with predictable real-time performance forms the basis of the processor. These simple processors
further match the design architecture tasks one-to-one. The simple task processor will be defined
in terms of its core instruction set, event processing, and translation of a graphical language
into the processor assembler language. The actual internal architecture of the central processing
unit, of data and control paths are not specified. The simple task processor does not have a
direct connection to the environment in which it operates. To this end, the Simple Input Output
Processor (SlOP) is introduced to manage data input and output between a Sproc processor
network and the environment. The Simple Input Output Processors are optimised for data
synchronisation and transfer. A particular function of them is to convert irregular rate data
from the environment to regular rate data in the RDF processor network.

The key contributions described in this section are:

1. A clear separation of the input/output, task execution and task management functions.

2. A processor (Sproc) optimised for the execution of hard real-time task sets.

3. A task management processor based on the EDF scheduling principle.

4. An integrated architecture of SlOPs and Sprocs which offers tailor made performance and
guarantees for the temporal properties of task sets.
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4.4 Simple Task Processor

4.4.1 Processor Characteristics

The simple processor is an event driven processor which supports non-pre-emptive process
execution, only. This has the following significant implications:

1. No stack is required due to non-pre-emptivity.

2. No explicit task list is required due to the event triggered activation of all tasks.

The task processor is a RlSe processor with seven instructions of which one is the END in-
struction. These instructions are adequate to write the control flow of most programs. The
processor's complexity is low as it is expected to execute as little as one task. The core instruc-
tion set can be extended by application specific instructions to achieve a particular performance
level. The execution of tasks within a processor is initiated by trigger events. Once an event has
occurred and the appropriate task was selected, it executes until completion. All trigger events
which include arriving messages, elapsed timers and external events, are buffered one level deep.
This buffering takes place on all trigger events in parallel, therefore the task processor is not
interrupted to execute any preemptive tasks.

Tasks are allocated to a Sproc as a result of a schedulability test of a task set. This analysis
ensures that the processors operate in the resource adequate mode only, i.e. the processors have
enough resources available to execute an allocated task set.

The processor has built-in inter-processor communication functionality. Any number of input
and output communication ports can be attached to a task processor. Reliable communication
is assumed between processors. This is feasible with the processors in close proximity. For
a distributed computing application a simple processor can be programmed for a high level
communication function which operates on a channel with errors.

The simplicity of the processor makes it suitable for implementation on an FPGA with addi-
tional resources remaining on the FPGA. The additional resources available on an FPGA allow
to implement application specific interfaces, speciai instructions or more simple task processors.

See Figure 4.2 for the basic structure of the processor that consists of the following elements:

1. task processor,

2. memory interfaces,

3. input and output communication ports,

4. timers, and

5. an EDF (Earliest Deadline First) event processor.

4.4.2 Task Processor

This section introduces a simple task processor to show how the RDF notation at a fine grain
level can be efficiently translated into the instruction set of a typical processor. The task
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processor is by no means optimised other than to be very simple and to be able to support the
execution of one task in an RDF system. The task processor instruction set supports the final
translation from RDF into a program.

The task processor is an 8 ~it RISC processor executing only 7 instructions. All instructions
are coded in a 16 bit word of which the 4 most significant bits are used for the instruction and
the 12 least significant bits for an address. The entry point to each task on the task processor is
mapped to a corresponding trigger event. Inter- and intra-processor communication is carried
out by sending messages. The arrival of a message triggers the execution of the receiving task.
The task processor consists of the following elements.

Accumulator to perform addition and subtraction on eight bits with a single carry bit. In-
structions on the single accumulator include a memory reference for the other source
operand.

Program Counter pointing to the current program code. The program counter is incre-
mented or replaced by a new address based on a branching instruction. The program
counter is 12 bits wide.

Instruction Register holding the instruction to be decoded and executed. The instructions
are:

Load accumulator from memory

Store accumulator to memory

Load plus Carry accumulator from memory

Add memory to accumulator with carry

Subtract memory from accumulator minus carry

Jump to new location on no carry
End current task and return to event waiting status

Address Register holding an address pointing to data memory. The address register is 12
bits wide.

4.4.3 Memory Organisation

The program memory and the data memory are located in two separate areas. The program
memory is either ROM or Flash based. Both these memory types provide memory over-write
protection without the additional memory protection schemes found in conventional processors.
The program memory is organised to support the event driven nature of the tasks. The first
number of 16 bit words is reserved for the event mapping table. A JMP instruction with the
address to the appropriate task entry point (function start) for each trigger event is stored here.

The program code of each task is stored in the following order. The first word contains the
number of program bytes. The second set of words contains the maximum rate at which the task
can accept trigger events on this processor. The inverse is the expected worst case execution
time (WCET) of the task. The third entry is the maximum rate at which the task can generate
output messages as was derived from system analysis. Thereafter follows the code. The tasks
can be individually replaced for a Flash memory based code store.
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Code Data
Memory Taskprocessor Memory

T1 Data bus 11Address bus

Event Timers
Processor

Input Ouput
COmms Comms
Processors Processors

Simple Processor

Figure 4.2: Basic concept of the architecture

The data memory is organised on a per task basis. The first number of data memory places is
reserved for accessing the trigger events, the hardware communication ports, and the hardware
timers. Thereafter, the data memory is organised on a per task basis. Each task data area
consists of enough space for all the internal input and output ports associated with that task.
It follows the area for all task variables.

4.4.4 Communication Ports

The behaviour of the communication ports between processors and internal to a processor are
both predictable and deterministic. The data ports are unidirectional. A synchronised port or
data return port provides for a return value to be sent.

External ports

The simplest communication interface between processors is a unidirectional, three signal bus for
synchronous serial communication. The output port transmits a complete message by making
the receive enable line true, gates the transmit clock onto the clock line, and sends the data
serially on the data line. The number of data lines can be extended to provide an increase in
bandwidth as required.

A port has storage space for one complete message. This allows the port to operate in parallel
with the task processor. The port operates as follow. During the execution of a task, all the
values which form part of a message to be transmitted are written into the output port memory.
The last action the task undertakes is to enable the port communication engine to read these
values and transmit them in a block to the input port of the receiving task. The receiving port
accepts the whole message before setting the trigger event associated with receiving a message.
The receiving task is now enabled for execution. The transmitting task can write to multiple
ports and enable the output port engines in close succession for a parallel transfer of its messages.
The transmitting processor waits until all messages have been transmitted before returning to
the processor idle state awaiting an event. The time it takes for a message to transfer across a
communication link must be included in the execution time for the transmitting task.
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Figure 4.3: Connecting multiple output ports to one input port
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Multiple output ports connected to a single input port correspond to a logical input port in
RDF. However, in the hardware implementation, each output port writes into its own FIFO
memory and the input port has a media scheduler which provides a transmit enable signal to
read the contents of each FIFO memory in turn. As the output messages are buffered, all
messages are retrieved one at a time until all are consumed and processed. The receiving task
processor is executing at the sum of the transmitter rates. See Figure 4.3 for a representation
of the multiple output port to one input port architecture.

Internal Ports

The tasks on the same processor communicate by writing into the input port message space
of the receiving task. This is without any side effects due to the non-pre-emptive interleaving
of the tasks on a single processor. When writing into the input port memory space, the input
port event trigger bit is set. The event trigger bit signals the scheduler that the receiving task
is runnable.

Multiple internal output ports connected to a common internal input port follow the same
architecture as the external multiple output ports except that the message memory is associated
with the input port. This is because of the non-pre-emptive task execution on a Sproc. Each
task adds its message to the input port message space that it is connected to and sets the event
trigger bit for that input port.

Synchronised Ports

A synchronised port or data return port is a bi-directional port to which a message is sent on the
one unidirectional port and at which a reply message is received on the returning unidirectional
port. The time for communication and remote function execution must be added to the task
requesting the execution.

4.4.5 Timers

Each processor contains a number of single shot and a number of periodic timers. The number
of timers depends on the task set on that processor. The elapse of any of the timers leads to
the setting of the associated bit in the event trigger register. A periodic timer only needs to be
loaded once with a period. Single shot timers are for measuring ad hoc timing periods and must
be re-loaded for each activation. In addition to the set of timers, a global time register is kept
up to date in each event processor. The time source for this register is a centrally distributed
clock if the system is in a small geographic area. For a distributed system, GPS receivers are
suggested to receive current time.
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4.4.6 Event Processor

A bit in the event trigger register represents each event source. The event processor has- an
event management cell with the following registers for each input port and timer in the system.

Next deadline register is loaded with the value of the next deadline when an event trigger
for this input port is received. No deadline is indicated as a vector of binary ones.

Minimum period regJster contains the value Pi which is used to calculate the next deadline
when a message is received on the associated input port.

Execution time registers Each of these 3 registers is associated with a counter to count the
number of times the execution time fell within a particular range. Two margin registers
determine the three ranges for which each of the computation time registers is used.

Each of the next deadline registers serves as an input for a comparator which determines the
smallest value, i.e. the next closest task deadline. The number of the event (task) is output on
the address bus with an event line to the task processor for prompting it to read the instruction
in the code memory at the address on the address bus. Associated with the number of events
is the same number of JMPC instructions stored in the first words of the code memory, called
the event table. An JMPC instruction forces a jump to an appropriate task entry point. See
Figure 4.4 for the architecture of the event processor.

On completion of the current task with an END instruction, the task processor replaces the
program counter with zero and goes into an idle mode. The task processor s-ignalsthe event
processor that the current task is completed. At the next event, the task processor is signalled
with an event signal with the number of the event on the address bus.

The event reaction latency time is guaranteed to be one instruction execution cycle. The
event processor arbitrates between multiple events and only activates one task on the task
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processor. While a task is executing, all incoming events are registered by the event processor
and arbitrated between at completion of the current task.

With the dual processor system there is an opportunity for off-line scheduling decisions to
be made in the event processor. However, as the next task is always selected on an Earliest
Deadline First basis and the task could be a result of the current execution, it is sufficient to
make a scheduling decision on completion of the current task.

4.4.7 Core Instruction Set

The core instruction set is introduced to show how fine grain RDF programming constructs can
be translated to execute on the simple processor. It consists of seven instructions. There is only
one addressing mode and a single accumulator. All instructions take three cycles to execute,
and just one argument that is an address. The following is a description of each instruction.

Load The load instruction reads a data value from memory specified by the direct address
and stores it into the accumulator. Constants are stored in the data memory at known
locations by the compiler. The load instruction clears the carry flag.

Store The store instruction writes the accumulator to memory specified by the direct address.

Load plus Carry In order to operate on operands longer than the accumulator, this instruction
allows the carry flag from a previous operation to be added to the next part of a longer
operand.

Add The add instruction reads an operand from memory, adds the value to the accumulator
with the carry flag, and stores the result in the accumulator.

Subtract The subtract instruction reads a value from the specified memory location, subtracts
it from the accumulator, and stores the result in the accumulator.

Jump The jump instruction is used for conditional branching. The instruction tests the Carry
flag and, if not set, jumps to the absolute address supplied as argument.

End The end instruction indicates the completion of the current task and returns the processor
to an event waiting status.

Instruction

LoaD Accumulator

STore Accumulator

Mnemonic Execution

LDA addr A <- mem[AR]

STA addr mem[AR] <- A

LoaD Accumulator
+ Carry LDAC addr A <- mem[AR] + C

ADD memory to
accumulator + Carry ADDC addr A <- A + mem[AR]

SUB memory from
accumulator - Carry SUBC addr A <- A - mem[AR]

Jump to new address
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JNC addr PC <- AR (if C=O)

END addr PC <- 0

Where PC = program counter
AR = address register loaded with addr in each case
A = accumulator

Ports are accessed by using the following record:
PortName.Val[O ..N-l] are the port values
PortName.e is the event set signal for intra-processor communication

and the transmit port signal for inter-processor communication

4.4.8 Compilation into Core Instruction Set

It is acknowledged [34] that real-time languages should be reliable, foster predictable system
behaviour, and be analysable for deadline matching during compile time. Such a visual data flow
language RDF has been introduced in Chapter 3 and was first described in [79]. This section
will show how the RDF language compiles directly to the presented architecture without leaving
any semantic gaps.

Branching and Alternatives

A conditional branch is performed by the conditional jump instruction. Branching based on a
number of alternatives is performed by a set of conditional jump instructions. See Figure 4.5
for the RDF representation and the corresponding Sproc code. The tasks with entry points el:,
e2: and e3: could execute on the same processor or on three different processors.

The visual language follows the data flowparadigm. Note, however, that there are two types of
ports. The triangular arrow head denotes disjunctive semantics, i.e. anyone of the ports will
create a trigger which will start the associated task. The round arrow head denotes conjunctive
semantics, Le. each of the ports must have one message received before the appropriate task is
activated.

Procedure Calls

Procedure calls are not explicitly supported in the visual language. Rather all re-usable software
components should be packaged as tasks that are activated in a data flowmanner with trigger
events. However, it is possible and sometimes preferable to use the subroutine paradigm for the
actual implementation of software.

Procedures can be implemented as remote procedure calls with synchronised data channels.
The data return port in RpF translates to a combined input and output port on both the
sending task and the receiving task. The sending task sends a message requesting a specific
function to be executed and, then, waits for the return message from the task it requested
the function from. This same synchronised data channel is the mechanism used to access data
stores. See Figure 4.6 for the graphical representation of the construct and the assembler code
for the simple processors. Note thatel: and e3: are two different entry points for the task
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el: LDA pl.val[O] jIF x < 0
SUBC zero ; constant in code
JMPNC else:
LDA p8.va1[0]
STA p2. val [0]
STA p2.e
END

else: LDA p8.va1[0] ;ELSE
STA p3. val [0]
STA p3.e
END

e2: LOA p4.val[0]
SUBC one
STA p6. val [0]
STA p6.e
END

e3:

Figure 4.5: IF statement

PUSH, while e2: is the entry point for the task CHECKIT.

Loops

(y)

85

Loops are implemented with conditional jump instructions. In order to force predictable timing
behaviour, a while loop is always augmented by a single shot timer. The timer is set on loop
entrance to the maximum execution time allowed for the loop. Once the timer elapses the
loop terminates and transmits the result as calculated so far. See Figure 4.7 for a graphical
representation and the listing below for example code. Note thatel: and e2: share some
code. Furthermore, task entry point e3: is triggered by the single shot timer which timed out.
WhileTimeLimit is a constant supplied by the programmer or the compiler. The tasks with
entry points el: to e3: would typically reside on one processor.

4.4.9 Simple Input Output Processor

Each Simple Input Output Processor (SlOP) in a network of simple processors is dedicated
to a particular input or output task. These SlOP processors function as synchronising agents
between the irregular jbursty data rate of the environment and the regular data rates in an
Sproc network. Se!'lFigure 4.8 for an example of a processor network with co-operating SlOPs
and Sprocs.
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Procedure CHECKIT
PROCEDURE CAlL

CSln
csOut

el:

e2:

LDA
STA
STA
END

LDA
SUBC
JMPNC

CSOutI CSln

dopushN
e

1e3 1[>Pit, ! push [>11
PUSH [>nplt ~

I stfu11 [>11
~

CheckStatusC
CSOut.val[O]
CSOut.e

CSln.val[0]
CheckStatusC

STA CSOut.val[O]
STA CSOut.e
END

e3: LDA
SUBC
JMPNC

CSln.va1[O]
Full

LDA doit
STA pit.val[O]
STA pit.e
END

Figure 4.6: Procedure call

The external data interfaces supported in conventional processors include

1._recognising events

• by polling or
• by interrupts, and

2. data transfer mechanisms:

• memory mapped input/output,
• DMA mechanisms,
• memory bank switching, and
• processor specific communication link interfaces.

Many of these mechanisms are viewed as inefficient in terms of processor utilisation (Le. polling)
on conventional processors. Other external data interfaces are considered as temporally unpre-
dictable (i.e. cycle stealing DMA) although processor efficient. In a dedicated Simple 10
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el: LDA
STA
LDA
STA
LDA
STA

e2: LDA
SUBC
JMPNC
LDA
SUBC
JMPNC
LDA
STA
STA
END

endwh: LDA
STA
STA
END

e3: LDA
STA
END

WhileTimeLimit
STimerl
false
timeOutFlag
Whileln.va1[OJ
t
timeOutFlag
false
endwh:
t
ten
endwh:
t
p.va1[OJ
p.e

t
WhileOut .val [OJ
WhileOut.e

true
timeOutFlag

p5

Figure 4.7: Timed while statement

Figure 4.8: A network of simple input/output and task processors
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Processor a different set of criteria is applicable as the processor is dedicated to 10 functions.
Here polling may not be inefficient, but appropriate. A dedicated SlOP has the following ad-
vantages over the input and output functionality provided in general purpose processors (GPP),
because a GPP is optimised for general purpose applications while the SlOP is optimised for
10.

1. The silicon on a SlOP should be smaller than the equivalent silicon on a GPP, because
less other functions have to be accounted for in an interface.

2. It is expected that an SIO should have a shorter start-up latency and be able to sustain
data transfer at the maximum data bandwidth as the input/output operations are not
interleaved with other operations on the processor.

3. The SIOP data bandwidth can be optimised for a particular application while the GPP
data bandwidth is fixed and dimensioned for the code and data memory data paths.

4. A particular advantage is that a system can be configured with as many SlOPs as are
required for a particular parallel processing input/output system. This ensures that bot-
tlenecks in the input/output system can be avoided.

This section proceeds to describe a general input/output interface for the SlOP. The inter-
faces between the SlOP and the Sprocs in a network are the input and output communication
processors found on the simple task processors.

Input / Output Transfer Interface

A SlOP environmental interface is based on a DMA engine of which the read (RD) and write
(WR) functions run in parallel in different address spaces. A SlOP is configured at start-up
with the characteristics of the communication over each interface. The SlOP executes this
input/output cycle on data entering and leaving the processor network. In particular, each
DMA engine function consists of

1. an address register,

2. an address function ALU which can increment, decrement or not alter the address for
each cycle (The address function ALU could also be expanded to execute complex address
patterns such as for a higher radix FFT operation.),

3. a data transfer register, and

4. a controller generating an RD and/or WR and other control signals depending on the
direction of data transfer.

Each DMA engine has the appropriate number of address lines for its address space, and a
number of data lines suited to the data bandwidth required. The dimensioning of the data
bandwidth is described in the next section. The RD- and WR-DMA engines work in parallel
on independent data streams. Figure 4.9 shows the internal architecture of an input processing
SlOP with independent RD- and WR-DMA engines.

If one compares the above architecture with conventional processor 10, then the following
analogies are seen. The particular mech-anismswhich are available (with the conventional name
in brackets) include:
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Figure 4.9: Simple input output processor architecture

1. one or more byte transfer through the data transfer register between two memory locations
(memory mapped 10), and

2. moving a block of data between source and destination (block move instruction, DMA).

Data can be transferred after a signal is given that the data are ready to be moved, which can
done in one of the following ways (with the conventional name in brackets):

1. regular interrogation of a ready signal (polling), or

2. event signalling from outside to indiCate readiness (interrupts).

The performance of these mechanisms was evaluated for a conventional processor, the Thans-
puter [47], in [80] and will not be further discussed here.

Dimensioning the Input/Output Interface

Two parameters determine the dimensions of the data bus and the memory of a SlOP:

1. the data rate which determines the data bus width, and

2. the memory buffer size which is determined by how much data is processed per unit of
execution cycle and the data rate.

The bandwidth required and the size of the data block being processed determines the buffer
size. The buffer size is given by the following expression:

M emoryBuj jerSize = (DataRate * BlockExecutionTime)
To choose the appropriate width of the 10 data bus the following test can be performed:

F = BandwidthRequiredj BandwidthAvailable

If the result is F <= 1, then the bandwidth is acceptable, if the result is F > 1, then the
incoming bandwidth is larger than the data bus bandwidth and the width of the data bus has
to be increased.
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Figure 4.10: Increasing communication bandwidth for input and output

It is assumed that the SlOPs are integrated on the same silicon as the Sprocs and that there
are no errors in the data streams due to the communication interfaces. If a system requires a
fault tolerant communication interface, it implies a more complex 10 building block which is
not covered in this discussion.

Increasing the 10 Bandwidth

The following mechanisms can be used in the SIO processor and in the Sproc to increase the
bandwidth of data transfer. They are in order of complexity and transfer rate.

1. One memory block with shared address bus and data bus,

2. double buffering allowing transferring of data in one memory block and processing on the
other memory block, and

3. triple buffering with input, processing and output executed in parallel on three indepen-
dent memory banks.

The above mechanisms are applicable between an environment and a Sproc processor network
and inside a Sproc processor network. See Figure 4.10 for two processor architecture options.
The SlOP on the left contains a double buffer which means that the Output Communication
Processor and the incoming data stream can operate in parallel. The Sproc on the right hand
side of the figure has 3 memory banks which means that the Input Communication Processor,
the Task Processor and the Output Communication Processor can operate in parallel on three
different data sets.

4.4.10 Conclusionon Simple Processor

This section presented a simple processor architecture with predictable timing behaviour. The
simple task processor has a simple event triggered task activation structure with a RISC core
instruction set. The overall architecture was described in detail, while the implementation
details were not shown. The simplicity of the processor leads to other advantages as well,
which include packaging more than one processor on the same silicon, the ability to add custom
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interface hardware, and the ability to add application specific instructions to the instruction
set. The processor is simple, and requires no stack to support the nesting of procedures or the
pre-emption of tasks. It has, however, been shown how to implement on the architecture the
subroutines found in control flow languages. Furthermore, due to the design process tasks are
allocated in such a manner that non-pre-emptive execution is the rule. The simple processor
architecture is a suitable platform for data flow languages. Only the finest grain of data flow
programming would not be supported efficiently on the architecture. The simple processor
can be used as a single processor executing hard-real time application software. The simple
processor architecture is comparable in complexity to an instruction set enhanceable processor
for implementation on an FPGA [115]. It is, however, much simpler than the proposed processor
in [76].

4.5 Implementation of RDF Architecture with Dual Processors

This section examines a case study, viz. the application of the RDF architecture in a microsatel-
lite composed of hardware building blocks. A next generation microsatellite architecture is
described [81]based on experience with the SUNSAT microsatellite. As background, the high
level requirements of the software on the SUNSAT microsatellite can be found in Appendix B.
The section begins with a description of a generic dual processor implementation of a task
node in the RDF architecture. The next generation microsatellite architecture requires some
background on mechanical structures and the localisation of control in current microsatellites.
Both these aspects are influenced by the use of the RDF computational architecture.

4.5.1 Architecture of a Generic Dual Processor Component

A building block on which one or more RDF tasks can be implemented consists of two processors.
One processor performs a set of standard functions including scheduling, receiving messages,
and sending messages that are common to all building blocks. The second processor is optimised
to perform a particular set of functions. The functions could be as diverse as a star imager or an
AX.25 protocol engine. One could consider the building block as a combined (simple) processor
and (simple) input/output processor. The input/output processor in this case has built-in
processing. In some cases (imager data) the data rate being managed is significantly higher than
the inter-node communication system bandwidth. Then, the input/output processor supports
its own application specific ports.

Each building block has a standard interface that consists of a number of serial ports and
any number of application specific ports, i.e. high speed audio or antenna ports. All building
blocks support the same protocol over their serial links which can be extended according to the
specific function that the block performs. Each building block as in Figure 4.11 is responsible
for collecting its own telemetry and decode and actuate its own telecommands. Each building
block has a least two identical serial ports over which commands are received and replies sent.
Additional dual serial ports with a higher communication rate can be included to support higher
bandwidth inter-node communication.

The generic building block consists of a processor which includes on the same package a boot-
loader in PROM, FLASH memory, RAM memory, AtoD, DtoA, timers and 2 serial ports.
Programs are stored in the FLASH memory, and the RAM memory is I?rotected by a hardware
EDAC circuitry.
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Figure 4.11: Generic building block architecture
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Figure 4.12: Complete next generation microsatellite architecture

4.5.2 Background on Microspacecraft

Microsatellites can be classified according to mechanical structure and localisation of control.
The extent to which spacecraft components are optimised determines the amount of flexibility
of a specific spacecraft component for application in multiple missions. It is recognised that
spacecraft components should not be optimised to allow for late changes and flexible mission
profiles. For example, the structure of a satellite should be able to support more than the
minimum mass for the current mission.

Location of Control

The localisation of control can be central or distributed. Satellite architectures with central
control are characterised by a single hardware redundant node of control [113]for the complete
satellite, e.g. UOSats [25]. Distributed control is found where each system component sup-
ports its own low level functions completely, providing a high level interface, e.g. Tubsats[12].
Building blocks with distributed control in mechanically separate packaging lead to re-useable
components which require the minimum of centralised control. This also has an additional ad-
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vantage that it enhances the fault tolerance if these autonomous building blocks are replicated.

4.5.3 Next Generation Microsatellite Architecture

A next generation microsatellite architecture is proposed which builds upon the advantages of
mechanically separate building blocks with as much autonomy of control as possible within each
building block. In order to facilitate a comparison, the SUNSAT satellite will be used as a case
study for the new system architecture. See Figure 4.12 for the complete satellite in the new
architecture (note that not all communication links are shown for the second C&C processor).

The architecture consists of building blocks that are interconnected in star topology or bus
topology networks. Each building block has its own processor and can perform its complete
function, i.e. a reaction wheel. Each building block must adhere to the RTDF paradigm, viz.
a task receiving messages/tokens must consume and process them at the same rate or faster
than sent by the transmitting task. The physical layer for communication between the building
blocks could be a point to point standard such as RS-232 or a bus standard such as RS-485.
In addition, the protocol of the messages on the communication channels must be agreed upon
between all building blocks. The particular content of the messages depends on the processing
that must be performed by each building block.

Each of the subsystems will now be described in turn. See the high level software specifications
in Appendix B for a specification of the functions required of the system.

4.5.4 Communication Payload

The communication payload is split across various building blocks according to the functions
required. The primary receiver building block supports the lowest level protocol which is a frame
receive operation for the AX.25 protocol. The lower part of the block diagram in Figure 4.13
contains one RF receiver, a demodulator, USART and a processor with extra RAM for buffering
frames.

The primary transmitter building block supports the lowest level protocol which is a frame
transmit operation for the AX.25 protocol. The upper part of the block diagram in Figure 4.13
contains one RF transmitter, a modulator, USART and a processor with extra RAM for buffer-
ing frames. Combining the receive and transmit functions into one building block leads to the
design in Figure 4.13. In both cases the processor executes only the frame receive or frame
transmit function in addition to its telemetry and telecommand functions. All packets received
with satellite telecommand information are passed to the next higher level processor which is
the command and control processor.

The high level protocol functions are performed by dedicated communication processors. These
processors are duplicated for redundancy and multiple channel operation. Both processors
(PACSAT comms and MUX comms) in Figure 4.14 have additional RAM for data storage or
have access to the RAMDisk.

Analogue communication functions such as switching the audio and IF busses are supported
with an analogue communication processor which has access to all the analogue data streams
from the receivers _and transmitters. Any source can be interconnected to any sink through
the analogue communication processor (Analogue comms) in Figure 4.14. Analogue processing
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Figure 4.13: Communication building block

~

~

Figure 4.14: Communication system composition

such as high speed modulation, speech recording and play back (a parrot function) is performed
by a digital signal processing (DSP) building block, that has direct access to the audio bus and
intermediate frequency (IF) bus switched through the communication processors. An alternative
for analogue processing is to include a DSP function into each communication block. Except
for the UHF TX and VHF RX radio frequency front end blocks in Figure 4.13, the rest of the
processing can be performed by the digital signal processor. This is in fact the recommended
hardware configuration.

4.5.5 Imager Payload

The imager payload and the RAMDisk subsystem are completely separated from each other.
The imager function block contains all required timing generation, analogue to digital conversion
and serialising circuitry. See Figure 4.15 for the imager building block.

Une insert

TCMD
Telem

Imager
Data

Clock

Figure 4.15: Imager building block and interface definition
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Figure 4.17: ADCS system architecture based on building blocks

4.5.6 Attitude Determination and Control System

The Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS) is the single most complex system in
the satellite in terms of the number of elements that operate together. The ADCS consists of a
number of sensors which provide reference information, a number of actuators which with the
satellite attitude can be changed, and a processor. The processor validates sensor information,
and uses the validated sensor values to update a model of the satellite attitude. The proces-
sor further executes control algorithms which generate actuation values based on the current
satellite attitude set point. All sensors and actuators lend themselves to operating as RDF
building blocks. Each sensor and actuator block (Figure 4.16) executes the following functions:
hardware input/output, data calibration, and modelling the relevant parameter, e.g. modelling
the solar orbit for the sun sensor.

The number of sensors and actuators interconnected with the ADCS processors can be changed
in a flexible manner. The ADCS with doubly redundant processors and a star interconnection
topology is shown in Figure 4.17. The processing requirements for the estimation and control
algorithms are such that it is feasible to provide multiple simple processors to execute these
functions as in Figure 4.18. Existing efficient implementations for a single traditional processor
makes it questionable whether to split the functions onto a number of simple processors.
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Figure 4.18: Internal composition of ADCS macro block
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Figure 4.19: Extended generic building block

4.5.7 Command and Control Processor

The command and control processor is ultimately in control of the complete satellite. The
relationship of the command and control processors (C&C1 and C&C2) with some of the other
sub-systems is shown in Figure 4.20. The functions of a command and control processor are:

1. Collect telemetry, assemble telemetry frames, store telemetry in a file system for later
retrieval, and transmit the collected telemetry to the communication controller processors.

2. Receive telecommand messages via the communication controller processors, validate com-
mands against the satellite state, and send commands to appropriate subsystems.

3. Maintain the overall satellite schedule and send commands when specified by the diary.

4. Monitor satellite health and take appropriate action in case of an emergency.

The extensions to a generic building block which allow larger data memory and more ports
required for interconnection are shown in Figure 4.19.

4.5.8 Influence on Groundstations

The same characteristics of low power consumption, small volume and reliable operation are
required from the user terminal groundstations that interact with a satellite. Therefore, the
same building blocks as in a satellite can be used for a portable groundstations. Satellite control
groundstations can largely be constructed with the RDF building blocks identified for satellites.
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Figure 4.20: Relation of Command and Control block to architecture

4.5.9 Evaluation

97

Having all subsystems available in the RDF building block architecture will result in a fast
response to construct satellites for new missions and to adapt an existing satellite to new
requirements. Mission flexibility is important in order to respond quickly to changing launch
opportunities which is characteristic for microsatellites.

The SUNSAT satellite is-tray based, and for a building block version of SUNSAT one would
expect a larger and heavier satellite but the following items are to be noted:

1. The telecommand and telemetry trays are eliminated.

2. The modems are piggybacked onto the RF building blocks.

3. The large and complex on-board computers [5] have been replaced by simple multi-port
processors.

4. The harness is significantly simpler and smaller.

The disadvantages are that each of the autonomous subsystems has gained a little extra mass
and additional power consumption. Modern processors and supporting components are, how-
ever, capable to go into a stand-by mode when not operating which should minimise additional
power consumption. Another concern with the RDF building block architecture is the reliance
on microprocessors to perform the Sproc function in Figure 4.11. Experience in Low Earth
Orbit has indicated that microcontrollers such as the 8031 [48]and H-8 [42]are reliable. An ad-
vantage of this implementation is that, if a building block with a specific reliability is required,
space qualified components can be used on that specific building block.

4.6 SUNSAT Implementation

The RDF architecture was used for the high level design of the flight software for SUNSAT [91].
The computational architecture was implemented as the RTX kernel [108] on an 80C188EC
processor [50], an 80386EX processor [49] and a Transputer T800 processor [47]. The goal
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was to achieve the same computational architecture on all three processors on SUNSAT. This
is important as the software engineering effort to create the application software is significant.
Currently the 80C188EC version of the kernel is in operation as well as a PC compatible version
of it. The 80386EX and T800 implementations can, at best, be considered as prototypes and are
not operational. The 80386EX has not been commissioned to run, and the Modula-2 compiler
for the T800 has so many deficiencies that it has not enabled a reliable implementation of the
kernel on the T800 to date. Currently the flight software on the 80C188EC processor and the
groundstation software on a PC execute in the RDF architecture on the RTX kernel. The
kernel provides the architecture abstraction layer supporting the RDF real-time computational
architecture.

The traditional software engineering approach of implement and test was used to create the flight
software. None of the realisability analysis, feasibility analysis or determination of scheduling
rates supported by RDF was used in the SUNSAT software development. Furthermore, the
tasks were implemented in Modula-2 after a high level task decomposition. The advantages of
working within the computational architecture as implemented on the SUNSAT project are:

1. The kernel offers the same task computational architecture across the different hardware
processors enabling a shorter development cycle.

2. The kernel provides a clear indication when a deadline was missed, assisting in fault
finding.

3. An unambiguous communication language exists at the task level between design engi-
neers.

In Chapter 5 the modelling and analysis supported in RDF are explored in the context of typical
microsatellite flight software. It is shown that it is possible to determine at a very early design
stage the processor load and feasible application task sets that can be scheduled together on a
single processor. This will aid in future development of flight software and to increase services
on board the SUNSAT microsatellite.

4.7 Conclusion

This chapter explored three ways of implementing the RDF architecture, viz. by multi-tasking
on a single processor, as each task mapped to its own simple processor, and as high level
building blocks on a dual processor platform. All three implementations ensure an architecture
realisation that is amenable to rigorous analysis based on a one-to-one correspondence between
the designed and implemented systems.

Implementing the RDF architecture with a software kernel on a traditional processor offers a
way of implementing a system described in the RDF language on a single traditional processor
today. The availability of testing for a feasible schedule enables hard real-time guarantees to be
offered by such an implementation. An RDF task can be implemented as a simple processor in
silicon with the option of adding additional instructions for application specific task processing.
The advances in ASIC design and manufacturing and System on a Chip techniques provide for
a one simple processor per task implementation on one device which can guarantee a resource
adequate implementation in one package. A high level RDF task can be implemented by
a processor pair. One processor executes inter-process communication such as telecommand
and telemetry functions, and the other one performs application specific functions such as
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audio stream processing. Each implementation maintains the one-to-one correspondence of the
implemented components with the components identified in the RDF diagram at the design
level.

The computational features required by RDF are supported directly in each one of the imple-
mentations, ensuring an efficient implementation and a simple validation process. The direct
correspondence of an implemented component with a designed component forms the key to a
simple validation step when an implemented system is validated against its designed system.
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Chapter 5

Modelling and Evaluation

5.1 Introduction

This dissertation has introduced a computational architecture for the efficient engineering of
real-time systems. The notation to describe this architecture was developed in Chapter 3, and
three ways of implementing it were explored in Chapter 4. The question remains whether
this architecture is rich enough to meet the requirements of real systems, and whether it aids
development engineers in better understanding systems. Better understanding is expected to
lead to shorter development times, lower costs and more dependable systems.

Other multi-view modelling and implementation environments [28, 106, 105, 75] based on data
flowarchitectures offer language sets to describe intended systems. However, none of them offers
a direct mapping to an implementation architecture that matches the architecture of design.
The current focus in processor design is not matching design architectures with hardware, but
rather optimising power consumption and power-aware operations.

This chapter explores the modelling and analysis possibilities with RDF in a microsatellite
case study. The goal is to test the expressiveness of the RDF computational architecture on a
sizable problem, and to determine if it is rich enough to express and argue about the temporal
properties. In the course of this, an insight into microsatellite software is developed which
should lead to shorter development and upgrade cycles for future missions. The microsatellite
case study is developed in stages to explore different aspects of RDF. The different satellite
models and the reasons for their development are the following.

1. The simple core satellite with telecommand model explores the use of the RDF architecture
in an engineering process. The general process is described in Appendix A.6.2.

2. The core satellite model is then extended with telemetry, showing how the state graph
description is used to represent information that is difficult to express in RDF.

3. The satellite model with instrument managers is scaled up from the core satellite model
with telemetry after recognising an architectural pattern. This explores the ability of
patterns to be recognised in an RDF graph, and the extrapolation of the realisability and
feasiblity analysis that goes with the scaled model. .

4. The satellite model is improved to include a reliable communication service. The resulting
model is explored to determine trade-offs in packet size and the number of active channels,
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demonstrating that an RDF model does lead to a better understanding of a system.

5. The architectural pattern of a communication service is scaled to a number of communica-
tion services in the next model of the satellite. The combination of different characteristics
of each of the services can now be explored in the realisability and feasibility analysis of
the system. The full satellite model can be assembled from core satellite, telemetry,
instrumentation and communication services. With the addition of the interrupt load
discussed in Appendix D.1, an estimate of the processing power available for the Attitude
Determination and Control System (ADCS) function can be given.

6. The final case study is of a hardware in the loop test bench for the ADCS system. This
case study shows a number of design refinement steps with RDF in a multi-processor
environment.

The achievements described in this chapter include a scalable model of the software on a mi-
crosatellite comparable in complexity to the complexity of the SUNSAT microsatellite. The
outcome of this chapter is an insight into the real-time behaviour of the task sets that could
execute on a satellite such as the SUNSAT microsatellite. This is useful information for future
mission analysis and planning.

The purpose of this chapter is to show how the RDF analysis techniques can usefully be applied
for the modelling and analysis of task sets. The other views required to fully specify task sets,
i.e. implementation structure, project development status, and OOP /component based archi-
tecture, are introduced as part of the case study when they complement the RDF description
with information that cannot be represented in RDF.

This chapter starts with a very simple satellite to model and gradually expand it with telemetry,
instrumentation servers, connected mode communication, and communication services. Each of
the examples is modelled, checked whether it is realisable, and then the feasibility of execution
on the processor of the SUNSAT On Board Computer 1 (OBC1) is checked. The final case
study is for a hardware in the loop test set-up around an ADCS.

5.2 Core Satellite Model

The first example in this chapter is chosen for its simplicity to focus on the modelling and
analysis ability available with RDF. The examples will progressively go into less and less detail
of how to work with RDF. The focus will move towards the microsatellite system and a better
understanding of its application software.

5.2.1 Problem Statement

The most basic service that executes on the satellite is the telecommand service, which receives
messages from the groundstation, decodes them, sets the telecommand registers, and then
sends acknowledge messages to the groundstation that the commandd have been executed. The
assumptions under which the system operates are:

1. the uplink and downlink communication takes place in unconnected mode, viz. a perfect
communication channel is assumed which always delivers messages correctly, and
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2. every packet received by the system is a telecommand packet; since this is the only service
available, this assumption is valid.

5.2.2 System Architecture

The simplest core of the software system required on the satellite is seen in Figure 5.1. The
trigger source for the see driver 0SCCDIN is the environmental input node 0Rx. The SCC
drivers 0SCCDIN and 0SCCDOUT are modelled as two separate tasks. The incoming bytes are
assembled into frames and, if no errors occurs, then the AX.25 packet is extracted and passed
on to the AX.25 server task 0AX.25' The AX.25 server task decodes the packet and passes the
command contents to the command and control task node 0C&C. The command and control
task decodes the command, writes the command to the telecommand interface OTCMD, and
sends an acknowledgement message to the 0AX.25 task to be sent back to the groundstation.

Tx

Ixl SCCDIN J<21

xl SCCDOUTbl

b

a

Ix2

xl AX.25
TCMD

Modelling Features

Figure 5.1: Core satellite software

The following use of the input and output port relationships should be noted. Task node 0AX.25

executes when a message on either input port iXI or input port iX2 is received. Task node
0C&C outputs a message on output port Xl on completion of the command decode operation.
Task node 0SCCDIN outputs a message on output port X2 on receipt of a message on input port
iXI' Task node 0SCCDOUT outputs a message on output port Xl during the processing required
when a message is input from bi-directional port bl. During the execution of task node 0C&C,

task node OTCMD is written to, and the control returns to 0C&C' Otherwise, task node OTCMD

does not execute.

5.2.3 Realisability

The system is realisable if all output port rates are determined in terms of the rates from the
trigger sources, and if the environmental output rate constraints are observed. See Section 3.6.3
for the conditions of realisability. The only environmental input source driving the system is
the environment input node 0Rx. The semantics of the environment output node OTx are such
that it does not drive the system, but dictates a maximum rate at which it can output tokens
to the environment. That is the maximum rate at which the environment can consume tokens.

The output rate on output port 0Rx.x11 is rRx, which is the rate at which the environment drives
the environmental input node 0Rx. This is also the rate at which the task node 0SCCDIN is
triggered. The task node 0SCCDIN receives bytes which it assembles into packets to be passed on
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to the task node OAX.25. The worst case behaviour results when the shortest packets are received.
A previous analysis of the system [8] revealed 22 bytes as the length of the shortest message.
Thus, the rate of message production on output port OSCCDIN.X2 is iXI.rate/22 = rRx/22.
The task node 0AX.25 receives tokens/messages on input ports iXI and iX2. The task node
OAX.25 receives messages on input port iXI, unpacks them and sends the contents to the task
node 0C&C. The output rate on output port OAX.25.x2 is iXI.rate = rRx/22. The task node
0C&C receives commands on input port iXI, decodes the commands, sends the contents to the
environmental output node OTCMD, and then sends acknowledgements to task node OAX.25.
The output rate on output ports OC&C.XI and OC&C.X2 is iXI.rate = rRx/22. The acknowledge
messages that task 0AX.25 receives on input port iX2 are packetised and sent to the task node
OSCCDOUT for transmission to the groundstation. The output rate on output port OAX.25.x1 is
iX2.rate = rRx/22. The task node 0SCCDOUT receives the packets on input port bl, and sends
them to the environmental output node 0Tx. The output rate on output port 0SCCDOUT,XI
is OSCCDOUT.xI.rate = bl.rate = rRx/22. The environmental output node OTx then transmits
the packets byte for byte triggered by a pre-emptive EmptyTxBufJer interrupt from the serial
communication controller (SeC). The rate at which OTx consumes messages is, thus, dictated by
the environment. Assume that from a system analysis the acknowledge packet size transmitted
by 0Tx is also 22 bytes.

The output port rate functions and the input rates are shown in the table in Figure 5.2. Note
that task nodes OTx and ORx are triggered by a environmentally determined scheduling rate
which is shown in the table as rTx and rRx on ports OTx.el and 0Rx.el, respectively.

Task node Port Input rate Output rate
°Rx iel rRx

°Rx Xl rRx

OSCCDIN iXI rRx

°SCCDIN Xl rRx/22

OAX.25 iXI rRx/22

°AX.25 iX2 rRx/22

°AX.25 Xl rRx/22

°AX.25 X2 rRx/22

°C&C iXI rRx/22

OTCMD bl rRx/22

°SCCDOUT bl rRx/22

OSCCDOUT Xl rRx/22

OTx iXI rRx/22

OTx iel rTx

OTx Xl rTx

Figure 5.2: Input and output rates for the core satellite software

The rate at which task node 0AX.25 must consume tokens and, hence, be scheduled is:

0AX.25.rin = iXI.rate + iX2.rate = rRx/22 + rRx/22 = rRx/ll

and the rate at which task node OTx must consume tokens and, hence, be scheduled is

OTx.rin = iXI + iXel = rRx/22 + rRx = 23/22rRx

The output rate constraint imposed on the system_by environmental output 0Tx is that its
output may not be faster than rTx. Thus, the transfer rate function for OTx is !out(OTx) =
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22/23rin = 22/23 * 23/22rRx = rRx. This satisfies the condition, as the environment transmis-
sion rate is the same as the environment reception rate, viz. rTx = rRx.

Given that the output port rate equations for the task nodes are solved, the system is realisable.
Given that enough processing power is allocated to each of the task nodes, the implemented
system can guarantee its time deadlines. Testing whether enough processing power is available
is the subject of the feasibility analysis in the next section.

5.2.4 Feasibility

To calculate the feasibility of a task set, it is necessary to choose a target platform to execute
on. This is required as the computational cost incurred when a token/message is received and
processed must be known.

For the purpose of the feasibility analysis in this chapter (unless stated otherwise), the task
set will execute on an on-board processor such as used on the SUNSAT microsatellite. It is
an 80188EC processor running at 13 MHz. This corresponds to a scenario where the processor
has been selected not only for its processing capability, but also because of limited power
consumption and history for use in space.

Task node Port Input rate Computation time
°Rx iel rRx interrupt input byte
OSCCDIN iXI rRx build frame
°AX.25 iXI rRx/22 get message contents
OAX.25 ZX2 rRx/22 build message + 0SCCDOUT.Ci

°C&C iXI rRx/22 decode command + OTCMD'Ci

OTx iXI rRx/22 start transmission
OTx zel rTx interrupt output byte

Figure 5.3: Input rate and computational time contributions for core satellite software

The table in Figure 5.3 shows the functions that are performed when a message is received
on each of the ports and the resulting computational times. For a system which can receive
and transmit at 1200 Baud, the actual periods and estimated execution times are shown in
Figure 5.4. The computational costs are based on measurements documented by Boot [8] on
an Intel 80C188EC processor running at 13 MHz. Where a measured computation cost value
was not available, a value for the computational cost was estimated based on the similarity of
computational complexity between a task with a measured value and a task with an unknown
value. The processor utilisation is shown for the pre-emptive task set, the non-pre-emptive task
set and the total for the processor. The total load on the processor is seen to be just more than
3.8%. There is, thus, 96% of the processor capacity available to accommodate more tasks.

Non-pre-emptive Task Blocking Analysis

For the non-pre-emptive task set a further test is required to see if any of the tasks with a longer
period blocks any of the tasks with a shorter period. For this analysis, the computational cost of
the non-pre-emptive tasks is increased by to the lower processor availability due to the processor
load consumed by the pre-emptive task set. The computational cost ci of each non-pre-emptive
task then becomes ci = Ci/(l - J.Lp/J.L), where J.Lp is the processor utilisation consumed by the
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Core satellite software: Kernel, SCC drivers, AX.25, C&C and TCMD output

Adjustable parameters Rate units
Baud rate 1200 baud
Bits per byte 8 bits
Bytes per packet (cmd nacketSf 22 bytes
No of simultaneous channels (SCC channels) 1 channels

Non preemptive task activation

Input Port name Description Rate Execution Period(pi) ci/pi

no /sec duration(ci) micro sec
micro sec

I O(SCCDIN).ixl Innut rate for SCCIn Driver 150 35 6667 0,0052
2 O(AX.25).ixl Innut rate from SCCIn 7 927 142857 0,0065
3 O(C&C).ixl Innut rate for C&C from AX.25 7 1400 142857 0,0098
4 O(AX.25).ix2 Input rate from C&C 7 567 142857 0,0040
5 O(Tx).ixl Input rate from SCCDout 7 722 142857 0,0051

INon-preemptive task load on processor 0,03061

Preemptive task activation

IPreemptive task load on processor 0,00751

ITotal load on processor (> 1 not feasible) 0,03811

Figure 5.4: Processor load for core satellite software

pre-emptive task set and J.L is the to~al processor utilisation. For this example, J.Lp = 0.0075 and,
thus, <; = Ci/(1 - (0.0075/0.0381)). The modified computational loads for the non-pre-emptive
task set are listed in Figure 5.5.

It is assumed that the pre-emptive task set executes with a uniform processor request pattern
and contributes equally to the running time of each non-pre-emptive task. This assumption
may be violated during the actual execution of the system, if a burst of interrupts occurs which
causes the pre-emptive tasks to execute. Given that a hard real-time system is required, a
correct solution would be to move these task sets to their own processors on which real-time
guarantees can be given.

5.2.5 Scheduling

Pre-emptive Task Set

The interrupt activated task set must be scheduled according to the rate monotonic analysis
method. This is because the hardware for current microprocessors makes provisions for priority
assignment to interrupts, only.
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Adapted non-preemptive task computational load due to preemptive processor load
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Port name Description Rate Execution Period(pi) ci/pi
/sec duration(ci) micro sec

micro sec
O(SCCDIN). ix1 Input rate or SCCIn Driver 150 44 6667 0,0065
O(AX.25).ix1 Input rate from SCCIn 7 1154 142857 0,0081
O(C&C).ix1 Input rate or C&C(rom AX.25 7 1744 142857 0,0122
O(AX.25).ix2 Input rate rom C&C 7 706 142857 0,0049
O(Tx) Input rate from SCCDout 7 899 142857 0,0063

ITotal load on processor (> 1not feasible) 0,03811

Figure 5.5: Processor load for non-pre-emptive tasks after taking the processor load of the
pre-emptive task set into account for core satellite software

Pre-emptive tasks
Task node.port Input rate Scheduling priority
ORx.iel rRx = 150 1
OTx.zel rTx = 150 1
Non-pre-emptive tasks
TaskNode.port Input rate Scheduling period (micro sec)
OSCCDIN.ixl rRx 6667
OAX.25.ixl rRx/22 146,674 -

OAX.25.ix2 rRx/22 146,674
OC&C.iXl rRx/22 146,674
OTx.ixl rRx/22 146,674

Figure 5.6: Priority and period assignment for pre-emptive and non-pre-emptive task sets

Non-pre-emptive Task Set

The non-pre-emptive task set is scheduled with an earliest deadline first scheduler. The deadline
for the each of the input ports of a task is the inverse of the input port rate plus the time of
message transmission. The messages received on the port must be consumed and processed
before the next one arrives. These periods are the inverse of the rates at which the tasks must
consume messages/tokens to enable the system to adhere to its real-time requirements. The
table in Figure 5.6 shows the priority and period assignment for the task set.

5.2.6 Refinement

The environmental output OTx must provide the environment with data at a rate of 22 * rin'
This can be modelled in one of two ways as shown in Figure 5.7. Subfigure (i) shows the
environmental output OTx, Subfigure (ii) illustrates a refinement with a periodic timer solution,
where the periodic timer triggers the task node at a fixed rate at which it outputs its tokens,
and Subfigure (iii) finally shows a refinement with an interrupt source where the see device
provides a TxBufJerEmpty trigger to execute the task node. The latter is the one implemented
in SUNSAT.
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N<J ~ ~Xl sccoour bl~

Tx

= Periodic timer
22'~
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(iii)
Tx

Figure 5.7: Refining an environmental output with synchronous data flow behaviour

5.3 Core Software with Telemetry Manager

5.3.1 Problem Statement

The core satellite cannot give an account of its status or any values measured on the satellite.
For this purpose, the status of the satellite must be sampled and transmitted to the ground-
station. This is called telemetry (remote measurement). Furthermore, the satellite is in sight
of the controlling station for approximately 10 minutes three to four times per day, only. The
measurements on the satellite must, thus, be collected, stored on-board, and sent to the control
station when requested. For a general indication of activity, the current telemetry frame should
be transmitted once every 30 (say) frames sampled. The assumptions under which the system
operates are:

1. the telemetry data are sent to the groundstation as a broadcast, and

2. the same downlink is used as for telecommand response.

5.3.2 System Architecture

The telemetry manager is added to the RDF description of the system in Figure 5.1 which
results in the RDF graph in Figure 5.8. The telemetry manager consists of four operational
task nodes, OTLMS the server, OTLMD the driver, OTLMT a timer~ and a data store 0FILE.

Execution of the telemetry server task node OTLMS is triggered either by an interrupt driven
driver OTLMD, the a periodic timer OTLMT, or a command update from 0C&C. The telemetry
driver is interrupted every time a sample for the telemetry frame is ready. The driver then
reads the sample and assembles a telemetry frame of 255 samples which is sent to the telemetry
server OTLMS. The telemetry server can either send a telemetry frame to the 0AX.25 task node
for transmission to the groundstation and/or store it in the OFILE data store for later retrieval
and transmission to the groundstation. A frame counter and two control station adjustable
parameters, viz. realTimeRepeat and storeRepeat, determine how many frames must be skipped
in between transmissions.

The telemetry server can be configured by commands via the command and control task. The
specific commands are:

1. setup(int realTimeRepeat, int storeRepeat) - Set up the OTLMS with parameters real-
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RxN> l[1c)~lxl SCCDIN x21

~E!~L1xl SCCDOlITbl

Tx
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Ix2
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Figure 5.8: Adding telemetry manager to core satellite software

TimeRepeat and storeRepeat.

2. startO - Start the OTLMS server.

3. getTelemetryFileO - This command triggers the telemetry server OTLMS, to retrieve the
stored telemetry frames one by one and send them to the °AX.25 task node for transmission
to the groundstation. The first frame is sent in response to the command, subsequent
frames are sent on trigger of the single shot timer OTLMT which is set each time by OTLMS
if there are more frames to send.

4. clearTelemetryFileO - Clears the current stored telemetry frames in the data store 0PILE.

Modelling Features

The behaviour of the telemetry server is best described by a stategraph representation. This
will allow unambiguous description of the output port rates, as the internal operation of the
task node is explicit. For completeness, the stategraph representation of the behaviour of the
telemetry driver is also shown in Figure 5.9.

TLMO TLMS

Int tramecounter = 0;
int reommeRepeat = 0
Int storeRepeat = 0;

sll = (samplecount = tromeSlze) sll = Ixl.11<= 1 /I (tramecounter OIV reommeRepeat = 0)

st2 = (samplecount < trameSlze) st2 = Ixl.11<= 1 /I (tramecounter OIV sloreRepeat = 0)

Figure 5.9: Stategraph for telemetry server and telemetry driver
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In the stategraph, three local persistent variables are required in the telemetry server task
node, viz. frame Counter, realTimeRepeat and storeRepeat. These could be local variables in
the corresponding stategraph, or made explicit as data stores that can be accessed external
to OTLMS. As these variables are not accessed by any other task, it is recommended that
they are local to the TLMS state graph. In the same way, the stategraph for TLMD requires
a sample Count local persistent variable. Each task node has a function that can be called
to configure it. The function is called setup() and is used in Figure 5.9 to indicate that the
telemetry driver environmental input node cannot collect samples until it is configured.

5.3.3 Realisability

The system is realisable, when the output port rate equations are expressed in terms of the
environmental input rates, and if the rate constraints on the environmental output ports are
met. There are four nodes added to the system with two environmental input nodes that can
contribute to triggering the system. The data store 0FILE does not contribute to the complexity,
as its execution is controlled by the OTLMS node.

The new environmental input sources driving the system are the telemetry driver OTLMD and
the telemetry frame transmission timer OTLMT. The input rate for implicit input port OTLMD.el
is the rate rTLM D at which the telemetry hardware system samples the satellite status either
at 150 samples per second (corresponding to a 1200 Baud output) or 1200 samples per second
(corresponding to a 9600 Baud output). The telemetry frame length is 255 samples which means
that the output rate on output port OTLMD.x1 is rTLMD/255. This is the rate at which the task
node OTLMS is triggered on port iXI' The task node OTLMS receives telemetry frames which
are transmitted and stored or just stored in the data store OFILE depending on the counters
realTimeRepeat and storeRepeat.

The telemetry transmission timer OTLMT is set to trigger the telemetry server if a get Telemetry-
File() command was received from the command and control task node. The period with which
the timer is set is the same as the maximum rate at which telemetry frames can be transmitted,
which is in first approximation the same as the rate at which the node OTLMD triggers the
telemetry server.

The task node OTLMS receives tokens/messages on input ports iXI, iX2 and iX3. The task node
OTLMS receives telemetry frames or notices to transmit stored telemetry frames on input ports
iXI and iX3. Task OTLMS then sends the frames to the task node OAX.25. Theworst case output
rate on output port OTLMS.x1 is iXI.rate + iX3.rate. Messages received on input port iX2 do
not result in an output being generated.

The messages that task node OTLMS receives on input port iX2 require further investigation. In
the worst case, three telemetry server command messages can be sent in succession, each being
22 bytes long. This results in messages being received by OTLMS at the rate rRx/22. However,
after this burst of messages, it might take another orbit before the same sequence is sent again.
The rate at which the telemetry server must be able to consume the messages is rRx/22, but
the effective rate over a 100 minute period is rRx/22/(100 minutes) which is negligible. It is
also expected that no commands for the telemetry server are sent while the file is being output.
Thus, for the worst case analysis, this input rate contribution is ignored.

The output port rate functions and the input rates are shown in the table in Figure 5.10.
Compared to the table in Figure 5.2, the task node OAX.25 has another input port on which it
can receive messages. From the table in Figure 5.10 it can be seen for node OTx that for the
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Task node Port Input rate Output rate
°Rx Xl rRx

°Rx iel rRx
OTLMD iel rTLMD
OTLMD Xl - rTLMD/255

OTLMT iel rTLMD/255

OTLMT Xl rTLMD/255

°SCCDIN 2XI rRx

°SCCDIN Xl rRx/22

°AX.25 iXI rRx/22

°AX.25 2X2 rRx/22

°AX.25 2X3 rTLMD + rTLMT

°AX.25 Xl rRx/22 + 2rTLMD

°AX.25 X2 rRx/22

°C&C 2XI rRx/22

OTLMS 2XI rTLMD
OTLMS iX2 rRx/22(ignore)
OTLMS iX3 rTLMT

OTLMS Xl 2rTLMD

°SCCDOUT bl rRx/22 + 2rTLMD

°SCCDOUT Xl rRx/22 + 2rTLMD

°Tx iXI 22 * rRx/22 + 2rTLMD
OTx iel rTx

OTx Xl rTx

111

Figure 5.10: Input rate and output rate for core satellite software plus telemetry manager

system to be able not to overrun the following inequality must hold for the rate at which the
environment (modem) can accept tokens:

rTx ~ (rRx/22 * 22) + 2rTLMD

With the same modem rate being used for rRx, rTLMD and rTx, it is clear that there are three
times more data available than the environmental output node OTx can transmit. To ensure
that the system is realisable, the following measures can be taken.

1. The worst case scenario described can be managed by putting a mailbox (FIFO queue)
between 0SCCDout and 0Tx with the maximum number of telemetry frames that can be
transmitted from the data store as its size. This would buffer the additional data until
the task OTx consumes them for transmission to the groundstation.

2. System level restrictions on the data sources can be enforced such as:

(a) Schedule the telemetry collection and telemetry transmission phases. For instance,
this can be achieved by not transmitting any telemetry in real time while the stored
telemetry is being transmitted.

(b) Decrease the rate at which telemetry is retrieved from the data store and transmitted
by the amount required to accept and acknowledge telecommand messages under
normal circumstances.

(c) Determine a realistic rate at which telecommand packets can be received and ex-
ecuted by the system. For instance, every tenth message could be a telecommand
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message. This delay could simply be incorporated in the groundstation command
software, to be guaranteed on the system level.

(d) Refine the model to take into account the realTimeRepeat parameter which leads to a
smaller contribution to the output rate of frames received from the telemetry driver.

Given the above measures, the input rate equations for node 0TLMS become:
OTLMS.rin = iXl.rTLMD + ix2.rRx/22/10 OR
OTLMS.rin = ix2.rRx/22/1O + ix3.rTLMT
The output rate equation for node OTLMS becomes:
OTLMs.xl.rate = iXl.rTLMD/realTimeRepeat OR
OTLMS.xl.rate = iX3.rTLMT (1)
where rTLMT = 9/1OrTLMD, which allows some bandwidth for telecommand acknowledgement.

The system is then realisable if the following condition holds:

rTx ~ (rRx/22 * 22)/10 + OTLMs.xl.rate (2)

where the load due to telecommand acknowledgement is 1/10 of what it was due to the system
level assumption that at most every tenth message can be a telecommand message.

The rate at which task node OAX.25must consume tokens and, hence, be scheduled is:
OAX.25.rin = iXl.rate + iX2.rate + iX3.rate
= rRx/22/1O + rRx/22/10 + OTLMs.xl.rate
= rRx/110 + iXl.rTLMD/realTimeRepeat OR
= rRx/110 + iX3.rTLMT
There are two operating combinations for OTLMS.xl.rate that need to be analysed to determine
if the system will operate correctly under all circumstances. In particular, the two system
parameters realTimeRepeat and rTLMT must be pre-determined at the system level to provide
a real-time guarantee. To determine the system level parameters realTimeRepeat and rTLMT,
they are determined in terms of the rate at which the environment can accept tokens/messages
(in this case bytes). From (2) it is clear that if OTLMS.xl.rate ~ 9/10rRx, then the system is
realisable. Solving for realTimeRepeat in (1):
9/10rRx ~ rTLMD/realTimeRepeat
with rTx = rRx = rTLMD
realTimeRepeat ~ 10/9
realTimeRepeat ~ 2
Solving for the rate at which timer OTLMT must activate transmission it is found that

OTLMT.Xl.rate = rTLMT ~ 9/10 rTx * 1/255
Given that the output port rate equations are all solved, for both operating conditions the
system is realisable. Given that enough processing power is allocated to each of the task nodes,
the implemented system can guarantee its deadlines.

It is important to note that the above analysis and system refinement was carried out without
any regard to the actual computational cost of each of the task nodes, and without regard to the
target platform on which the system will be implemented. The input and output communication
rates are independent of processor utilisation, and only once the computational cost Ci and the
processor load Ci/Pi is visible it will be clear whether the environmental communication rates
or the processing power will dominate the system constraints.
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5.3.4 Feasibility

113

For the task set to be feasible on a particular target, the utilisation for each processor resource
must be less than 100%and no task may block another task from execution such that it is delayed
past its- deadline. The feasibility of the task set is checked for the 80188EC processor target
running at 13 MHz. This resource constraint processor is used in the SUNSAT microsatellite.
The processor load table is shown in Figure 5.11. From this table a number of aspects should
be pointed out:

1. There is more than one valid task set based on the rate constraints of the environmental
output task node OTx. This manifests in the table as Input no's 4(a) and 4(b), respectively.
The second last and third last processor load columns Ci/Pi reflect the processor load for
the two cases.

2. The processor load Ci/Pi for three task sets is shown in the table. The first task set
is for the maximum rate at which telecommand packets can be received. The second
task set is for normal rate telecommand packets (every tenth message is a telecommand)
and a real-time transmission of every realTimeRepeat telemetry frame and the collection
of every (storeRepeat = 1) frame. The third task set is for the retrieval of the stored
telemetry frames from the data store OF I LE and the transmission of each of these to the
groundstation.

Worst case constraint analysis is not appropriate in this scenario, as the rate at which certain
external events happen, such as the rate at which telemetry is collected, is fixed. The focus is
to build up a better understanding of typical operational scenarios of task sets executing on the
processor.

For a system which can receive and transmit at 1200 Baud, and the telemetry collection runs
at 1200/8samples/second for 255 sample frames, the actual periods and execution times are
shown in Figure 5.11. The processor utilisation is shown for the pre-emptive task set, the non-
pre-emptive task set and the total load of the processor. The total load on the processor for the
TCMD intense task set is seen to be just more than 7.8%. With this task set the complete
downlink bandwidth is consumed with telecommand acknowledgements. If the telecommand
load is reduced to one tenth of its full intensity, then the column labelled TLM RT (real-
time telemetry transmission) and the column labelled TLM Star show a marginally lower
processor load. The telemetry and telecommand load on the processor consumes less than 10%
of its capability, which leaves more than 90% of its capacity to handle other tasks. It is also
clear that the first improvement required for our simple satellite is an increase in the downlink
bandwidth from 1200 to 9600 Baud. If this is not done, no more data sources such as scientific
instruments can by added to the satellite.

Improving the downlink capability to 9600 Baud with the telemetry and telecommand task set
leads to an increase in downlink bandwidth available and to a marginal increase in processor
utilisation. See Figure 5.12 for the periods and execution times. It is important to note that
the new improved downlink is not restraining the real-time telemetry rate or the telemetry
transmission timer rate. The full telemetry rate can, thus, be output to the ground station.
The scheduling introduced earlier of either real-time or stored telemetry is retained to enable
easier comparison, but also because of the expected requirement for communication bandwidth
for other instruments on the satellite.

The total load on the processor from the column labelled TCMD intense task set is seen to
be just more than 11.6% given that with this task set the telecommand uplink is restricted to
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Core satellite software: Kernel, SCC drivers, AX.25, C&C and TCMD output plus Telemetry Server

Adjustable parameters Rate units
Input baud rate 1200 baud
Output baud rate 1200 baud
Bits per byte 8 bits
Bytes per packet(cmd packets) 22 bytes
No of simultaneous input channels (SCC channels) 1 channels
Telemetry sample rate 150 samples/sec
Telemetry transmit timer rate 0,529 frames/sec
realTimeRepeat 2 frames

Non preemptive task activation

Input Port name Description Rate Execution Period cilpi cilpi cilpi
no Isec duration (pi) TCMD TLM TLM

(ci)micro s micro sec intense RT store

1 O(SCCDIN).ixl Input rate for SCCln Driver 150 35 6667 0,0052 0,0052 0,0052
2 O(AX.25).ixl Input rate from SCCIn 6,818 927 146667 0,0063 0,0063 0,0063

3 O(AX.25).ix2 Input rate from C&C 6,818 567 146667 0,0039 0,0039 0,0039
4a O(AX.25).ix3 Input rate from TLMS (realtime) 0,294 1200 3400000 0,0004 0,0004
4b O(AX.25).ix3 Input rate from TLMS (storage) 0,529 1200 1888889 0,0006
5 O(C&C).ixl Input rate for C&C from AX.25 6,818 1400 146667 0,0095 0,0095 0,0095
6 O(TLMS).ixl Input rate from TLMD 0,588 28000 1700000 0,0165 0,0165 0,0165
7 O(TLMS).ix2 Input rate from C&C 6,818 900 146667 0,0061 0,0061 0,0061
8 O(TLMS).ix3 Input rate from TLMT 0,529 28000 1888889 0,0148 0,0148 0,0148
9a O(Tx).ixl Input from SCCDout (onlv TCMD ack) 6,818 567 146667 0,0039
9b O(Tx).ixl Input from SCCDout (TCMD ack 1/10) 0,682 722 1466667 0,0005 0,0005
9b O(Tx).ixl Input rate from SCCDout (TLMS) 0,529 2700 1888889 0,0014 0,0014

INon-preemptive task load on processor 0,0666 1~0,0650 I
Preemptive task activation

10 O(Rx).el Receiving rate from modem 150 15 6667 0,0022 0,0022 0,0022
11 O(Tx).el Transmit rate to modem 150 35 6667 0,0052 0,0052 0,0052
12 O(TLMD).el Sample rate for telemetry 150 25 6667 0,0037 0,0037 0,0037

'Preemptive task load on processor 0,0112 ~0,OIl2 I
ITotal load on processor (> 1 not feasible) 0,0779 10,0759 10,0762 I

Figure 5.11: Processor load for a telemetry and telecommand satellite with a 1200 Baud band-
width downlink
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the previous 1200 Baud. If the telecommand load is reduced to one tenth of its full intensity,
then the column labelled TLM RT (real-time telemetry transmission) and the column labelled
TLM Star show a marginally lower processor load.

5.4 Instrumentation Managers

System Architecture

The computational architecture of the telemetry manager forms an architectural pattern for
handling other instrumentation on the satellite. In particular, the software managers for the
GPS receiver, the school experiments, the magnetometer and the star imager can be mod-
elled in exactly the same way. There are two generalisations to the instrumentation manager
architecture to be made:

1. None of the other instruments produces a truely continuous stream such as the telemetry
of the satellite, so the rate at which data are output to the transmitter is either the rate
sampled from the instrument in real time (unlikely), or the rate at which the data are
retrieved from the data store for transmission (more likely).

2. The communication from the instruments to the on-board processor can share the same
communication bus. Thus, adding another instrument manager does not necessarily in-
crease the rate at which the data must be handled by the processor. The same operations
are performed as before, but for another instrument. This further restricts the scheduling
combinations of instruments.

The RDF graph for a task set for a satellite with additional instrumentation (GPS receiver,
magnetometer, school experiments) is shown in Figure 5.13. Note that the instrument servers
all use the same data store for storing and retrieving their data frames. The GPS server has
its own communication channel, while the school experiments, magnetometer and star imager
share the same communication bus, which limits the maximum rate at which data from these
instruments can reach the on-board data handling unit.

Realisability

It is expected that, if the output port rate equations can be solved for the telemetry manager
and the instrumentation managers are architectural clones of the telemetry manager, the output
port rate equations can be solved for the extended satellite software. Typical values for the
data production rates of the instruments are a continuous stream of data at 19200 Baud in 32
byte packets. The input and output rates for the above assumptions are shown in the table in
Figure 5.14.

5.4.1 Feasibility

For a task set to be feasible on a particular target, the utilisation for each processor resource
must be less than 100%, and no task may block another task from execution such that it is
delayed past its deadline.
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Core satellite software with telemetry manager

Adjustable parameters Rate units
Input baud rate 1200 baud
Output baud rate 9600 baud
Bits per byte 8 bits
Bytes per packet (cmd packets) 22 bytes
No of simultaneous inout channels (SCC channels) 1 channels
Telemetry samole rate 150 samples/sec
Telemetry transmit timer rate 0,5882 frames/sec
realTimeReoeat 2 frames

Non preemptive task activation

Input Port name Description Rate Execution Period(pi) cilpi cilpi cilpi
no Isec duration micro sec TCMD TLMRT TLM stor

(ci)micro s intense
1 O(SCCDlN).ixl Input rate or SCCln Driver 150 35 6667 0,0052 0,0052 0,0052
2 O(AX.25 .ix1 Input rate rom SCCln 6,8182 927 146667 0,0063 0,0063 0,0063
3 O(AX.25 .ix2 Input rate rom C&C 6,8182 567 146667 0;0039 0,0039 0,0039
4a O(AX.25 .ix3 Input rate rom TLMS (realtime) 0,2941 1200 3400000 0,0004 0,0004
4b 0 "AX.25 .ix3 Input rate rom TLMS (storaf(e) 0,5882 1200 1700000 0,0007
5 0 C&C).ixl Input rate or C&C from AX.25 6,8182 1400 146667 0,0095 0,0095 0,0095
6 0 'LMS .ix1 Input rate rom TLMD 0,5882 28000 1700000 0,0165 0,0165 0,0165
7 0 'LMS .ix2 Input rate romC&C 6,8182 900 146667 0,0061 0,0061 0,0061
8 0 'LMS .ix3 Input rate rom TLMT 0,5882 28000 1700000 0,0165 0,0165 0,0165
9a 0 x .ix1 Input from SCCDout (only TCMD ack) 6,8182 567 146667 0,0039
9b 0 x .ix1 Input from SCCDout (TCMD ack 1110) 0,6818 722 1466667 0,0005 0,0005
9b 0 x .ixI Input rate from SCCDout (TLMS) 0,5882 2700 1700000 0,0016 0,0016

'Non-preemptive task load on processor 0,0683 10,0665' 10,0668 I
Preemptive task activation

10 O(Rx).e1 Receivin2 rate from modem 150 15 6667 0,0022 0,0022 0,0022
II O(Tx).eI Transmit rate to modem 1200 35 833 0,0420 0,0420 0,0420
12 O(TLMD).e1 Sampleratefortelemetrv 15025 6667 0,0037 0,0037 0,0037

'Preemptive task load on processor 0,0480 '0,0480 10,0480 I
ITotal load on processor (> I not feasible) O,1l63 IO,1l45 10,Ii49 - -I

Figure 5.12: Processor load for a telemetry and telecommand satellite with a 9600 Baud down-
link
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Figure 5.13: Adding instrumentation managers to core satellite software

The processor load table is shown in Figure 5.15 for four task set scenarios. Telemetry and
telecommand are present as before. In addition, the school experiments are always being mon-
itored in the task set with label TCMD+SCHS. The second scenario in the column labelled
TLM RT + GPSS has the GPS receiver experiment collecting data while transmitting the
stored GPS data frames to the groundstation. The third scenario (iIi the column labelled TLM
Stor + 3 instrum) adds the magnetometer instrument manager to the task set.

The system parameters should be pre-determined to ensure reliable real-time behaviour. In
particular, the rate at which the collected instrument data are to be transmitted to the ground-
station can be programmed to allow for communication bandwidth for the already established
telecommand and telemetry task loads. The rate at which any of the instrument data can be
transmitted is rGPST = (9600 - 1200)/8 * (1/255). This allows 25% of the capacity of the
bandwidth for telecommand and telemetry transmission. This implies that the information for
only one instrument can be retrieved from the satellite at any time. From table in Figure 5.15
the following can be deduced:

1. The reception of the instrumentation frames imposes a significant processor load Ci/Pi, as
compared to the other processor load contributions. See the row with label Input number
9 in Table 5.15 where the GPS experiment manager uses 15% of the total processor
capacity.

2. From a processor utilisation point of view, all three instrument managers can run at the
same time as the core satellite software, while only one instrument's data are transmitted
to the groundstation.
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Task node Port Input rate Output rate
ORx Xl TRx

ORx iel TRx

OTLMD iel TTLMD

OTLMD Xl TTLMD/255

OTLMT iel TTLMD/255

°TLMT Xl TTLMD/255

OSCCDIN iXl TRx

°SCCDIN Xl TRx/22

°AX.25 iXl TRx/22

OAX.25 iX2 TRx/22

°AX.25 iX3 TTLMD + TTLMT

OAX.25 Xl TRx/22 + 2TTLMD

OAX.25 X2 TRx/22

°C&C ZXl TRx/22

OTLMS ZXl TTLMD
OTLMS iX2 TRx/22(ignore)
OTLMS ZX3 TTLMT

OTLMS Xl TRx/22(ignore)+2TTLMD
OCPSS ZXl TCRx

OCPSS ZX2 TRx/22/10(ignore)
-

°CPSS ZX3 TCPST

°CPSS Xl TRx/22/10(ignore)+TCRx OR
TRx /22 / 10(ignore) +T CPST

OMACS iXl TIBRx

°MACS iX2 TRx/22/10(ignore)
OMACS iX3 TMACT
OMACS Xl TRx/22/10(ignore)+TIBRx OR

TRx/22/1O(ignore )+T MACT
OSCHS iXl TIBRx

OSCHS iX2 TRx/22/1O(ignore)
°SCHS iX3 TSCHT
OSCHS Xl TRx/22/10(ignore)+TIBRx OR

TRx/22/10(ignore )+TSCHT

°IBRx iel _TIBRx

OIBRx Xl TIBRx/32

OIBS iXl TIBRx/32

°IBS Xl TIBRx/32 * 9/10
OIBS X2 TIBRx/32 * 1/10
°SCCDOUT bl TRx/22 + 2TTLMD

°SCCDOUT Xl TRx/22 + 2TTLMD

OTx iXl 22 * TRx/22 + 2TTLMD
OTx iel TTx
OTx Xl TTx

Figure 5.14: Input and output rates for core satellite plus instrumentation managers
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Core satellite software witb instrument managers

Adjustable parameters Rate units
Input baud rate 1200 baud
OutDut baud rate 9600 baud
Bits per byte 8 bits
Instrument baud rate 19200 baud
Bytes per packet (cmd packets) 22 bytes
No of simultaneous input cbannels (SCC cbannels) 1 cbannels
Telemetry sample rate 150 samples/sec
Telemetrv transmit timer rate 0,5882 frames/sec
realTimeRepeat 2 frames
GPS transmit timer rate 4,1176 frames/sec

119

1200/8
1200/8 * 11255 bytes per frame

(9600-1200)/8 * 11255 bytes per frame

Non preemptive task activation

Input IPort name Description Rate Execution Period cilpi cilpi cilpi cilpi 1
no /sec duration (Pi) TCMD TLMRT TLMstor TLMstor

(ci)micro s micro sec +SCHS +GPSS +3 instrum +3 ins, no fl1Id station

I o SCCD IN).ixl Input rate for SCCln Driver 150 35 6667 0,0052 0,0052 0,0052 0,0052
2 o AX.25 .ixl Inout rate from SCCln 6.8182 927 146667 0,0063 0,0063 0,0063 0,0063
3 o AX.25 .ix2 Input rate from C&C 6,8182 567 146667 0,0039 0,0039 0,0039 0,0039
4a OAX.25 .ix3 Input rate from TLMS (realtime) 0,2941 1200 3400000 0,0004 0,0004
4b o AX.25 .ix3 Input rate from TLMS (storal!e) 0,5882 1200 1700000 0,0007 0,0007
5 O(C&Cl.ixl Inout rate for C&C from AX.25 6,8182 1400 146667 0,0095 0,0095 0,0095 0,0095
6 O:TLMS .ixl Input rate from TLMD 0,5882 28000 1700000 0,0165 0,0165 0,0165 0,0165
7 O:TLMS .ix2 Inout rate from C&C 6,8182 900 146667 0,0061 0,0061 0,0061 0,0061
8 OTLMS .ix3 Input rate from TLMT 0,5882 28000 1700000 0,0165 0,0165 0,0165 0,0165
9 o GPSS .ixl Inout rate from GRxD - assemble store fram 75 2000 13333 0,1500 0,1500 0,1500
10 o GPSS .ix2 Input rate from C&C - Retcommand 6,8182 900 146667 0,0061 0,0061 0,0061
II o GPSS .ix3 Inout rate from GPST - IXframe to ground 4,II76 28000 242857 0,1153 0,1153
12 o MAGS).ixl Inout rate from ffiRxD 75 2000 13333 0,1500 10,1500
13 o MAGS).ix2 Input rate from C&C 6,8182 900 146667 0,0061 .19,0061
14 OMAGSl.ix3 Inout rate from MAGT 4,1l76 28000 242857
15 o SCHS).ixl Input rate from ffiRxD 75 2000 13333 0,1500 10,1500 10,1500 10,1500
16 o SCHS).ix2 Input rate from C&C 6,8182 900 146667 0,0061 10,0061 .19,0061 .19,0061
17 o SCHS).ix3 Input rate.from SCHT 4,1176 28000 242857 0,1153
18a o TX).ixl Input from SCCDout (only TCMD ack) 6,8182 567 146667 0,0039
18b o Tx).ixl Input from SCCDout ITCMD ack 1/10) 0,6818 722 1466667 TO,OO05 TO,OO05 10,0005
18b o TX).ixl Input rate from SCCDout (TLMS) 0,5882 2700 1700000 10,0016 10,0016 10,0016
18b OITx).ixl Inout rate from anv Instrument Server 4,1176 2700 242857 10,0111 \0,0111 I

INon-preemptive task load on processor 0,3397 10,5052 10,6617 10,5353 I
Preemptive task activation

10 o Rxl.el Receivinl! rate from modem 150 15 6667 0,0022 0,0022 0,0022 0,0022
II o x).el Transmit rate to modem 1200 35 833 0,0420 0,0420 0,0420 0,0420
12 o LMD).el Sample rate for telemetry 150 35 6667 0,0052 0,0052 0,0052 0,0052
13 o GRxD).el Samole rate for GPS data 2400 35 417 0,0839 0,0839 0,0839
14 o (IBRxD).e1 Sample rate for instrumentation bus data 2400 35 417 0,0839 0,0839 0,0839 0,0839

IPreemptive task load on processor 0,1334 10,2174 - 10,2'174 Id,21~

ITotalload on processor (> 1 not feasible) 0,4732 10,7226--[0,8791 10.7526---:J

Figure 5.15: Processor load for instrumentation managers added to the core satellite software
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The processor load scenario in the column labelled TLM stor + 3 instrum represents the
worst case where the satellite is passing over the groundstation, is collecting data from all
the instruments, while at the same time transmitting one of the stored sets of data to the
groundstation. This is a representative scenario, but it is also important to consider the load
on the satellite when it is not over the groundstation, which is shown in the last Ci/Pi column
in Figure 5.15.

5.5 Connected Mode Communication

The communication used in the example satellite so far assumes a communication link which
delivers all packets without errors and in correct order. The actual communication link does
not exhibit these properties, and a communication protocol is required to detect errors, re-
transmit missing or damaged packets, and to maintain the correct order of packets. Such a
communication protocol is the AX.25 protocol [27].

5.5.1 Problem Statement

The connected mode communication system on SUNSAT consists of various synchronous Se-
rial Communication Controller (SCC) channels, which are used by AX.25 to create a reliable
link layer protocol. Various application level protocols including Packet Bulletin Board Sys-
tem (PBBS), Packet Satellite communication (PACSAT), SSTP (Timer server), Satellite File
Transfer Protocol (SatFTP), a log server and other house keeping tasks use the AX.25 server
to send and receive messages.

AX.25 consists of the link layer (LAPB) and the packet level protocols of the CCITT 1988
recommendation X.25 as amended by the AX.25 protocol definition published in [27]. The
unconnected mode communication used in the previous satellite software examples does not
make use of any of the connected mode features ofAX.25. LAPB can receive a burst of frames
up to its maximum window size. The smallest information frames that can occur in a burst
would be 3 bytes long. The time to transfer one byte at 9600 Baud is 830 microseconds.

For the purposes of the analysis the complete chain of communication protocols is considered,
but it is limited to one application level protocol, viz. Public Bulletin Board System. This is
done as it is expected that an architectural pattern will emerge for adding other communication
services, which decreases the modelling and analysis effort. If a realisable and feasible solution
can be found for one communication service, it is expected that the results can be extrapolated
for additional communication services.

5.5.2 System Architecture

A subset of the communication system with one application level communication service is
shown in Figure 5.16. This subset includes interrupt handlers for the reception and transmission
of bytes, Serial Communication Controller drivers, the AX.25 server 0AX.25, the Packet Bulletin
Board System server OPBBS, the file system (SFS) OSFS, a~d the command and control process
OC&C.
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A design graph is realisable if the set of output port rate equations can be solved. This is
independent of the processor on which the task set is executed. If a design graph is realisable,
then tlle task set is guaranteed to execute within its real-time constraints given that a fast
enough processor is provided for each of the task nodes.

The maximum transmission rate of frames from the satellite can be programmed to a spe-
cific value. This rate is one of the system parameters to be determined from the real-time
modelling and analysis of the SUNSAT software. The minimum transfer time for a frame
can be determined by considering the shortest packet. Given an opening flag, the fourteen
address bytes, a command byte, then 3 information bytes, two eRe bytes and a closing
flag, the frame length is 22 bytes long. The minimum transfer time for a frame is therefore
22 * 830 microseconds = 18.26 milliseconds.

Output Port Rate Functions

The rate at which messages flow in the system is determined by the activity of field stations,
grounds tat ion transmissions, and the on-board programmed functions. The worst case commu-
nication scenario occurs when a sustained burst of messages is received from the ground (uplink)
while the on-board processor is sending a sustained burst of messages to the ground (downlink).
Assuming further, that the uplink and downlink communication originators are not related to
each other, then two simultaneous full duplex communication channels are active at the same
time. This would be the limit imposed by the satellite as no more than two RF communication
transmitters can operate simultaneously. The communication model is expanded from its use
in unconnected mode as the RF environment has a distinct impact on the efficiency of the
protocol. The processing load for individual bytes is handled by the OSCCDIN task node.

The uplink flow of messages begins with the see driver being intertupted for every byte re-
ceived, and by sporadic false alarms due to the white noise input to the sees. The see driver
checks completely assembled packets for integrity, and then sends them to the see Server which
passes all packets on to the AX.25 Server, which in turn passes the packets on to the correct
destination task. The PBBS server OPBBS receives packets which could be directory requests,
link management messages or messages to be stored in the file system. For a message that
is received to be stored, the worst case real-time behaviour occurs when the message must be
stored on the file system OSFS. A downlink activity is triggered with timer L3 that triggers the
PBBS server to retrieve a packet from the file system with a synchronous communication call
on port 0PBBS.X2. This message is then sent to OAX.25 with a synchronous call on output port
0PBBS.Xl. The OAX.25 node takes this packet and adds it to its internal queue which is passed
on to the see driver at a rate determined by 0L2.

A design graph is realisable if the set of output port rate function equations can be solved.
Starting with the environmental input nodes and the timers in the task graph, the set of
equations in terms of port rates is solved. The pre-emptive task 0& determines the rate at
which the on-board processor is interrupted and the rate at which the see driver 0SCCDIN is
signalled for processing. The following assumptions are made on the number of messages for
control purposes and channel rate functions for a worst case load:

• OSCCDIN.ixl.rate = reception Baud rate/(number of bits per character).
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Figure 5.16: RDF diagram of the PBBS communication service

• OAX.25.ixl.rate = character rate/(packet length) where the minimum packet length is 22
bytes which provides worst case load on processor .

• oC&C.ixl.rate = OAX.25.ixl.rate/20 Every 20th packet is for the oC&C task node .

• OPBBs.ix2.rate = OC&c.ixl.rate/lO Every 10th command and control packet is for the
OPBBS task node.

• OPBBs.ixl.rate = 17/20 *OAX.25.ixl.rate All packets not received by other task nodes are
PBBS packets. This would represent a worst case scenario for the processor load. The
communication bandwidth might, however, be the dominant impact .

• oL3.rate = rate of responses from the PBBS server. This is a system parameter that can
be set to program the processor load.

• OTx.ixl.rate = 1/22OTx.iel.rate The environmental trigger rate determines the allowable
rate at which packets can be accepted at node OTx for transmission. The shortest packet
length is 22 bytes what represents the worst case scenario.

• oL2.rate = rate of triggers to the AX.25 server to interrogate the flow control queue and
timeouts for possible response generation. This is a system parameter that can be set to
program the processor load.

The design graph of Figure 5.16 is realisable, because the set of output port rate equations
is solvable in ter.ms of environmental input and time control node rates. The environmental
output port rates must be respected by the pre-determined timer periods for 0L3 and 0L2. The
resulting rates in terms of input and output ports are shown in the table in Figure 5.17.
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Task node Port Input rate Output rate
°Rx Xl TRx

°Rx iel TRx
OTLMD iel TTLMD

°TLMD Xl TTLMD/255
OTLMT iel TTLMD/255
OTLMT Xl TTLMD/255
OSCCDIN iXI TRx

°SCCDIN X2 TRx/22
OAX.25 iXI TRx/22

°AX.25 iX2 TRx/22
OAX.25 iX3 TTLMD + TTLMT
OAX.25 iXg TL2

°AX.25 Xl TRx/22 + 2TTLMD + TL2
°AX.25 X2 TRx/22/20
OAX.25 xIO TRx/22

°C&C iXI TRx/22

°C&C Xl TRx/22

°C&C X2 TRx/22

°C&C X3 TRx/22

°C&C xIO 1/200 * TRx/22
°PBBS iXI 17/20*TRx/22
OPBBS iX2 1/200 * TRx/22
OPBBS iX3 TL3

°PBBS Xl 17/20 * TRx/22 + TL3
OTLMS iXI TTLMD
OTLMS iX2 TRx/22 (ignore)
OTLMS iX3 TTLMT
OTLMS Xl 2TTLMD
OTLMS X2 2TTLMD
°SCCDOUT bl TRx/22 + 2TTLMD
°SCCDOUT Xl TRx/22 + 2TTLMD
OTx iXI 22 * TRx/22 + 2TTLMD
OTx iel TTx
OTx Xl TTx

123

Figure 5.17: Input and output rates for core satellite software plus telemetry manager and
communication services
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Figure 5.18: RDF diagram of the dominant data paths for the PBBS communication service

5.5.4 Feasibility Analyses

To determine feasibility, the worst case (longest) execution time for each task needs to be
known. The table in Figure 5.19 shows the computational cost Ci and the shortest inter-
invocation period for each input port. The computational costs used were measured by Boot
[8] on an Intel 80C188EC processor running at 13 MHz. Improvements in the execution time
are expected as the software is being improved. For the purpose of this analysis, the order of
magnitude is more than adequate to demonstrate the usefulness of the RDF analysis.

A particular worst case scenario is assumed to determine the processor load with one commu-
nication channel. It is assumed that all packets received from the groundstation are sent to the
PBBS service. Thus, all set-up operations of the satellite have been completed, the telemetry
manager collects data for later transmission, and no telecommand packets are received. These
assumptions identify the dominant contributors to processor load. The resulting RDF graph
with the dominant data paths is shown in Figure 5.18.

The feasibility analysis table is shown in Figure 5.19. This is for one active SCC channel and 22
bytes messages, which represent the worst case in terms of processor load. For a single channel
the processor utilisation is seen to be 10%. This is with no other interrupt load on the processor
than servicing the SCC channel for full duplex communication.

5.5.5 Number of Channels and Packet Size

The sensitivity to changes in processor utilisation with increasing processing loads is important
for mission planning and scheduling. In particular, the quality of service of the communication
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Core satellite software: Kernel, SCC drivers, AX.25, TLMS and PBBS
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Adjustable parameters Rate units Scenel Scene2 Scene3 Scene4
Input baud rate 1200 baud 1200 1200 1200 1200
Output baud rate 1200 baud 1200 1200 1200 1200
Bits per byte 8 bits 8 8 8 8
Bytes per packet (cmd packets) 22 bytes 22 22 120 220
No of simultaneous TT&C channels (SCC) 1 channels 1 1 1 1
No of simultaneous comms channels (SeC) 1 channels 1 12 12 12
Telemetry sample rate 150 samples/sec 150 150 150 150
Telemetry transmit timer rate 0,588 frames/sec 0,58824 0,58824 0,58824 0,58824
realTimeRepeat 2 frames 2 2 2 2

Non preemptive task activation

Input Port name Description Rate Execution Period(pi) cilpi cilpi cilpi cilpi
no /sec duration micro sec

(ci)micros
1 O(SCCDIN).ix1 Input rate or SCC1n Driver 150 35 6667 0,0053 0,0630 0,0630 0,0630
2 O(AX.25 .ix1 1nDut rate romSCC1n 6,818 927 146667 0,0063 0,0758 0,0139 0,0076
3 O(AX.25 .ix9 Input rate rom timerL2 6,818 683 146667 0,0047 0,0559 0,0102 0,0056
4 0 'PBBS .ix1 Input rate om AX. 25 6,818 4000 146667 0,0273 0,3273 0,0600 0,0327
5 0 'PBBS .ix3 1nDut rate om timerL3 6,818 2000 146667 0,0136 0,1636 0,0300 0,0164
6 0 'LMS .ix1 Input rate omTLMD 0,588 28000 1700000 0,0165 0,0165 0,0165 0,0165
7 0 'LMS .ix3 Input rate omTLMT 0,588 28000 1700000 0,0165 0,0165 0,0165 0,0165
8 0 x).ix1 1nDut from SCCDout (onlv PBBS) 6,818 567 146667 0,0039 0,0464 0,0085 0,0046

INon-preemptivetaSk1Oadon processor 0,0939 0,7650 0,2186 0,1628 I
Preemptive task activation

9 O:R,x).el Receiving rate from modem 150 15 6667 0,0023 0,0270 0,0270 0,0270
10 o TX).el Transmit rate to modem 150 35 6667 0,0053 0,0053 0,0053 0,0053
11 o TLMD).el Sample rate for telemetry 150 25 6667 0,0038 0,0038 0,0038 0,0038

IPreemptive task load on processor 0,01l3 0,0360 0,0360 0,0360 I
ITotal load on processor (> 1 not feasible) 0,1052 0,8010 0,2546 u 6,mo

Figure 5.19: PBBS server processor utilisation for 1 channel, 12 channels, 120 bytes messages
and 220 bytes messages
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services is programmable and, hence, the load on the processor is programmable. The other
processor loads are either on or off depending on a particular mission objective.

To investigate the increase in processor load (i.e. utilisation) due to increased communication
services, the number of simultaneous active channels is varied. Another parameter which has
a significant influence on the processor load is packet size. This parameter cannot be directly
dictated by the SUNSAT operators for public communication services. However, when measured
for actual traffic, it will provide information as to the processor utilisation which will be achieved
for a particular number of channels. Communication applications under control of the satellite
operator could operate more tasks simultaneously on the satellite when using larger packets
rather than smaller packets.

The total capacity of the communication link is a function of the access protocol, the number
of groundstations which require simultaneous access, and the packet size. This optimisation is
not the subject of this dissertation, and a study of the access protocols was given in [32]. This
section is aimed at optimising processor utilisation and guaranteeing real-time response. The
effect of packet size and number of simultaneous channels can be seen in the last three columns
of the table in Figure 5.19. Increasing the number of channels leads to a significant processor
load of 80% in the column labelled Scene2, while increasing the size of the packets for the same
number of channels leads to a significant decrease in processor load in the columns labelled
Scene3 and Scene4 in Figure 5.19.

5.5.6 Increasing th~ Number of Communication Services

System Architecture

See Figure 5.20 for the RDF representation of the system architecture with additional commu-
nication services.

Realisability and Feasibility

The RDF graph shows an architectural pattern for the communication services added. A
solution was found for the output port rates for one service in Section 5.5. Given that no other
changes are made to the design graph, the output port rates for the RDF graph in Figure 5.20
can be determined and, hence, the RDF graph is realisable.

The feasibility of execution on a single processor can also be extrapolated from the single
communication service case. The processing required on the input and output SCC channels
is bound by the bandwidth on the physical communication channels. Furthermore, assuming
that all digital protocols consume more or less the same amount of processor resources, as they
all implement more or less the same algorithms, then increasing the number of channels is the
same as increasing the number of communication services. Each service is provided on one or
more physical channel. Thus, the expected task set feasibility can be deduced from the analysis
of a single communication service.

It is, however, expected that each particular communication service has its own average packet
size. The satellite FTP service would normally use as large a packet as possible. While the
Automatic Position and Reporting System (APRS) is optimised for a maximum number of
accesses from field stations and uses, hence, very small packets. It is expected that the PACSAT
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Figure 5.20: RDF diagram of satellite software with four communication services

protocol is mostly used for public file transfer that will lead to large packets, while the Public
Bulletin Board System (PBBS) is typically used by people typing on terminal software where
each line is sent when concluded with a carriage return. Thus, the packets will be of intermediate
size, typically from 40 to 80 characters.

For the four communication services PBBS, PACSAT, SatFTP and APRS to operate together,
an optimal resource allocation can be established which would provide the best balance between
processor utilisation, real-time guarantees, and access to communication bandwidth. One op-
erating scenario could be one SatFTP channel, two PACSAT channels, and the balance of the
processor capacity equally split between the PBBS and APRS services.

5.6 Case Study: HIL Implementation of an ADCS

The following example demonstrates how RDF is used as a modelling language for a multi-
processor system including the ground support segment ami the space segment of a test set-up
of the Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS) on the SUNSAT microsatellite.
This example was elaborated in parallel also on a conventional computational architecture,
with PC software written in Pascal and Transputer software in Modula-2. The goal of this
example is to demonstrate design refinement steps within the RDF graph. The example further
demonstrates use of a structuring language in conjunction with the RDF graph. No feasibility
testing is performed in this example. This section begins with a review of the design steps
that are followed, describes the system to be modelled, and continues with a refinement of the
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To determine the time behaviour of a design with an RDF graph, the followingdesign steps are
taken:

1. Determine the behaviour of the system at a particular decomposition level.

2. Derive the objects, their operations and interconnection at the level of decomposition that
will perform the desired functions.

3. Derive the transmission rate functions for each of the channels.

4. Derive the transmission rates based on the environment and timer rates which drive the
system.

The following example demonstrates the application of these design steps.

5.6.1 Problem Statement

The system to be designed consists of a part of the attitude determination and control system
of SUNSAT [101] based on magnetometer measurements and torque coil actuators. Attitude
is measured with a 3-axis magnetometer and attitude control is actuated with torque coils in
three orthogonal dimensions.

A Hardware In the Loop system is to be constructed, which means that some of the sensors,
actuators and processors are the real SUNSAT hardware, and some are simulated to complete
the system. In this example, the hardware is the Attitude Control Processor. This processor
models the magnetosphere, compares the model with tll,e actual measurements in an extended
Kalman filter, estimates the co-ordinates and angular velocity of the satellite body, and outputs
these values to the torque coil actuator controller on the simulated satellite. Figure 5.21 shows
the structure of the system with the various components which will interact.

5.6.2 Functional Description

The space environment, satellite dynamics and kinematics, the magnetometer measurements
and torque coils are simulated. The attitude estimator and control algorithm executes on the
actual satellite hardware. All current values of the measured, estimated and control parameters
are displayed for reference and debugging purposes. The logical task diagram is shown in
Figure 5.22.

The function of each of the tasks is given below:

Space environment Calculates the orbit, orbit perturbations and the magnetic field.

Rest of satellite Integrates numerically to solve the differential equations describing the dy-
namics (angular momentum around the centre of gravity (cg)) and the kinematics (orien-
tation around cg) of the satellite.

Torque coils controller Calculates the forces to exert on the satellite body to keep the nadir
face earth pointing and the satellite spinning at 10 minutes per revolution.
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Figure 5.21: Attitude Determination and Control (ADCS) demonstration system
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TIME
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Figure 5.22: Logical task diagram for ADCS demonstration system
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Magnetometer Uses the orbit information from the space environment and an IGRF model
of the magnetosphere to output an estimated measured value of the three components of
the magnetic field strength.

Display Displays all parameters of interest in graphical format for easy interpretation. -

IGRF Magnetic model Calculates the expected value of the magnetic field at a specific orbit
point.

Orbit generation Given a time after start of launch, it calculates the current point of the
satellite in the orbit plane.

Extended Kalman filter Given the measured magnetic field components from the magne-
tometer and the IGRF magnetic field components from the model, it estimates the quater-
nion co-ordinates of the satellite body in addition to the estimated angular velocity of the
satellite body.

5.6.3 Proposed Design

The designed system is shown in Figure 5.23. It consists of one periodic timer OT! which drives
the timing of the system, one data store OSUNSAT STATE which holds the orbit components and
orientation matrix of the satellite, seven application/server tasks, two communication driver
tasks OASYNC MUXI and OASYNC MUX2 which interconnect the satellite with the simulation
across an asynchronous serial link, and a composite display task. In absence of any other
environmental interface which could trigger system functions, the periodic timer is the trigger
of the whole system.

The high level functions of each of the tasks and the messages sent and received are as follow:

Periodic timer task This timer triggers the integration period of the satellite's kinematics
and dynamics. Given that the space craft model is continuous, it must be integrated 10
times faster than the environment.

Space craft model task Integrates numerically to solve the differential equations describing
the dynamics and kinematics of the satellite. Triggers the calculation of the space envi-
ronment every 10 integration steps. Sends the current satellite yaw, pitch and roll angles
to the display.

Space environment task Receives an execution trigger from the space craft model to calcu-
late the orbit, orbit perturbations and magnetic field. Passes the orbit and magnetic field
information on to the magnetometer simulation, and the orbit and orbit perturbations to
the space craft model.

Torque coils controller task Receives the estimated orientation and angular velocities from
the extended Kalman filter and calculates the forces to exert on the satellite body, to
keep the nadir face earth pointing and the satellite spinning at 10 minutes per revolution
around the axis through the nadir face to the earth centre. Sends the resulting forces to
the space craft model task.

Magnetometer Uses the orbit and orientation information retrieved from the SUNSAT state
data store and an IGRF model of the magnetosphere to calculate and output an estimated
measured value of the three magnetic field strength components.
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SIMULATED SUNSAT

PC

ADCS OF SUNSAT

EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER = EKF

IGRF MAGNETIC MODEL = IGRF

ORBIT GENERATION = ORBIT

TRANSPUTER

Task: IGRF Magnetic Model
Description: Inputs the lattitude and longitude and outputs the magnetic

field strength components.

Port definitions:
IGRF.ix1.LatiLong : REAL32 , REAL32;
IGRF.ox1.BxByBz: [1..3]REAL32;

Task: EKF Extended Kalman Filter
Description: Estimates the co-ordinates of the centre of gravity (cg)

of the satellite and the angular momentum around the cg.

Port definitions:
EKF.ia1.BxByBz: [1..3]REAL32;
EKF.ia2.BxmBymBzm: [1..3]REAL32;
EKF.ox1.EQQ1234EwxEwyEwz: [1..4]REAL32, [1..3]REAL32;

Task: Orbit generation
Description: Calculates the position in an orbit after a certain amount

of time has elapsed.

Port definitions:
ORBIT.ix1.Time : CARDINAL64;
ORBIT.ox1.LatiLong : REAL32 , REAL32;

Figure 5.23: Design of attitude determination and control demonstration partially specifying
messages and tasks
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Display task Receives all the parameters of interest and displays them in graphical format
for easy interpretation.

IGRF Magnetic model task Receives the lattitude and longitude from the orbit generation
task, calculates the expected value of the magnetic field at a specific orbit point, and
sends it to the extended Kalman filter.

Orbit generation task Receives time after start of launch and calculates the current point
of the satellite in the orbit plane and sends the information to the IGRF model.

Extended Kalman filter task Receives the measured magnetic field components from the
magnetometer and the IGRF magnetic field components from the model, and estimates
the quaternion co-ordinates and the estimated angular velocity of the satellite body. The
calculated values are sent to the torque coil task.

Async MUXI task Receives all information meant for the satellite and transmits it over the
asynchronous serial link. Receives all information across the serial link from the satellite
and distributes it to the correct destinations according to the address field.

Async MUX2 task Receives all information meant for the satellite and distributes it to the
correct destinations according to the address field. Receives all information meant for the
simulated SUNSAT and transmits it over the asynchronous serial link.

5.6.4 Derivation of Message Transmission Rates

The transmission rates are labelled to the output ports in Figure 5.24. The derivation of these
functions follows from the dynamics of the simulation and control algorithms. For instance, the
space craft's dynamics model uses a trapezium integration rule which requires two interactions
per integration point. Furthermore, the space craft environment is adequately sampled at a
rate 10 times lower than the space craft model is simulated. Thus, the output transmission rate
from the space craft model to the environment task is 1/20th the integration time step.

SIMULATED SUNSAT ADCS OF SUNSAT

EXTENDED KALMAN FillER = EKF
IGRF MAGNETIC MODEL = IGRF
ORBITGENERATION = ORBIT

TRANSPUTER

Figure 5.24: Transmission rate functions for the ADCS design

The dynamics of the space craft and environment indicate that a 0.1 Hz sampling update of the
environment and sensors is adequate. With the space craft model required to be continuous, it
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requires an update rate of 1 Hz. The trapezium rule further dictates two iterations per time
step which implies a 2 Hz trigger rate for the space craft model as indicated in Figure 5.24.
From this all the transmission rates can be determined.

5.7 Conclusion

Given that there are three implementation media available for realising an RDF architecture
and a rigorous notation, the remaining question was how well the RDF architecture lends
itself to modelling and analysis of a typical real-time system. This chapter showed that a
complex system such as a microsatellite can be modelled in RDF, that the initial analysis is
easy enough to be carried out by hand, and that the analysis leads to better understanding of
the microsatellite used as a case study. In particular, it was clearly shown that the temporal
properties of interest can be described and argued about.

The microsatellite case study was developed in stages to explore different aspects of RDF. The
case studies demonstrated the following aspects of RDF:

1. The use of the RDF architecture fits in well with existing engineering processes, both for
the design refinement in the ADCS example and the development process described in
Appendix A.6.2.

2. The state graph description is complementary to the RDF description representing infor-
mation difficult to express in RDF.

3. Architectural patterns can be recognised through visual inspection and scaled with visual
interpretation. The underlying RDF model scales with the architectural pattern scaling
leading to the re-use of analysis results and better understanding of more complex systems.

4. An RDF model leads to better understanding of a system, supporting the exploration of
trade-offs in system parameters such as packet size and the number of active channels.

The hypothesis of this dissertation is, thus, supported through the exploration of the case
studies in this chapter.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The problem of modelling, design, analysis and implementation of real-time systems is the sub-
ject of this dissertation. Its main focus is on the real-time aspect of systems, and the one-to-one
correspondence of a component in the design of a system with a component in its final imple-
mented. Emphasis was placed on a computational architecture which lends itself to modelling
and design of telecommunication and control real-time systems at the application level. Equal
emphasis was placed on the realisation of this computational architecture in software, hardware
and a combination of software and hardware. The problem of realising a correct system as
designed is crucial for complex real-time embedded systems, and is encountered in software
design with significant impacts on hardware design.

6.1 Motivation

In order to create larger classes of d_ependablereal-time systems, a wider community of people is
required to understand and accept the correctness of the functionality implemented in software.
Without a computational architecture with simple timing semantics, designers will continue
to go through unnecessary iteration cycles of design and testing. With the rising complexity
of systems today, there is a demand for an automat able approach that deals with expressing,
implementing and validating temporal properties. The first-time correct engineering of real-
time systems is essential for a larger class of mission critical systems to reach the market in
time and to avoid costly iterations.

6.2 Contributions

Computational Architecture A computational architecture was derived from the real-time
data flow paradigm which requires receiving processes to complete processing of previous mes-
sages/tokens and to be always ready to accept the next messages/tokens. The single token
data flow paradigm was introduced by Jeffay in [52]. It was extended and through a rigorous
semantics it was defined as the RDF computational architecture. Some of the extensions are:

1. The single token real-time data flow is extended with synchronous data flow. This allows
tasks producing (a priori known) multiple tokens to be interconnected and scheduled.

135
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2. The triggering semantics are extended from OR-triggered to AND- and OR-triggered
semantics on the same task. The original real-time data flow paradigm made provisions
for OR-triggered semantics, only, while traditional data flow systems just make provisions
for AND-triggered semantics.

3. In the process of introducing the triggering semantics, channels and ports were explicitly
separated. Tasks no longer know the channels with which they are interconnected, but
only the ports on each task. This significantly improves the re-usability of task components
as all knowledge on the time properties is now local to the ports and, hence, to the task.

A basis for hardware/software co-design was established. Its key is that within the engineering
process from design to implementation a common computational architecture is available which
facilitates:

1. a one-to-one translation from design to implementation without going through a transla-
tion process from one computational architecture to another, leading to

2. smaller human cognitive effort to understand and comprehend a system at any level of
refinement, leading to

3. less effort for validation by diverse back translation, leading to

4. a larger class of systems that can be implemented in software and certified for use in
mission and safety critical systems.

It was demonstrated that the RDF computational architecture is expressive enough to model
communication, instrumentation, command and control, and control systems. Further, over a
period of 8 years, this architecture was used as the basis for the flight software of the mission
critical SUNSAT microsatellite. The architecture was used at the high level design and at the
task implementation level, only, without taking advantage of its modelling capabilities or the
one-to-one transformation capabilities offered in the design refinement process.

Implementation Media A novel real-time processor implementation was proposed, of which
preliminary versions were published in [84, 81, 79], consisting of:

1. A simple processor optimised to execute one (or more) task(s) with built-in communication
subsystems supporting the RDF computational architecture. Each simple processor has a
real-time event processor that manages multiple tasks on the simple processor according
to the earliest deadline first scheduling algorithm.

2. A simple input/output processor which handles all communication to and from the outside
world to the network of simple processors executing a given task set.

A number of these processor types can be integrated onto one silicon device for a resource
adequate implementation of a real-time system to guarantee hard-real time performance under
the environmental conditions assumed.

Two other implementation media were described to enable use of the RDF computational
architecture on conventional processors:
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1. The traditional way of implementing a new computational architecture is through a soft-
ware layer that provides the necessary abstraction. This mechanism makes it possible
for multiple tasks to execute on a single processor. The key feature for a hard real-
time application are the timeliness guarantees offered by the scheduling algorithm. The
earliest deadline first algorithm was chosen instead of the more common fixed priority
algorithms found in modern kernels as the expression of deadlines in EDF is a function of
the inverse of the token production rate. This satisfies the goal of achieving a one-to-one
correspondence between a designed and an implemented system.

A processor overload management algorithm was proposed which makes provisions for
distinguishing between important applications and other one by deciding which processor
loads to drop in the case of processor overload.

2. A unique dual processor implementation was introduced which is optimised for situations
where there is a clear distinction between command and telemetry message flow and an
application specific data flow such as a high speed data link. Both processors together
form a processing node which can satisfy the RTDF paradigm on all its ports and, hence,
be used as a building block in an RDF system.

6.3 Future Work

Rate Based Distributed Communication The RDF real-time computational model should
find application in the modelling of quality of service (QoS) as required for multimedia data
streams on networks such as the Internet. The application of the principles of earliest dead-
line first scheduling on a limited communication bandwidth medium should lead to guaranteed
timely delivery of services as long as the restricted communication resource is not overloaded.
The analogy of adding more communication bandwidth for additional services required ties in
well with the addition of more simple processors to handle an increase in computational load.
Further work can be done to understand the rate based characteristics of communication be-
tween distributed resources on different network types such as LAN, processor cluster, Intranet
and Internet (with known topology). This will provide an understanding of the characteris-
tics of these communication resources, which is crucial to underpin the temporal properties of
distributed applications executing on it.

Tool Support Since the work on RDF started, various software tools have become available
to support either structured design, object oriented design [26] or state machine based design
[44]. Each of the tools assumes an underlying model (computational architecture). It is expected
that RDF will be mapable to subsets of what these tools can offer. This has the advantage
not to restrict the use of the RDF computational architecture by the availability of tools. In
such a tool, the translation of a design to an implementation architecture will, however, not be
based on RDF. It is proposed for future work to evaluate the rigour offered by the existing tools
for modelling the RDF architecture, and to extend the most appropriate tool(s) to generate
implementations in the RDF computational architecture. An intermediate goal in achieving an
implementation medium supporting the RDF architecture is to extend a platform independent,
embedded system language such as Java to support the RDF computational architecture in
its concurrency multi-thread model first as a library, and then as support in the Java Virtual
Machine or Java Real Machine levels. This would enable the direct mapping, at the task level,
of a design to a Java language program.
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Parameterised Hardware Architectures The engineering process requires that there is
some knowledge of the execution duration of tasks on a processor to determine the processor
load due to all tasks on the processor for feasibility analysis. Currently this can only be
achieved by measurements or simulation of machine code. It would be an improvement to
have a parameterised set of standard processor architectures so that the processor load for a
particular task is known before actually executing it. The prior knowledge will allow an a priori
grouping and allocation of tasks to processors. It is also applicable for allocating one task to a
simple processor of which the final architecture performance is not known. Hardware synthesis
efforts might provide insight into this area of future work.

Component Re-use The next key step in utilising the advantages of a commonly agreed
upon computational architecture is establishing the set of components that can be used to
create appli"cations. For example, in the VDI/VDE 3696 [111]guideline a building block library
consisting of 67 components is defined with which all applications in the chemical process
industry can be constructed [33]. A challenge would be to identify a building block library
with which typical microsatellite applications can be constructed. This is deemed as a feasible
project given that the software is known for such satellites in the form of SUNSAT, and that the
software was developed within the computational architecture described in this dissertation.

6.4 A Last Word on Architecture Development

The most generally used computational architecture has been the Von Neumann architecture.
Implementations of the Von Neumann architecture determined what is possible and feasible
in contemporary microprocessors. The next most generally agreed computational architecture
is found in high level language compilers such as Algol, Pascal, Modula-2 and C++. One of
the primary goals of the computational architecture supported by such compilers is efficient
translation into the Von Neumann architecture. A further level of computational architecture
are operating systems, which are limited to task level computation and high level generic services
providing access to hardware resources.

There is, however, another departure point for computational architectures such as the block
diagram languages provided by Simulink [75]and IEC 61131-3 [45]. It is interesting to note that
both offer a data flowmodel and focus on the application domain rather than the computational
model supported in existing processors. Still, there is a translation step required from the
computational architecture offered by these products to the computational architecture offered
by hardware.

RDF contributes to a better understanding of real-time systems by offering a generalised ar-
chitecture for data flow systems providing for the expressibility of time from the highest design
level to the final implementation level. RDF thus offers a computational architecture suitable
for application domain modelling. This dissertation goes further to show how this computa-
tional architecture can be implemented in hardware and software or a combination of hardware
and software, to correspond one-to-one with the design in the same computational architecture.
This opens the opportunity for a wider group of people to cognitively understand the systems
designed and implemented with RDF. Ultimately, this should result in a wider class of systems
amenable to validation techniques such as diverse back translation to certify software for safety
critical systems.
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Appendix A

Development Environment

A.I Introduction

The RDF computational architecture for real-time system engineering provides the same compu-
tational architecture for design and implementation across application domains and implemen-
tation options. It thus narrows the semantic gap between design and implementation, leading
to better understanding of application and implementation, shorter development cycles, lower
cost and, ultimately, the possibility for larger programs to be trusted in real-time systems.

1. An appropriate architecture in isolation is not going to revolutionise real-time system
development. There are many other elements in the development environment that have
to be in place.

2. It is important to understand the influence of the RDF architecture on the development
environment, and where it fits into the development process ..

This appendix examines the development environment around the SUNSAT project to better
understand the impact of using the RDF architecture. In other words, it is investigated in how
many of the elements of a development environment the use of RDF can make a positive contri-
bution. The construction of a real-time system on heterogeneous hardware platforms forces one
to scrutinise the application requirements and to make choices which programming language,
design language, operating system, application programmers interface and development process
to use. A clear understanding of the system is important for the verification and validation
of the complete system. Furthermore, the nature of the project environment causes a 50%
manpower turnaround every year 1.

This appendix details the choices made and the experience gained in the development environ-
ment around the SUNSAT microsatellite. The emphasis will be on how RDF developed and
where it can be made full use of in the future. The appendix contains an update on the work
reported in [78]just two years after the start of the project. The project is running for 8 years
and the spacecraft is already in space for 20 months. The appendix begins by describing the
hardware and software required for the application domain. Each of the areas in which a deci-
sion had to be made is discussed in turn with all the options available, the final choice made,
and the reasons for doing so. The appendix will close by reporting the experience obtained with
the approach taken to construct a heterogeneous real-time system.

1Graduate students are taken in every year and graduate after two years
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Software component Hardware support Reliability expected
Boot loader Fusible link PROM No errors
Default application EPROM 'No errors'
Household and integrity tasks SRAM with EDAC One error per 30 days
Operating system kernel SRAM with EDAC One error per ;30days
Device drivers SRAM with EDAC One error per 30 days
Fine ADCS application SRAM One error per 30 minutes
Bulletin board application SRAM with EDAC One error per 30 days
Experimental software SRAM with EDAC One error per orbit

Figure A.l: The software functions and their reliability required

A.2 Application Requirements

The application software is for the space and ground segments of a microsatellite constellation.
The microsatellite is a 45 cm cube box weighing 64 kg. The strict mass and power budgets placed
constraints on the flight control hardware that had a profound effect on the computing resources
available. The real-time system of interest runs on the space segment and the supporting ground
segment.

A.2.1 Hardware Platforms

The application (a microsatellite) requirements state that the system must be dependable in a
remote and harsh environment such as space. This requirement in addition to the heterogeneous
platforms found in the space and the ground segments of the microsatellite complicates the
choice of a development and a target executable environment. Traditional dependable hardware
for use in space is Triple Modular Redundant (TMR). Each similar module is of high cost
due to the reliability encased in it. A less expensive alternative is to have heterogeneous
hardware modules to increase fault tolerance and resistance to failure [83]. In SUNSAT the
processors are an Intel 80C188EC and 80386SL, and an INMOS T800. In any space-based
system, the ground support adds another dimension to heterogeneity, because being accessible
for repair and with unlimited power budget, it does not need to have the same architecture as
the space segment. The use of traditional processors for the final implementation is inevitable as
processors with a space legacy are required for use in space and inexpensive hardware is required
for the grounds tat ion. The diversity of architectures of the various processors employed supports
the requirement for the same computational architecture to be provided for all processors.

A.2.2 Software Reliability

The levels of reliability required from software in the application domain ranges from ultra-
reliability to acceptance of an error once per 30 days. The table in Figure A.l summarises the
software functions and the estimated reliability required.
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A.3 Languages
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There have been numerous reviews and comparisons of languages suitable for real-time applica-
tions [34, 59]. In all cases it was motivated that mainstream languages such as C, Pascal, Ada,
Modula-2 etc. are not suitable for the construction of real-time systems. From the commer-
cially available real-time operating systems [107] one can deduce that C and C++ are being
used extensively for real-time applications. According to our experience, C is very good high
level assembly language, and extreme discipline is required to create dependable software. In
favour of C is that it is by far the most widely implemented language on different hardware
platforms.

The language chosen for the space segment software is Modula-2 with assembly language inserts
for hardware interfacing and processor utilisation improvements. The following requirements
dictated this choice.

1. Most of the software engineers in the SUNSAT project are electronic engineers with limited
training in software engineering.

2. The project staff joins the project for at most two years at a time.

3. Most of the flight software has to be very reliable.

4. Most of the flight software is to be maintained across a five year time span.

Modula-2 offers the following advantages.

1. It is more readable for people with less software training. This aids in maintenance as
most of our staff has limited training.

2. It is stricter in its syntax than C and C++, making it more difficult to induce unintended
errors. The stricter syntax also aids in the verification and validation process, making it
easier to create reliable software.

3. Compilers are available for all our microprocessors.

4. The new software engineers joining the project were trained in Modula-2 before.

A.3.1 Design Languages

At the start of the project, the number of design languages was restricted to enable faster
inter-engineer communication. The design languages can be split in two groups, i.e. structural
and behavioral. The table in Figure A.2 lists the options that were available under each of the
groups at the start of the project. The structural design languages are aimed at arriving at
re-usable software and specify the way in which software is packaged. The behavioral design
languages specify how software is going to behave in terms of state changes, execution flow and
timing characteristics.

As the project progressed, it became clear that it was more practical to have one set of design
languages, only, as it shortened the learning period for new people joining the project. Multiple
language sets also created a communication barrier during a review meeting where-the semantics
of interfacing were not always clear. It was from this realisation that the RDF notation evolved
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Structural design languages Behavioral design languages
Modular decomposition Flowcharts or pseudo code
HOOD (High Order Object Oriented Design) Statecharts
Software topology RDF data flow diagrams
Hardware topology

Figure A.2: Structural and behavioral design languages

as the only way in which the software was designed and described, other than the actual
Modula-2 source code that would be compiled to execute on the on-board processor.

AA Operating System

The requirements placed on the operating system are different for the space and ground seg-
ments. The space segment hardware resources are costly and constrained by power and mass
budgets. The ground segment hardware resources are adequate for all practical purposes. The
requirements for the space-based operating system are support for process dispatching, inter-
process communication, synchronisation, loading and unloading of process sets, hardware man-
agement, and time functions. The implementation of these requirements on different hardware
processors leads to the decision where to draw the dividing line in the software between software
diversity and homogeneity. The cost effective use of software diversity is explored in [83]. It
amounts to using software diversity on the kernel level, where it must be implemented only
once, and no software diversity on the application level. It is expected that the software at the
application level will be upgraded and maintained over a period of time.

The space segment processors require an efficient operating system kernel in order to make best
use of the resources. There are many such kernels on the market [107, 90], which all support
priority based scheduling. Deadline driven scheduling is optimal when compared with rate
monotonic scheduling [71], and deadline driven scheduling specifies end to end deadlines more
succinctly. The RDF notation and the associated architecture are supported at an implemen-
tation level with deadline driven scheduling [40]. The RTX implementation by [1] was used,
later upgraded by [109], and recently upgraded and maintained by [30].

At the ground segment, processors are in such abundance that it was decided to support the
resource adequate paradigm [61]. Each application on the ground would run on its own processor
(80x86PC). The cost associated with this approach is a communication mechanism that must be
maintained between processors. The RDF architecture as embodied in the RTX kernel proved
to be well suited for the groundstation software, and the current version of the groundstation
software is running on RTX in the RDF architecture. Amongst multiple communication links,
it supports multiple consoles as part of the groundstation user interface.

A.5 Application Programmers Interface

In order to provide access to a unified computational architecture across space and ground
segments an Application Programmers Interface (API) is required. This API has turned out to
be the RDF architecture as embodied in the RTX kernel interface, and is the simplest subset of
functions required for parallel execution 0 processes in a hard real-time environment. The same
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Development phase
Type of software Requirements Concept Detailed Coding Installation
output design design
Hardware debugging * * *
Subsystem testbed * * * -

Hardware demonstration software * * *
Flight software * * * * *
Ground station software * * * * *
Porting existing software * * * * *
Figure A.3: Application of the waterfall development life cycle to various types of software

API is also supported on the ground segment, which enables application software engineers to
concentrate on their tasks and not on idiosyncrasies of the different kernels on the different
processors. Prototype implementations of the kernel for the 386EX and T800 processors have
fallen into disuse. The Rowley Modula-2 compiler [89] for the T800 introduced unexplained
errors which have slowed down development. The 386EX on-board computer was declared as
back-up, and all programming resources were mobilised to support a successful mission with
the 80C188EC on-board computer.

A.6 Software Development Processes

The range of reliability requirements on the software necessitates a flexible approach to soft-
ware development. The initial approach to software development was based on the waterfall
development model with the extension of rapid prototyping before completing the software re-
quirement phase. Flexibility is built into the waterfall model by requiring the outputs of the
different stages to be checked for specific types of software, only. See Table A.3 for the types of
software and the associated checks which were recommended to be performed at the output of
each stage.

A good design process will ensure reliable products [16]. However, the visibility of the correct
progress requires intermediate document outputs. Initially, an internal framework document
was put in place for each of the following outputs:

1. Software requirements document,

2. Software design document,

3. Software testing document,

4. Software coding standards.

It turned out that the inexperience of the engineers with software creation was the overwhelming
influence to the way the software was created. Almost always the software was written as a
prototype after some understanding of the requirements was established. The software evolved
through one or more iterations before it was left as completed. With each new team member
joining, the existing source code was reviewed, declared as not suitable, disposed of and the
whole process was repeated.

The waterfall model is top-Gown and assumes complete prior knowledge of the task at hand.
This is certainly not always the case in an engineering internship environment such as found
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around the SUNSAT project where there is constant intake of newly graduated engineers.
With the experience of software development on SUNSAT, the lightweight development process
superceded the waterfall development process.

A.6.1 Lightweight Development Process

In order to improve the quality of the produced product a release document template was com-
posed of the essential elements of requirements, design and testing documents. This document
was required to be delivered with the software offered as completed, and it represented a min-
. imum effort of the software engineer in terms of documentation. The minimum checks and
outputs of the lightweight software development process are:

1. a specification, high level design and repository organisation document which provides
the baseline for the development,

2. the source code of which the executable is demonstrated to perform the required functions
as per specification, and

3. a release document indicating how to use the software, the acceptance testing performed,
and the actual repository information.

Release DocJlment Template

It is expected that each of the software components is described in a release document of which
the template is given below.

Release document template - 9/1/95 SM

1. Scope
Identity
System item overview
Reference documents

2. Function requirements
Function
Computer hardware architecture
External interfaces - environment
System modes
For each logical object

Processing
Input
Output

3. Engineering issues
Constraints
Portability requirements between SUNSAT processors
Memory requirements
Timing requirements
Design options, choice and motivation

4. Logical design - composite system task blocks
Logical system structure/composition
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Logical class/functional diagram
System states and modes
Memory space
CPU loading and timing
For each logical entity

Processing
Input protocol (channels/procedures)
Output protocol (channels/procedures)

5. Physical design - simple system task blocks
Physical system structure
Physical class/functional diagram
System states and modes
Memory space
CPU loading and timing
Module/task name

Functional description
Interface

6. User manual = how to use this software
Initialisation required
How to use the functions
Closing steps required
Examples (can be Modula-2/other language code)

7. Test procedures
Formal qualification test preparations

Hardware preparation
Software preparation
Other pretest operations

Formal qualification test descriptions
Test name

Purpose
Traceability
Initialisation
Test inputs
Expected results and margins
Numbered steps to do test
Assumptions and constraints

Test result sheet (ticked off as the tests are done)

8. Appendixes
.def files
.mod files
.cmd location files
.red files
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The lightweight development process has the disadvantage that evidence of a correct output
is only available on completion of the engineering process. There is no visibility of progress
or a correct and successful outcome until completion of the project. This is not acceptable
due to the risks involved in wasted resources, late delivery of software, and non-operating or
non-complete systems. The lightweight development process further requires a software team
with exceptional capability.
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A.6.2 RDF Engineering Process

The RDF architecture provides a notation, architecture, and analysis capabilities to clearly
describe and explore the behaviour of a system from the modelling phase through design re-
finement and implementation refinement to the final product. This section explores the RDF
software engineering process embedded in the partial refinement software development process.
The RDF engineering process is embedded in a software development process that recognises
the flexibility required to cope with varying amounts of knowledge about a system and provides
for bottom-up implementation of those areas of risk. The lightweight development process is
superceded by the partial refinement development process which was introduced in Chapter 1.
It is repeated here for the discussion. The partial refinement development process consists of
the following steps. It is derived from the object oriented analysis and design process described
by Booch in [7].

1. Establish core requirements (conceptualisation)

2. Develop a model of the desired behaviour (functional specification and analysis)

3. Create an architecture for the evolving implementation (design)

4. Evolve the implementation through partial refinement

(a) Identify classes and objects
(b) Identify semantics of classes and objects

(c) Identify relationships between classes and objects

(d) Specify interfaces and implementation of classes and objects

(e) Refine a number of classes and objects suitable for implementation

(f) Go back to identifying classes and objects

5. Manage post-delivery evolution (maintenance)

A.6.3 Software Engineering Process

The software development process must be applicable to software components ranging from re-
used existing ones to completely newly developed one. The RDF engineering process is shown
diagrammatically in Figure AA. The modeling activity consists of building the architectural
model of the system to be implemented. The verification activity is to determine whether
the design graph is realisable. The model can be refined to the level of interest either at a
high level or a low level description of the system. On completion of the refinement process,
and graph realisability verification, the next step is to implement the components on the chosen
implementation medium. Implementation 1 is to enable measurements to be taken for feasibility
analysis. It does not require the complete integrated task set to be running on a processor.
Implementation 2 is the final implementation of the integrated task set. The validation step
is to verify that all tasks meet their deadlines within the complete task set environment. If
validated, then the task set is released for runtime execution.

The engineering process steps in the partial refinement development process where the RDF
architecture has a direct influence in are items 2) to 4). During step 2) 'the model of desired
behaviour' in terms of timing properties can be developed and analysed with RDF, during item
3) 'the creation of an architecture for the evolving implementation' the modeling and verification
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description for
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Figure A.4: The engineering process
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steps in Figure A.4 can be applied, and during item 4) 'evolving the implementation through
partial refinement' the implementation 1 and implementation _2steps in Figure A.4 can be
applied.

This discussion related to how the RDF engineering process interacts with the partial design
refinement software development process. This section does not support the partial design re-
finement software development process as the best in all circumstances, but uses it as an example
of how the RDF engineering process could be integrated into a typical software development
process based on the experience gained in the SUNSAT project to date.

A.7 Software Team

The most significant progress in the development project was achieved when the following set
of conditions on the software team was valid:

1. Already capable engineers and students who had made software a hobby and not only
relied on the material taught in engineering school carried out the software engineering.

2. The same people are staying with the project until completion.

3. The software is being maintained by the same people who wrote it. There is, therefore,
no learning curve and output is immediately productive.
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4. The engineers have a clear understanding of the hardware architecture that the software
runs on. This important as the hardware capabilities change over time due to radiation
damage and launch phase damage.

5. The software is crafted software, implying that the final product is e~pected to be a piece
of artwork that cannot be changed without changing the meaning of it. This implies that
the software is of very high quality.

This kind of software has a certain quality that can only be afforded by the volunteer efforts of
people committed to the goal of creating the best software possible. This is the same quality
found in the open source movement where volunteers are contributing to each other's efforts:

A.8 Experience with Working in the Development Environ-
ment

The results of introducing a structured software development approach as suggested in this
section are reported in [78]. The discussion that follows relates to the situation after eight years
of progression. The following are the major conclusions, recommendations and results.

1. The choice of Modula-2 as programming language has in fact enabled the new intake
of engineers to become productive after a shorter period of time. However, the lack of
continuing support by compiler vendors has led to some time wasted due to bugs in code
generated by the compilers. One would expect that compilers such as for C would not
exhibit the same kind of errors.

2. The boot loader code has gone through the requirements, conceptual and detailed design
phases, with formal checks on the output of each phase. It was implemented by a capable
programmer and extensively tested before flight. It has indeed been working well over the
operational time of the satellite thus far. It is difficult to evaluate how much the initial
time spent on design improved its reliability, or by how much it shortened the time taken
for its final implementation.

3. It was found that when the proper execution of the requirements and conceptual design
phases was enforced, they took about 30% of the time, but that the coding thereafter is
significantly faster.

4. For non-ultra reliable software we found that it is adequate to proceed with the design
until the module interface level. The additional time spent on detailed 9.esign did not
provide any additional benefits in saving time for the reliability required.

5. The RDF architecture is proving to be of great benefit as more than one person is working
on the software for the same processor after the initial task identification and assignment
step.

6. The strategy of resource adequacy for the ground station proved to offer many developers-
the opportunity to work independently of programming language and operating system.
This facilitates true concurrent engineering. However, the processor labelled AX.25 TO
SYNC in Figure B.2 of Appendix B gradually assumed the tasks of telemetry processor,
.telecommand processor, and SatFTP file management processor in addition to the switch-
ing of the hardware configuration in the groundstation. This was not a requirement, but
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grew out of a single operator principle as the groundstation was more and more used in
the testing of the satellite.

7. The choice of using a simple, non-commercial kernel of which total control over the source
code is possible, has not proved wrong, yet. The simplicity ensures that one person can
understand the complete kernel, facilitating complete transparency through the kernel
when implementing on a specific hardware platform.

8. Although the RDF architecture was used at a high level to design the software of the
satellite, it was not employed further, in particular not for modelling and analysing tim-
ing properties. This can be ascribed to lack of tool support and integration with the
development environment. It is expected that one of the existing software CAD tool sets
would be suitable to embed the RDF system in.

9. The RDF architecture is currently running on a PC platform and on the 80C188EC on-
board processor on SUNSAT as the RTX kernel. Although there is effort saved in re-using
the same application, it is found that the effort of writing and maintaining a kernel on
different processors should not be underestimated. In particular, the driver software that
manages different sets of hardware consumes a significant amount of resources to cater
for complexity and errors generally found in the silicon. There is certainly an opportunity
here to embed a simple input-output processor with next generation hard input-output
devices to offer a standard and simple communication interface between a processor and
an input-output device.

A.9 Conclusion on the Development Environment

The impact of the choices made for the development environment for SUNSAT has a lifetime
of at least 12 years (7 years development and 5 years expected operation) .. Current efforts are
under way to investig.ate the suitability of the Java language for a next generation flight software.
The computational architecture has proven to be suitable to date and initial indications are that
it can embed in a Java library. The RTX kernel has been ported to C, is used on a Fujitsu
microprocessor for.a mobile tracking application, and is running on an 8031 microcontroller for
a prototype demonstrator. Further use of new microprocessors will certainly benefit from the
fact that there are C compilers available for most microprocessors.
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Appendix B

SUNSAT Software Requirements
Specification

This appendix contains a high level requirement specification for the software on the on-board
computer of SUNSAT. It was recorded in 1995/1996 by the author of this dissertation.

Bo1 Overall SUNSAT Software Specifications

BoLl Function

The satellite must be controlled from the ground with telecommands and keep the ground
station informed of its status with telemetry. The attitude of the satellite must be controlled
within 5 degrees earth pointing under non-imaging circumstances and within 0.057 degrees
for imaging. The satellite must function in the store and forward mode compatible with the
PACSAT protocol suite and the terrestrial bulletin board protocol, and function as a parrot upon
request. Scientific data must collected and disseminated from the GPS receiver, magnetometer,
and the school experiments. The satellite must be able to take an image of any place in the
world, store it on board for later playback, or transmit it in real time. A DSP processor must
be available to execute custom modulation techniques and protocols.

BoL2 Computer Hardware Architecture

The satellite consists of two general purpose On-Board Computers (OBCs) and a dedicated
Attitude Determination and Control System (ADCS) processor. In addition, there are numerous
support processors with dedicated functions. The following communication channels are found
on the satellite:

1. SUNSAT serial bus, a command and control serial bus interconnecting OBC1, OBC2,
telemetry, telecommand and the power system.

2. Instrumentation bus, a data: transfer (19200 Baud) RS-485 bus interconnecting the scien-
tific instruments with the on-board computers.

159
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3. Dedicated serial links between

(a) ADCS T800 and ADCS 8031,
(b) OBC1 and ADCS 8031,
(c) OBC1 and ADCS T800,

(d) OBC2 and ADCS 8031,
(e) OBC2 and ADCS T800,
(f) OBC1 and the GPS Receiver,
(g) OBC2 and the GPS Receiver.

4. Dedicated parallel links between

(a) OBC1 and the RAMDisk,
(b) OBC2 and the RAMDisk,
(c) OBC1 and OBC2 respectively to the DSP modem,
(d) OBC1 and OBC2 respectively to telecommand,
(e) OBC1 and OBC2 respectively from telemetry.

The fault tolerance philosophy on the satellite dictates that each communication channel be-
tween two hardware subsystems must be backed up by at least one other communication channel.
Refer to Figure B.1 for a diagram of the processor architecture and the information flow on
SUNSAT.

B.1.3 Interfaces to the Environment

Refer to Figure B.2 for a ground station configuration.

B.1.4 System Modes

The satellite operation was planned to go through the following phases:

1. Pre-launch phase. The software will be frozen n weeks before shipping of the satellite for
launch. This is -to establish the default application that is programmed into the EPROM
of each on-board computer.

2. Launch and Early Orbit Phase (LEaP). The software that will function from launch until
all system functions are verified, the boom deployed, and the satellite ready for the next
phase of commissioning and calibration.

3. Commissioning and Subsystem Calibration Phase. In this phase the full ADCS function
and all instruments will be checked out for proper operation.

4. Payload Calibration and Performance Verification Phase. Check out of all payloads in-
cluding the GPS Rx, imager, magnetometer and school experiments.

5. Main Mission Phase. Normal operation of satellite expected.

The satellite will have the following operating modes:
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Figure B.1: Processor architecture and information flow on SUNSAT
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Figure B.2: Ground station architecture for integration

• Bootup mode. In this mode the satellite will function with minimum telemetry and
minimum telecommand. Software will be uploaded and commissioned.

• Minimum power mode. In this mode the satellite will default to the simplest operational
functions .

• Normal operating mode. In this mode the on-board computers will control the satellite
and interpret and execute commands that are stored in the diary or received from an
authenticated groundstation.

B.1.5 Software Component Types and Error Handling

The following types of software components are made provision for.

• A driver interfaces directly to hardware and is processor dependent.

• A server provides processor independent functions related to a specific device. It normally
uses the driver which is plat~orm dependent for the lower level services.

• A manager has its own thread of execution, can provide a status indicator without being
prompted, and does have the ability to make autonomous decisions on system modes.

• A supervisor co-ordinates the overall function of a selection of managers.

Error Handling

All manager processes must have a status function. If a manager has its own thread of control,
then it sends a status message containing a vector of all state variables of all its contributing
parts and its own status periodically to the status collection mailbox. If the manager does
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not have its own thread of control, then it has a status function which can be called by any
other manager or supervisor to determine the current status of the manager. The period of
inter-status transmission must be indicated in the configuration message when a manager is set
up to provide regular responses.

Each manager can be configured to store any change of significant state information in the
logging system, if the latter exists. Typically in the case of SUNSAT, this would be stored
in a file on the file system. The telemetry function on SUNSAT is a good example of the
satellite status information being stored periodically. All other systems should only store the
date/time stamp and the new values of the state variables if a change in any of the significant
state variables took pla<:e.

Drivers must return a result code reflecting the success of an operation when invoked by a
procedure call. If a driver is an interrupt handler it would set a status flag based on its current
status. This result code or flag must be read by the manager of the driver and returned as part
of the manager's status message.

Reaction to Error Status

All software components must be classified whether they are mission critical or not. Error
messages from mission critical processes must be sent to the overall mission control (ground-
station) on a periodic basis. Error messages from processes that are not mission critical must
be logged in the state variable logging system. The process must then act as it is described in
its error configuration command. In the error configuration command of each process it must
be clearly indicated what its expected actions are for each possible error state which can arise.
The default action is fail silent (i.e. store last state change, go into idle state, and wait for
activation command). The log must be readable after system failure to determine the likely
causes of failure.

B.1.6 Specific Functions

Communication supervisor Co-ordinates the communication payloads on the satellite.

SCC driver Manages the 6 sec channels at rates of 1200, 9600 and 51200 (for ground testing
only) Baud.

AX.25 link level protocol server Provides reliable links between the groundstation and
SUNSAT.

Receive multiplexer In place ofAX.25 until it is stable and released for use. Receives signal
from sec driver via rope, consumes packet from circular buffer, looks at address field
and sends the packet off to correct destination.

Transmit packetiser In place ofAX.25 transmitter until it is stable and released for use.
Receives packets in mailbox, breaks them up into short enough pieces, numbers them,
and calls the sec driver to transmit the packets.

Pacsat bulletin board system Bulletin board supporting the Pacsat protocols.

Terrestrial bulletin board system Bulletin board supporting terrestrial bulletin board for-
mat.
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SUNSAT bulletin board system Bulletin board supporting SUNSAT standard set around
May 1994. In use until other bulletin boards are stable and released. Triggered by
incoming message from multiplexer, executes request, and outputs result to the port
connected to the mailbox of the packetiser queue.
Status: Used for testing purposes.
Update: This system later evolved into the SatFTP system.

File system manager Consisting of a file system server using either a RAM disk driver or a
memory driver for the on-board computer memory.

DSP manager Receives and stores the DSP program in the file system. Waits for commands
from command and control processor to upload DSP software and to indicate the opera-
tional schedule of DSP processor.

Parrot manager Triggered by a sound file coming in. Stores sound file in file system. Also
acts on the commands from command and control task to start monitoring the audio bus,
and plays back after timeout or when signal is dropped. Update: currently running on the
DS? processor as it consumes too much of the on-board processor computing resources.
See the analysis in Section D.l.

ADCS supervisor Controls the modes of the ADCS system. Receives diary commands from
the command and control processor.

ADCS manager Manages the interaction between the processors that run the attitude control
algorithms, viz. OBC1, OBC2, ICP and the T800.

ADCS controller Control algorithms.

UART device driver The communication channel between the OBC and the ICP on the
ADCS system.

Lj A device driver The communication channel between the OBC and the T800 on the ADCS
system.

Sensor device drivers The device drivers that read data from the sensors.

Actuator device drivers The device drivers that write data to the actuators. For both the
magneto-torquers and the reaction wheels, the communication is with a remote microcon-
troller.

Instrument bus manager Consists of server and driver. Transmits packets according to the
instrument bus protocol. Supplies standard communication manager interface to tasks
which need to communicate over the bus.

Experiment manager The experiment manager commands instruments, collects data from
instruments, and stores them in the file system.

Command and control supervisor Maintains a main schedule for all activities on SUNSAT.
Contains overall status information of SUNSAT for the control of all other tasks. Receives
schedule from the ground station for execution. The schedule is written in a diary format.

Monitor Triggered by command from SUNSAT serial bus to peek and poke memory and
perform other low-level functions. Useful for debugging purposes.

SUNSAT serial bus manager Consists of a server and a driver. Transmits packets accord-
ing to the SUNSAT serial bus protocol. Supplies standard communication manager inter-
face to tasks which need to communicate over the bus.
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Telecommand manager Consists of a telecommand server and a telecommand driver. Keeps
an updated copy of the telecommand state of the satellite. Monitors and updates the state
on commands received directly from the receiver multiplexer, the command and control
supervisor, feedback received from the telemetry server and the telecommand driver.

""

Telemetry manager Consists of a telemetry server and a telemetry driver. Collects telemetry
and transmits at a set rate to the output mailbox. Collects all telemetry as programmed
and stores it in the file system for downloading as required.

Processor integrity manager Monitors the power consumption of the complete aBC board
and shows alarms to the command and control task to act upon. "Washes" the memory
periodically (read value and write back error corrected valued) and monitors all other
hardware for degradation or failure.

RTX The kernel supplying the execution architecture of earliest deadline first data flow pro-
cessing.

Bootloader A task to load in another process, locate it in memory, and link it into the task
list. Update: The bootloader can currently only replace the complete software image of the
on-board processor.

Boot code The initial code executed in the boot PROM to initialise the processor, to execute
survival mode functions and to upload new software.

B.l. 7 Overall Architecture

See Figure B.3 for the software architecture of SUNSAT. This diagram was drawn at approx-
imately the same time as the brief requirement specification was written. The actual imple-
mentation currently executing might contain changes based on the experience of the software
engineers involved.
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Figure B.3: Software architecture for SUNSAT
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Appendix C

Feasibility Test Program in Matlab

This appendix contains the Matlab mfiles for task feasibility testing. See Chapter 4 for the
tests which must be performed to determine whether a task set is feasible.

The mfile proutil.m calculates the processor utilisation for a task set T = {TI, T2, ..• , Tn}' In the
following function, Ci is the computational time for task ~ and Pi is the shortest inter-invocation
period of task Ti.

n

(1) LCdPi :::;1,
i=1

The mfile maxdecis.m uses the mfile skil.m to calculate the blocking that a task will undergo
by tasks with a longer period that the task being tested. The follow inequality is tested for all
tasks sorted in non-decreasing order by period:

(2) Ilk, 1 ,; k < n; P. ;" MAX.",.>" ( c; +M AXO<I<p;-" ( -I +E,l(P.+ 1 - 1)IPj JCj) )

%processor utilisation calculation
%=================================================================
%proutil.m

function f=proutil(tau)

%calculates the processor utilisation for task set tau

f = sum(tau(:,1)./tau(:,2))

plot«tau(:,1)./tau(:,2))*100)

%blocking calculation
%=================================================================
~omaxdecis.m
%function d = maxdecis(tau)

%calculates the decision matrix with maximum lag values for a
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%specific task number k
%where k: for k = 1:n-1

APPENDIX C. FEASIBILITY TEST PROGRAM IN MATLAB

if (endff > 0)
maxlag(k) = max(max(d))

end %if
%for each task Tk store

n = max(size(tau))j % the number of rows in tau = number of tasks

%for all the tasks k from 1 to n-1, last task has longest period
for k = 1:n-1

clear d

fori = k+1:n,
-tau(i,2)
tau(k,2)
endff = (tau(i,2) - tau(k,2))

if (endff > 0) % if periods the same, no check
for 1=1: endff,

d(l,(i-k)) = skil(tau, k, i, 1);
end

end %if
end

% find the maximum vector in matrix d and
% then the maximum in this vector

the largest blocking value in vector maxlag(k)

end

%=================================================================
%skil.m
function f = skil(tau, k, i, 1)

%calculates f = skil(tau, k, i, 1) as per Section 4.2
%tau is task matrix, k'th task, i'th , 1 = lag

for j = 1:i-1
t(j) = floor«tau(k,2) + 1 -1)/tau(j,2)) * tau(j,l)j

end

S = tau(i,l) - 1 + sum(t)j

f = Sj
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Appendix D

Case Studies

D.l Interrupt Sources on SUNSAT

The following analysis explores the expected maximum interrupt load on the 80C386EX on-
board processor related to interrupt handling. The maximum processor capacity is calculated
that need to be allocated to the pre-emptive task set. The interrupt sources were mostly assigned
to minimise hardware latency for the most frequent interrupts. This is an approximation of
the rate monotonic assignment scheme, as the most frequent interrupts would in most cases be
the ones with the shortest inter-arrival times. The measurements of execution duration were
reported in [31]. The interrupt sources are listed in the table in Figure D.l. The entries (M, S,
E) in the second column labelled bf PIC no correspond to one of three Programmable Interrupt
Controllers (PICs) that are connected in cascade mode. Here is a brief description for each of
the interrupt sources:

1. Slave Programmable Interrupt Controller Input (IRQSlavePIC)
This interrupt input is the OR combination of all interrupts on the second level Pro-
grammable Interrupt Controller (PIC) called S. The input rate is the sum of all simulta-
neously enabled interrupts on the second PIC. The interrupts on this input do not require
any execution time as the execution time is accounted for under each of the individual
interrupts.

2. SUNSAT Serial Bus (IRQSSBus)
The SUNSAT Serial Bus operates at 9600 Baud with 8 bit data, no parity and one stop
bit. With the start bit included, the maximum interrupt rate is thus 9600/10 = 960Hz.
Messages with the telecommand and telemetry systems are exchanged on this bus. The
telecommand messages have a maximum length of 9 bytes and the telemetry messages a
maximum length of 256 bytes.

3. ADCS Serial Channel (IRQADCS)
A serial channel operating at 9600 Baud with 8 data bits, no parity and one stop bit,
is connected to the Interface Control Processor (ICP) of the ADCS. The ICP can be
instructed by the OBC2 (386EX processor) to send commands to the magneto-torquers.
The ICP updates the OBC2 with the current sensor information in a 49 byte message
every second.

4. Serial Communication Controllers (SCCs)
Three SCC devices have two channels each that can operate at 9600 Baud maximum
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which means 1200 interrupts per second. With three 9600 Baud modems and seven 1200
Baud modems the maximum data rate that the on-board computer can see is three times
9600Baud plus three times 1200Baud. This translates to a maximum interrupt rate from
an SCC supporting one 1200Baud channel and one 9600 Baud channel of 1350 interrupts
per second. Recent increases in modem performance led to 19200 Baud communication
on one SCC that translates to 2400 interrupts per second. This is on one channel only.

5. (IRQRAMDisk), (IRQ2Meg)
Not used.

6. Kernel Timer Interrupt (IRQTimerl)
A programmable timer on the on-board computer is programmed to provide a regular
interrupt from which the kernel clock is updated. The timer interrupts the processor at
a rate of 50 Hz, i.e. every 20 miliseconds.

7. (IRQTimer2), (IRQDRAM)
Not used.

8. Second Slave Programmable Interrupt Controller Input (IRQ2SlavePIC)
This interrupt input is the disjunction of all interrupts on the third level Programmable
Interrupt Controller (PIC) called E. The input rate is the sum of all simultaneously
enabled interrupts on the third PIC.

9. ADCS Link Adapter (IRQLA)
This is a parallel to serial converter to communicate with the Transputer communication
link. The expected maximum rate of 200 kByte/second with which the 386EX can write
to the parallel interface is significantly lower than the link rate of almost 1 Mbyte/second.
The information transferred over this link includes mode change commands to the ADCS,
set points to the ADCS, and the reception of status messages from the ADCS. The status
messages occur every second with a message length of 49 bytes. The commands to the
ADCS are sporadic according to mode changes. This communication only takes place
when the Transputer is performing the ADCS function.

10. (IRQWatchDog)
Not used.

11. DSP Parallel Data Interface (IRQDSP)
IRQDSP is an interrupt line from the DSP to the on-board processor indicating that it
has data to transfer across its 8 bit data bus which is addressable with 4 address lines.
The maximum rate at which the DSP can generate demodulated data is 150 kHz. A more
realistic application would be to implement a 38400 Baud modem on the DSP which,
with the ability to transfer 8 bytes per interaction, translates to a maximum rate of 600
interrupts per second.

12. Parallel Telemetry Interface (IRQTelem)
The telemetry system collects the status information on the satellite at a rate of 150 or
1200 samples per second. It interrupts the on-board processor at this rate to read the
current sample.

13. Parallel Telecommand Interface (IRQTCMD)
The on-board computer can set telecommand signals through a sequence of write in-
structions to the telecommand latch. Any telecommand instruction that was successfully
received by the telecommand system is available to be read by the on-board computer on
the incoming telecommand latch. The readiness of a successful telecommand is signaled
by an interrupt. The fastest rate at which telecommand messages can be sent by the
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groundstation is 9600/8/6 = 200 commands/second. This is a system limit and will only
be maintained for a short period.

14. Parallel Imager Interface (IRQImager)
The_on-board computer can configure the imager parameters for an imaging operation.
Once the imager is running, it provides an interrupt to the on-board computer when new
inline telemetry data are available. The imager interrupt is only generated during imaging
sessions while other services such as the DSP function are deactivated. Thus, it does not
contribute to the worst case interrupt load.

15. Asynchronous Communication Controllers (IRQUARTS)
Three asynchronous serial channels are supported by 3 UARTS on the on-board computer.
Two of the serial channels are to support the instrumentation bus operating at 19200Baud
with 8 data bits, 1 parity bit and 1 stop bit. This translates to a maximum interrupt
rate on one channel of 19200/11 = 1.745 kHz. This is the maximum rate from the
instrumentation bus as the dual channels are stand-bys for each other. The message
length on the instrumentation bus is 32 bytes.
The third asynchronous serial channel is connected to the GPS receiver experiment. The
channel operates at 19200 Baud with 8 data bits, 0 parity bits and 1 stop bit. This gives
a maximum data (and hence interrupt rate) of 19200/10 = 1.92 kHz.

16. EDAC Memory Error Interrupt (IRQEDAC)
The Error Detection And Correction (EDAC) circuitry detects and corrects single event
upsets without interrupting the processor. Double event upsets are, however, not cor-
rectable and the processor is interrupted. In this situation the processor should take
immediate remedial action such as re-boot. The EDAC interrupt source therefore does
not add to the real-time load on the on-board processor.

17. Audio Bus Sampling and Play Back (IRQAtoD)
An Analogue to Digital Converter (AtoD) and a Digital to Analogue Converter (DtoA)
are both connected to the audio bus of the satellite and the on-board computer. The
on-board computer can, thus, read and write to the audio bus, for example implementing
a speech record and playback function. Experiments have revealed that the interrupt
handler consumes 60 microseconds per sample for sampling or playing back a sample. A
sampling rate of 8 kHz is generally considered acceptable for acceptable audio quality.

The expected execution duration for the different levels of complexity of tasks to handle the
interrupts is as follows.

Task description Execution time
(microseconds)

Absolute shortest processing time 11
Send or receive byte on serial channel 35
Sampling and playback of audio 60

A number of different pre-emptive task sets is listed in the table in Figure D.l. The column
labelled Scene 1 represents the pre-emptive task load if all interrupts are active under a max-
imum load condition. The contribution to the processor load by the IRQADC interrupt load
at 48% of processor utilisation is overshadowing the other contributions. The total processing
load for this task set is 92.7% which means that it is already over the 69% processor utilisation
limit under which the RMA priority assignment algorithm guarantees that each task will meet
its deadline. This task set is thus not feasible.
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.c1'O;~IJ.IIJLIY'l; ~n. .,t;L uu ~Ul'tr.::J.n...

No PIC No Description Rate Duration. Period(pi) Scene1 Scene2 Scene3
Hz micro sec micro sec cilpi cilpi cilpi

1 MO IRQTimerO o 15 0
2 M1 IRQRTC 035 0
3 M2 IRQSlavePIC B115 0 76 -

4 M3 IRQADCS 960 35 1042 0,0336 0,0336
5 M4 IRQSSBus 960 35 1042 0,0336 0,0336 0,0336

6 M5 IRQSCC1 1200 35 833 0,0420 0,0420 0,0420

7 M5a IRQSCC1 150 35 6667 0,0052 0,0052 0,0052

8 M6 IRQSCC3 1200 35 833 0,0420 0,0420 0,0420

9 M6a IRQSCC3 150 35 6667 0,0052 0,0052 0,0052

10 M7 IRQSCC2 1200 35 833 0,0420 0,0420
11 M7a IRQSCC2 150 35 6667 0,0052 0,0052
12 SO IRQRAMDisk 00 0
13 Sl IRQ2Meg 00 0
14 S2 IRQTimerl 50 60 20000 0,0030 0,0030 0,0030

15 S3 IRQTimer2 00 0
16 S4 IRQDRAM 00 0
17 S5 IRQ2S1avePIC 12915 0 77
18 S6 IRQLA 150 35 6667 0,0052 0,0052 0,0052
19 S7 IRQWDo~ o 100 0
20 EO IRQDSP 600 100 1667 0,0600 0,0600
21 E1 IRQTelem 150 35 6667 0,0052 0,0052 0,0052

22 E2 IRQTCMD 200 35 5000 0,0070 0,0070 0,0070
23 E3 unnamed 150 35 6667 0,0052 0,0052 0,0052
24 E4 IRQImager 150 100 6667 0,0150 0,0150
25 E5 IRQUARTS (InstrBus) 1745 35 573 0,0611 0,0611
26 E5a IRQUARTS (GPS) 1920 35 521 0,0672 0,0672 0,0672
27 E6 IRQEDAC o 100 0
28 E7 IRQADC 8000 60 125 0,4800

0,9180 0,4380 0,2211

Figure D.1: Pre-emptive task load on SUNSAT

Removing the task servicing the IRQADC interrupt, the load is shown in the column labelled
Scene 2. The total processor load is 44.7%. It is significant to note that the major contributors
to processor load are the tasks that include byte transfer communication. This points to an
area where the hardware architecture should be improved to lower the load on the processor,
particularly if faster communication speeds are desired. One experiment reported in [8]indicates
that with DMA transfer the time to manage one byte decreases to 2.5 microseconds compared
to the 35 microseconds of the interrupt mechanism.

The column labelled Scene 3 represents a typical task load with one full duplex 1200Baud and
one full duplex 9600 Baud communication channel operating in addition to the GPS experiment.
This results in a processor load of 23% leaving a processor capacity of 77% for executing the
non-pre-emptive task set on the on-board processor. The resulting 77% means that in blocking
analysis the execution duration of each non-pre-emptive task should be divided by 0.77 to
account for the non-available processor capacity. The above analysis assumes the worst case
conditions under which the on-board processor has to operate. This is indeed the appropriate
assumption if a hard real-time requirement is considered.
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D.2 RTX Implementation for Disjunctive and Conjunctive Trig-
ger Semantics

This section contains the interface of an RTX implementation of which the performance evalua-
tion is described in [109]. This particular implementation of RTX makes provision for conjunc-
tive trigger semantics on input ports through the MultiNChannel procedure call in the interface
which implements 2, 3 or 4 AND input port interfaces.

DEFINITION MODULE RTX ;

IMPORT Procs, Channels, tRTX, SYSTEM, Target;

CONST
MultiMsgMax = 4;

TYPE
PortName

Channel;
Port;
Process;

= tRTX.Name

MicroSeconds = LONGCARD

Message

tMsgRec
msg
msg_size
user_ref

END;

tMsgArray

= SYSTEM.ADDRESS

= RECORD
Message;
CARDINAL;
tRTX.UserRef;

= ARRAY [O..MultiMsgMax-l] OF tMsgRec;

TimerRef
Mailbox

VAR
Debug, Debug_Time, Debug_Proc, Debug_Chan, Debug_Msg, Debug_Idle : BOOLEAN;

(*------~-------------------------------------------------------------------*)
(* Graph definition *)(*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE CreateChannel ( channel_name

channel_user_ref
sending_process
receiving_process
period
message_size

VAR channel

PROCEDURE Multi2Channel ( Channell,
Channe12

PROCEDURE Multi3Channel ( Channell,
Channe12,

Channels.ChannelName
tRTX.UserRef
Process ;
Process ;
MicroSeconds
CARDINAL
Channel) ;

Channel );
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Channe13 Channel );
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PROCEDURE Multi4Channel ( Channell,
Channe12,
Channe13,
Channe14 : Channel );

PROCEDURE CreateInputPort ( port_name
port_user_ref
receiving_process
period

VAR port

PortName ;
tRTX.UserRef
Process ;
MicroSeconds

:_Port)

PROCEDURE CreatePort ( port_name
port_user_ref
signalling_process
receiving_process
period

VAR port

PortName ;
tRTX.UserRef
Process ;
Process ;
MicroSeconds
Port) ;

PROCEDURE CreateProcess ~ process_name
thread

VAR process

Procs.ProcessName
Procs.Thread
Process) ;

(*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
(* Inter-process communiction *)(*--------------------------------------------------------------~-----------*)
PROCEDURE Receive (VAR message

VAR message_size
VAR user_ref

Message ;
CARDINAL ;
tRTX.UserRef)

PROCEDURE ReceiveMulti ( VAR Msg : tMsgArray);

PRO~EDURE Send (channel
message
size

Channel ;
Message ;
CARDINAL)

PROCEDURE Signal (port : Port) ;

(*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
(* Timers and Alarms *)(*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE SetAlarm ( user_ref

notify_mailbox
period

VAR timer_ref

tRTX.UserRef
Mailbox ;
MicroSeconds ,
TimerRef) ;

PROCEDURE SetTimer ( user_ref
notify_channel
period

VAR timer_ref

tRTX.UserRef
Channel ;
MicroSeconds
TimerRef)

PROCEDURE Stop Alarm (timer
user_ref
notify_mailbox

TimerRef ;
tRTX.UserRef
Mailbox) ;
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PROCEDURE StopTimer (timer
notify_channel

TimerRef
Channel)

(*-----------------~--------------------------------------------------------*)
(* Mailboxes *)

(*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE CreateMailbox ( name

user_ref
owner
no_of_slots
slot_size
period

VAR mailbox

tRTX.Name ;
tRTX.UserRef
Process ;
CARDINAL ;
CARDINAL ;
MicroSeconds
Mailbox)

PROCEDURE PutIntoMailbox (mailbox
msg
size

Mailbox;
Message ;
CARDINAL)

(*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
(* System initialisation *)(*--------------------------------------------------------------------------*)
PROCEDURE ReassignIdleProcess (process_name

thread

PROCEDURE Start System ()

END RTX.

Procs.ProcessName
Procs. Thread) ;
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ADCS Supervisor

Sensor
Server

1/30

Figure D.2: An RDF of the ADCS process structure with derived token rates

D.3 ADCS Software Framework in RTX

The ADCS on SUNSAT was implemented as one monolithic software program compiled with
the Rowley Modula-2 compiler and linked in the 3L environment. The ADCS software repre-
sents a task set that is periodic except for mode change messages received from the on-board
data handling processor. The task set is furthermore statically schedulable as the sequence of
computations is pre-determined by design. The ADCS software to date is running as the only
load on a dedicated T800 processor, and there has not been a need to schedule it with the other
on-board computer software.

In the case of a processor failure of the T800 and the current on-board processor (80C188EC),
the 386EX processor would have to take over both the operation of house keeping, instrument
management, and communication services in addition to the ADCS processor workload. In such
a scenario, the tasks in the ADCS task set must be schedulable together with the rest of the
on-board processor task set. For this scenario, the ADCS task load has been modeled in the
RDF graph structure and a software framework in Modula-2 was developed.

The RDF graph with the set of output port rate equations solved is shown in Figure D.2. The
Modula-2 source code of an RTX version of a slightly different ADCS task set framework is
given below.

MODULE lDCS_FH;
( .
•. MODULE ID: ADCS_FM.mod
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PATBNAHE:
COMPILER:
MEMORYHOOEL:
FUNCTION:

D.3. ADCS SOFTWARE FRAMEWORK IN RTX

I: \rtzn\pe\oer\ •.•.
TOPSPEED Hodula.2 V.r 3.02
LARGE
Demonstrate the basic proc ••• configuration for the
AneS on a PC

AUTHOR: L Joubert. adapted by S Host.n
• CllANGE CONTROL:......................................................................... )

IMPORT
RTl.
RTIN.IO.
10.
SYSTEM;

(-Terminal,Chan. Timer. Target, Strings;.)

CONST
Model_Cal_Ret • 900 i
ModeLAtVal_Ret • 901 j

Cal.AtVal.R.t • 902;
AtVal.Eot.R.t • 903;
Eat_CoD_Ref ~ 904;
COD_ICPOut_Re:r • 905 i

Cal.AOCSHan.R.t • 906,
ModeLlnHaiLRef ~ 907;
Port_Ref • 908 i

External_Ref • 909;
OBCS_InMaiLRef = 910i
ICP _ADCSKan_Ref II< 911;
ADCSHan_InMaiLRef • 912;

177

VAR
Iep _In_Procesa.
Iep _Out_Proceu,
Modelling_Proeeaa.
At_Val_Procelis.
Estimator _ProcesB •
OBCS_Comms_Process•
DSI_Procellll •
DRWI_Proces8.
DHTI_Proceaa.
ADCS_Man_Process J

Controller_Process.
External_Process,
Calibrate_Procen

Port~Int

ModeLCal_Channel.
Hodel_ltVal_Channel.
Cal_"tVal_Channel.
AtVal_Est_Channel,
Est_Con_Channel,
Con_ICPOut_Channel.
External_Channel.
ICP_lDCSKan_Channel.
Cal.AOCSHan_Cbann.l

(. KodeLitVal_Channe!

ModeLInKallbox.
ADCSHan_IDHailbox.
OBCS_InMailbox

Timer_Int.
Start_Proce ••

teller.
Control_d.ata,
Estimator_data

ICP_Dovn. ,
Sensor _Error.
Actuator _Error.
Hodel_Update •
GS_Command

RTX.Process;

RTI.Port:

RTX. Cbe.nne l;

RTX.Multi2Channelj.)

RTI. Mailbox j

RTX.TimerRef j

CARDINAL;

BOOLEAN,

(.---------------------------------------------------------------------------.)
PROCEDURE ICP.ln, ( •• J
BEGIN
RTX.Receive (mesg. meag_l!Iiz8. ref); (. Receive beginning of .ec .• )
mesg • timer_ref
RTX.S.tTimer(997. Timeout_ICP ,1000000. Timeout1);

aTX. SetTimer(999.Exterual_Channel. 1000000. Timer_Int); (.External interupt every a.e .• ,>

IF ICP_Dovn THEN
END;
RTX.Signal(Port_Int) j (. Begina 1 .ec. interval to Hodel.)

END ICP_In;

(.-------------------------------------------------------- -- ------------- -- --.)
PROCEDUREICP_Out, (. .)
VAR

•••• g POINTER TO ARRAY [0 .• 15] OF CBJ.R,
mesg_size.
r.f CAADIN1L j

BECIN
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an.aeceive (mess, lIl.a6_size. ref); (- Receive beginning of aee .• )
IO.WrStr('ICP_Dut'); IO.WrLn;
IO.WrStr(lend'); IO.WrLn;

END ICP_Dut;

($------------------- ----------- ------ ------- ------ ------- ---- ---------------.)
PROCEDUREModelling; (. .)
VAR

APPENDIX D. CASE STUDIES

mesg
mess_size.
ACK_size
ref
ACK

POIN1'I!R TO AlUUY [0 •. 15J OF CHAR;

CARDINAL;
CARDINAL;
CHAR;

BEGIN
RTI.Receh. (meag. m•• g_aize, ref) i (. Receive beginning of sec .• )

ACK :" CHAR(O);
ACK_eiz. :. 1 j

I\Tl. S.nd(Hodel_Cal_Cbannel, SYSTEM. ADR(ACK) .ACK_size) ;

ENDMod.lling:

(.-------- ----- ------------ ------- -------- ---.-------------- ------ ----- ------.)
PROCEDURECalibrate i (. .)

VAR
mesg
moag.size.
ACK.size
ref
ACK

POIN1'I!R TO AIUUY [0 •• 15J OF CHAR,

CARDnlAL;
CARDINAL;
CHAR;

BEGIN
RTX.Receiv.(m •• g,mesg_size,ref); (. Receive model data .)
ACK :" CHAR(0) ,
ACK_lIiz. :. 1;
an. Send(CaLAtVal.Channel,SYSTEM. ADR(ACK).ACK_size);

END Calibrate i

(.-------------- ------ -------- ------ -------- --- -- -- ------- ------ ---- --- ------ ..)
PROCEDURE At_Val; (. .)
VAR

meos
mess_aize •
.lCK_size
ret
ACK

POIN1'I!R TO AIUUY [0 •• 15J OF CHAR;

CARDINAL,
CARDINAL;
CHAR;

BEGIN
RTX.Receiv.(Il1 •• g,mellg_aize,ref) j (. Receive model data .)
ACK :" CHAR(O) , .
ACK_size ;- 1;
R.n.Send{AtVal_Est_Chann.l,SYSTEM.ADR(lCK) ,ACK_siu);

ENDAt_Val;

(.----------------------- --------------------------------------- -------------.)
PROCEDUREEat imator; (. .)
VAR

mess
m.as_aiz ••
ACICdz.
ref
ACK

POIN1'I!R TO AlUUY [0 •• 16J OF CHAR;

CARDINAL;
CARDINAL;
CHAR;

BEGIN
RTX.Rec.iv.(m.ag.meag_Bize,ret); (. R.eceive mod.l data .)
ACK :" CHAR(0) ;
.lCK_aiz. ;- 1;
Rn. Send (Eat_Con_Channel, SYSTEM.ADR(ACK)•ACK_siz.) ;

ENDEatimator;

(.--------------- --------------- ---- ------- -------- ------- -- -- ------ ------- -- ..)
PROCEDinlEiDCS_Han; (. .)
VAR

mesg
HagIn
meag_size,
ACK_size
ref
ACK

BEGIN

POIN1'I!R TO ARRAY [0 •• 15J OF CHAR,
AlUUY[O .• 15J OF CHAR,

CARDINAL;
CARDINAL;
CHAR;

ICP_Dovn ;- TRUEj (. ICP doYD .)
(.Ac:tivate timor 011 DSI.)
(-What about Cal proc ••• vitb c;hoic;. b.tw •• n

Iep _In i: DSI (Miedema)-)

RTX.Receive(m.sg.m.sg_aize .ref);
CASE ref OF

911

(. R.c.ive data .)

1912 CS_Command :- TRUE; (. OBCSdata available .)

1906 (. Scheduling ot .lDCS_Han proc... .)

END; (-~se-)

IF ICP_Down DR Sensor _Error OR Actuator _Error THEN
HagIn : - "Error";
meag_siz. : - 5;
RTX.PutIntoHailbox,(OBCS_lnMailbox, SYSTEM.ADIt(HagIn) .mug_size) ;

END, ("IF')
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END lOeS_Han;

(.-------------------------------------- --- ---- ------ ----- ---- ---------------.)
PROCEDUREControllerj (- .)
VAR

179

meag

mess.size.
ACK.size
rof
ACK

POINTER TO ARRJ.Y [0 •• ISJ OF CHAR;

CARDINAL;
CARDINAL;
CHAR;

BEGIN
an.leceive(mesg.mesg.size.re:f) j (- aeceive mocld data .)
ACK :. CHAR(O);
ACK.liz8 :- 1;
Rn .Soud(Cou_ICPOut_Cbannel. SYSTEM .AOR (ACK) .ACK_oizo) ;

ENDController i

(.--------------- ------ ------------------------------ -------- ---------------.)
PROCEDUREOBeS.Comma; (. .)
BEGIN
END OBCS_C ••••• ;

(*--------- ------ -- -- --------- -- -- --------- ---- -- -- ---- ----------- -----------.)
PROCEDURE OMTI; (0 0)

BEGIN
END DMTI;
(*-------- ---.- ---- -- - --- -- --- -- -- -- - - - --------- -- --- - - ---.- ---- --- ---- ------.)
PROCEDURE ORWI; (0 0)

BEGIN
END DRWI;
(* • • - e)

PROCEDURE OSI; (0 0)

BEGIN
END DS!;

(e------------- - -- ----- ---- -- ----------- -- e)

PROCEDUREExternal i (. .)
BEGIN
ENDExternal j

(. e)

PROCEDUREIni t;
BEGIN

(e ICP _In ---.)
RTl.CreateProcess (, ICP Commsinput'. ICP_In. ICP_In_Process);

(e--- ICP_Out e)
RTI.CreateProeess (J ICP C0IIllD8output', ICP_Out. Ie? _Out_Procesa);

(.--- Hoclelling ---.)
aTI.CreateProce •• ('Enviroment Modelling', Hodelling. Mod.elling_Proe ••• );

(e--- At_Val ---.)
Rn.CreateProc ••• ('Attitude Teat I: Validation'. At_Val, J.t_Val_Proeeas):

(e- •.- Eatimator ---.)
an.CnateProc ••• (JAttitude Estimator'. Estimator. E.timator_Proe ••• ):

(.--- OBC_COIIlIlUI---e)
aTX.CreateProe ••• (JOBCS Commain ~ outputJ• OBCS_Cc=u. DBCS_CommIl_Proe••• );

(.--- DSI ---e)

Rn.CreateProee •• ('Direct Sen,or Interface', DSI. DSI_Proe••• );

(.--- DRWI ---0)
an. CreateProeea. ('Direct Reaction Wheel Interface'. DRill. DRWLProee.a);

(0--- DMTI 0)

RTl. CreateProee.. (J Direct Magnetotorquera Interface', DMTI, DMTI_Proeeas);

(0--- AOCS_KAN 0)

RTI.CreateProcea., ('ADCS Manager', ADCS_Man,ADCS_Kan_Process);

(.--- Controller ---.)
RTI. CreateProeeas (, Control Law Algorithm'. Controller, Controller _Proe.sa) ;

(e--- Calibrate ---.)
RTX.CreateProces8 ('Sen-or Calibrating'. Calibrate. Calibrate_Proc ••• );

(.-_ .. External ---.)
RTI.CreateProce •• ('External proc ••• ' t Ext.rnal. External_Proee •• );

(e Porta ---.)
RTl.CreatePort ('Signal beginning of 1 .ee.'. Port_Rd, ICP_In_Procell8,

Modelling_Proc.se, 1000000, Port_lnt);

(e__- Channels e)
RTl. Creat.Chann.l ( '!%;ternal 1 •• c. interrupt I. External_Ref. External_Proe.es.

ICP_In_Proce.s.
1000000. (e_- period. --e)
1024. (e-- me.g size --.)
External_Channel) ;

RTl.CreateChannel ( 'Hod.l data to Calibrate', Hodel_Cal_Ref. Modelling_Procesa,
Calibrate_Proeee.. 1000000, 1024.
Hodel_Cal_Channel) ;
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RTX.Creat.Channel ( 'Hod.l data to 1t_ Val' I Model_ltVIlLRef. Modelling_Proc ••••
At_Val_Proc.sa I 1000000. 1024.
Hodel_AtVaLChannel) ;

RTX.CreateChannel ( 'SenIor ciata from Calib to 1tt Vall.
Cal_itVd_Ref, Calibrate_Proe.... 1t_Val_Process.
1000000. 1024. Cal_AtVal_Cbannel);

RTl.Creat.Channel ( 'Attitude data to Estimator'. ItVd_Est_Ref. It_VaLProcesa.
Estimator_Proc.IIB. 1000000. 1024.
AtVal_E.t_Channel) ;

aTl.Creat.Channel ( 'Estimated data to controller'.
Eat_Coo_Ret. Estimator _Proc.... COD:troller _Process I

1000000, 1024. Eat_Coo_Channel);

RTl.treat.Channel ( 'Actuators command. to ICP_Out',
COD_ICPOut_R.ef, Controller _Pro c... . ICP_Out_Process.
1000000. 1024. COD_ICPOut_Channel) j

RTI.CreateChannel ('lctivatelDCS Hanager',
CaLlDCSHan_Ref I Calibrate_Proc.ss. ADCS_Han_Process.
1000000, 1024, Cal_ADCSHan_Channol);

RTX.CnahChannel ( 'Activate AOCSManager',
ICP_lDCSMan_Ref. ICP_Out_Process. lDCS_Han_Process,
1000000. 1024. ICP_1DCSHan_Channel);

(.--- Hailboxes ---.)
RTX.Create Hail box (, Input Hodel Data from OBCI ,

HodeLInMail_Ref, Hodelling_Proceae,
3. (. slots .)
100. (. dot_size .)
1000000. (. 1 s .)
Model_InMailbox) ;

RTX.CreateMailbox (, Input Data from OBCI.
ADCSHan_InHail_Ref, ACCS_Han_Process.
3, 100, 1000000. AOCSHan_InHailbox);

RTX.CreateMailbox ('Errors to OBeS from AOCS_MAN',
OBCS_InMail_Ref. OBCS_Comms_Process.
3, 100, 1000000. OBCS_InHailbox);

(.--- Variables ---.)
Control_data : - 0;
Estimator _data : - 0;
ICP_Oovn ;- FALSE;
Sensor_Error ;- FALSE;
Actuator_Error ;- FALSE;
Hodel_Update :- FALSE,
GS_Co•••••••d :" FALSE;

END Init.

APPENDIX D. CASE STUDIES

BEGIN
Init;
t.ller :- 0;
IO.WrStr( 'Begin'); IO.WrLD.
an .SetTimer(998 .ExternaLChannel.l000 .Start_Procell) ;
Rn. SetTimer(999.ExteruaLChannel. 1000000. Timer_Int);
an. StartSYltemi
I!ND ADCS_FH.

(. proce.., ICP _Comma_In .)
( •• xternal proce ••• )
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DA Complete RDF Satellite Model

181

The following example shows the RDF model of a complete satellite. See Figure D.3 for an
RDF diagram of software on a satellite with instrument managers, communication services and
an attitude determination and control system. The analysis of the combined processor load of
this task set on a 16MHz 386EX, requires some knowledge of the execution times for the tasks.
The execution times for the attitude determination and control system (ADCS) components, are
estimates based on experiments performed when the ADCS system [101]was simulated on a 386
PC with a 387 coprocessor, both operating at 16 MHz. All the other assumptions with regard
to execution times, were explained in the case studies in Chapter 5 and in Section D.1 of this
Appendix. The execution times for the task set has not been adjusted from the values measured
on the 13MHz 188EC. This is due to the fact that the 386EX runs only marginally faster at
16MHz and that no reliable comparative measurement values are available for the 386EX to
be able to scale the existing estimates and measured values. From the table in Figure D.4 the
following can be deduced:

1. The processor load of the ADCS task set is close to that of the processor capacity. The
ADCS task set can thus execute only on its own.on the 386EX processor.

2. The total processor load excluding the ADCS task set is more than 2 times the processing
capacity of the processor. This means that the actual mission operational task set can
only perform a subset of all the total functions at any point in time.
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Figure D.3: RDF diagram of a complete satellite
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Full satellite software with Instrument Mangers, Communication Services. ADCS

Rate units
1200 baud
9600 baud

S bits
19200 baud

22 b 105
32 b 05

120bvt05
1 channels

150 sam leslsec
O.sgS24 frames/sec

2 frames
4.11765 frames/sec

Non preemptive task activation

Input Port name Description Rate Execution Period cilpl
no Isec duration (pi) Scene 1

(ci)micro s micro sec

1 O(SCCDIN).ix I Inout rate for SeCIn Driver (now oreemotive) 150 0 6667 0.0000

2 AX.25).ixl Inout ralc: from SeCtn 23.63636 927 42308 0.0219

3 O(AX.25).ix2 Input rate from C&C 0.681818 567 1466667 0.0004

4a O(AX.25).ix3 Inout rate from TI..MS (realtime) 0.294118 1200 3400000 0.0004
4b O(AX.25).ix3 Inout rate from TLMS (slOf3e:e) 0.588235 1200 1700000

5 O(C&C).ixl Inout rale for C&C trom AX.25 0.681818 1400 1466667 0.0010
6 OmMS).ixl lnput ralc: from TLMD 0.588235 28000 1700000 0.0165

7 OmMS).ix2 Inout rate from C&C 0.681818 900 1466667 0.0006

8 OmMSI.ix3 Inout rate from TLMT 0.588235 28000 1700000 0.0165

9 O(AX.25).ix9 Innut rate from timer L2 0.588235 683 1700000 0.0004

10 O(PBBS).ixl Input rate from AX.25 6.818182 4000 146667 0.0273

11 O(PBBS).;x3 Inout rate from timer L3 6.818182 2000 146667 0.0136

12 O(APRS).ixl Inout rale from AX.25 6.818182 4000 146667 0.0273

13 O(APRS).ix3 InpUt rate from timer L5 6.818182 2000 146667 0.0136

14 O(PacSal).ixl Input rate from AX.25 10 4000 100000 0.0400

15 O(PacSat).ix3 Inout rate from timer L4 10 2000 100000 0.0200

16 O(GPSS).ixl Inout rate from GRxD - assemble store frame 75 2000 13333 0.1500

17 O(GPSS).ix2 Inout rate from C&C - e:et command 0.681818 900 1466667 0.0006

18 O(GPSS).ix3 Innut rate from GPST - tx frame to I!"round 4.117647 28000 242857 0.1153

19 O(MAGS).ixl Input rate from IBRxD 75 2000 13333 0.1500

20 O(MAGS).ix2 Inout rate from C&C 0.681818 900 1466667 0.0006

21 O(MAGS).ix3 Inout rate from MAGT 4.117647 28000 242857 0.1153

22 O(SCHS).ixl Input rate from IBRxD 75 2000 13333 0.1500

23 O(SCHS).ix2 Input rate from C&C 0.681818 900 1466667 0.0006

24 O(SCHS).ix3 Inpu! rate from SCHT 4.117647 28000 242857 0.1153

25 O(ADSu~r).ix 1 Inout from C&C task 0.000114 2000 8.8E-Hl9 0.0000

26 o ADModMan).ix 1 Inout from C&C task 0.000114 2000 8.8E-Hl9 0.0000

27 O(ADModMan).ix2 Input from Timer (Orbit nronapator) I 300000 100000o 0.3000

28 O(ADA VT).ix I Inout from SenServer and Mod Manse:er I 2000 100000o 0.0020

29 O(ADEllJ''.ixl Inout from SenServer and Actuate feedback I 350000 100000o 0,3500

30 OtADCon.r\.ix I Input from EKF Estimator 30 5000 33333 0.1500

31 O(ADSenSer .ix I InDut from SensorDriver and ICP Comms, IGRF I 300000 100000o 0.3000

32 O(fx).;xl Innu' from SCCDout (onlv TCMD ack) 23.63636 567 42308 0.0134

INoD-jll'ftlllplive task load on processor 2.1125 I

Prftmnlive task seloo SUNS", T
No PIC No Descriptioa Rate Duration Period(pi Scend

Hz micro sec micro sec clIDi

I MO IR mxrO 015 0 0.0000

2 MI IR RTC 035 0 0.0000

3 M2 IR SlavePIC 173150 58 0.0000

4 M3 IR ADCS 960 3S 1042 0.0336

5 M4 IR SSBus 960 35 1042 0.0336

6 M5 IR SCC! 1200 35 833 0.0420
7 MSa IR Secl 150 35 6667 0.0052

8 M6 IR SCC3 12000 833 0.0000

9 Moo IR SCC3 15035 6667 0.0052

10 M7 IR SCC2 12000 833 0.0000

11 M7a IR SCC2 1500 6667 0.0000

12 SO IR RAMDisk 00 0 0.0000

13 SI IR 2M•• 00 0 0.0000
14 S2 IR Timerl 5060 20000 0.0030

15 S3 IR Tuner2 00 0 0.0000

16 54 IR DRAM 00 0 0.0000
17 S5 IR 2S1.vePIC 16065 0 62 0.0000

18 S6 IR LA 1200 35 833 0.0420
19 S7 IR wno. 0100 0 0.0000
20 EO IR DSP 600 100 1667 0.0600
21 EI IR Telem 1200 35 833 0.0420
22 E2 IR ......" 200 35 5000 0.0070
23 E3 unnamed 1200 35 833 0.0420
24 E4 IR Irna-or 1200 100 833 0.1200
25 ES IR UARTS (lnstrBus) 174535 573 0.0611
26 ESa IR UARTS (GPS) 1920 35 521 0.0672
27 E6 IR EDAC 0100 0 0.0000
28 E7 IR ADC 8000 60 125 0.4800

IPreemptive task load on processor 1,0440 I

ITotalload on processor (> I noUeasible) 3.1566 I

Figure D.4: Processor utilisation for a complete set of satellite software
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Appendix E

Comparing RDF with DF*

This appendix examines an example from the signal processing domain of a synchronised dual
filter being modelled in DF* [15] and then modelled in RDF. This is done to compare the
modelling abilities of RDF and DF*, the latter being a contemporary data flow modelling
technique. Also the semantics of the two modelling techniques are compared to determine the
general applicability of the RDF architecture. The successful modelling of the dual synchronised
filter with RDF will support the thesis that RDF is indeed suitable to model real problems.

E.l Example: Dual Synchronised Filter

The following example illustrates the use of the extensions found in the DF* data flow system.
The extensions are the handling of non-deterministic choice between two execution paths, and
a data dependency based on a value received on an input port. It is useful to study the RDF
solution to this example to underst~d the differences in modelling abilities between the two
different paradigms. DF* is a control centric data flow language with cyclo-static properties
while RDF is a data centric data flow language. In the example certain extensions to RDF are
defined and tested in the context of describing the solution to the dual filter problem. However,
it is shown that the extensions can be avoided by a different modelling strategy. It is also clear
that the extensions do not contribute to a better understanding of the system. The conclusion
is that the problem can be described in RDF in a manner that is closer to the implementation
architecture than DF*.

E.!.! Problem Statement

.There is a data path with two filters. Both filters have a data input and an input for coefficients
(parameters). If input data are available but no new coefficients are, the filter may process the
data with the old coefficient. If multiple new coefficients are available, then the filters must
select the most recent ones. The two filters must be synchronised with regard to the coefficients
they use. Assume for simplicity that we want to synchronise on a sample basis. The following
synchronisation is required then: if filter F1 uses the Ith coefficient (set) for processing the Kth
sample, then filter F2 should also use its Ith coefficient (set) for processing the Kth sample. As
a result, it is possible that F2 sometimes has to block, waiting for the needed coefficients to
become available. Also because of synchronisation, it is possible that F2 may not yet use new

185
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coefficients that are already available. Further, the data path may be pipelined. The following
assumptions are made:

1. F1 and F2 have the same execution rate (number of tokens produced by F1 = number of
tokens consumed by F2 on each edge between F1-F2).

2. Synchronisation is required on a sample (token) basis.

By a realisation the following requirements have to be met:

1. Coefficients do not have to be created or become available, resp., equidistantly distributed
in time. The only restriction is that they are not created out of order.

2. There is no known relation between the creation time of the coefficients for F1 and the
one for F2 (it is possible that coefficients 1,2,3 for F1 are already available, but only the
first coefficient for F2 is available or vice versa).

3. When data are present and no new coefficient is available for filter F1, then F1 executes
with the old (previous) coefficient.

4. When a new coefficient is available, F1 will use the newest coefficient for its next execution
(no updates in the middle of an execution).

5. Synchronisation: if F1 uses the Ith coefficient for processing the Vth input sample, then
also F2 must use its Ith coefficient for processing the Vth input sample.

6. If a new coefficient becomes available earlier than needed for F2, F2 must continue working
with the old coefficient until the new coefficient is required according to the synchronisa-
tion constraint.

7. If necessary for synchronisation, F2 must block until a new coefficient becomes available.

8. Pipelining of the data path must be allowed.

9. The synchronisation overhead must be minimised.

10. If number of bits in the coefficients is large, we want to avoid copying them at a frequency
equal to the data rate. However, we assume that this could be efficiently implemented
if both the sending and receiving task (node) can be mapped onto the same processor.
Hence, if this is the case, copying parameters at data rate is considered acceptable.

E.1.2 DF* Model and Description

The DF* model for the two filter problem consists of the data flow graph in Figure E.1 com-
plemented by the two state machine graphs in Figure E.2 and Figure E.3. The semantics of
the graphs can be deduced from the discussion of the equivalent RDF graph solving the same
problem.
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DF* solution

• Data flow
•. Control signal flow

Figure E.l: DF* diagram of the dual filter problem [15]

187

Controller Code segments

Figure E.2: State machine diagram of task node Sync1 [15]
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Code segments

Del To_skip,value Integer;
Signal SynchroInfo(lnteger);

Figure E.3: State machine diagram of task node Sync2 [15]

E.1.3 RDF and State Graph Model

The RDF and associated state graph model is derived to compare the expressiveness of RDF
in comparison to DF*. In the diagram of Figure EA the dual filter problem is modelled as a
direct translation from DF* to RDF.

Referring to Figure E.2 the Synchroniser 1 task node is discussed below.

1. Code segment 1

(a) Code segment 1 updates the current coefficient when a new one is received.

(b) Extended Firing Rule 1:

Sync1.EFRl = (iX2.tk > 0) 1\ (iXl.tk > 0)

This corresponds to removing the coefficient from the current coefficient queue and
replacing it with the coefficient just received on port iX2.

(c) Production Rule 1: OXl = iX2.val

2. Code segment 2

(a) Code segment 2 sends the current coefficient to Filterl and sends an update of the
number of skipped coefficient values to Filter2.

(b) Extended Firing Rule 2:

Sync1.EFR2 = (iX3.tk > 0) 1\ (iXl.tk > 0)
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SYNC 1

~

lXl.1[Xl
2 currentcoefficient

O.ll[x]

0.1 [x].O
Q1 coefficientsreceived

Inadvance

Fj~e~

\\EFR1
[Filter~

F~

Figure E.4: RDF timing diagram of the dual filter problem

This corresponds to removing the coefficient from the current coefficient queue and
requesting a coefficient from Filted.

(c) Production Rule 2: ox2 = iXl.val/\ox3 = iXl.val/\ox3 = NumSkip This corresponds
to sending out the value of the coefficient to the storage queue and task node Filted.
In addition, the value of NumSkip is retrieved from the data store and sent to task
node Sync2.

Referring to Figure E.3 the Synchroniser 2 task node is discussed below.

1. Code segment 1

(a) Extended Firing Rule 1: Sync2.EFRl = (iX2.tk > 0) /\ (iXl.tk = 0) A coefficient is
available without a request for synchronisation from Sync1.

(b) Code execution 1, arrival of new coefficient from Goef2 which is added to the list of
new coefficients.

(c) Production Rule 1: ox2.val = iX2.val Store the coefficient in the holding queue.

2. Code segment 2

(a) Extended Firing Rule 2: Sync2.EF R2 = iXl.tk > 0 There is a synchronisation
request from task node Syncl waiting on input port iXl'
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(b) Code execution 2, skipping a coefficient, take the oldest coefficient off the queue and
write it into the current coefficient queue. Decrement the skipping counter. Note that
the feedback queues around Sync2 are used to store and re-use the current coefficient
and the list of coefficients from which the next current coefficient is selected.

(c) Production Rule 2: OX3= iX4 In the context of DF* and
OX3 = datastore(front(coef ficient queue) in the context of RDF.

3. Code segment 3

(a) Extended Firing Rule 3: Sync2.EFR1 = if D(toSkip == 0) then fire if (iX3.tk >
0/\ iXl.tk > 0) This means that the only data flow requirement is that there is a
synchronisation request on input port iXl, and a current coefficient is available on
input port iX3. This corresponds to the two ports being considered as AND input
ports. The ports can only fire if data store toSkip == O. This is a data dependency
on the enabling of whether the input ports may fire.
In addition, the input ports iX3 and iX4 also have an AND relationship when the
current coefficient is updated. Thus, the input ports exhibit different trigger be-
haviours under different circumstances. This can be described with cyclo-dynamic
RDF (CDRDF), where the semantics of the ports adapt according to the outcomes
of the data dependency rules.

(b) Code execution 3, the current coefficient is sent to Filter2.

(c) Production Rule 3: OXI = iX3.val/\ OX3 = iX3.val This corresponds to outputting
the coefficient to the filter and storing it on the current coefficient data edge.

The textual version in an Occam [46Jpseudocode for the internal operation of Sync2 is listed
next. It indicates that the complexity of expression possible in DF* is beginning to approach
what can be described in a language for programming parallelism such as Occam. It also
indicates that Occam is a control flow paradigm controlling the flow of data.

ALT
IF (toSkip == 0) AND input (ixl AND ix3) {

IF (ixl.val = 0) then
II (provide coefficient and store for re-use)
output (ixl.val = ix3.val) AND (ix3.val = ix3.val)

ELSEIF (ixl.val > 0) THEN {
II to catch up with coefficient used in Filterl
II artificial use of queue as a more sophisticated memory
II would allow direct retrieval of last coefficient
D(toSkip) = ixl.val
WHILE (toSkip > 0 AND ix4.tk > O){

input ix4 AND ix3
D(toSkip)--
output ox3.val = ix4.val

}
}

}
IF (toSkip > 0) AND input ix2{
II wait for more coefficient values from Coef2
output ox4.val = ix2.val

}
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The fundamental difference between DF* and RDF is the separation of control and data paths
in DF* and, indeed, with a different execution semantics for each. In fact, it is argued that the
control data path of DF* and the state machines control the data flowpaths and code segments
to execute. In RDF the control and data flow are integrated with an associated state machine
for each task node which is following the data flow trigger conditions. Another way to consider
DF* is that the state machine enables different input port sets to fire based on the internal
state of a task node and the control flow of each node. In RDF the data flow and control flow
are embedded in the same communication network which makes the re-use of communication
resources automatic. Specific system engineering requirements that can be modelled with DF*
and the way how RDF addresses them are the following.

1. Non-determinism - conjunctive input ports

2. Data dependency - built into the output port guards

3. Event handling - constrained to environmental interfaces which provide a separated
mechanism to synchronise events with the system behaviour

4. Dynamic tasks - consist of three parts, viz. dynamic code loading, dynamic data allo-
cation, and dynamic processor loading due to varying execution demands in response to
varying input rates

Data store accesses are explicitly modelled as time state nodes. The protocol on output ports
and on input ports does not reflect an order, and the actual behaviour is only apparent at closer
investigation of the state graph for the RDF. What is new is that a trigger condition can test
whether there are no tokens on another input than itself. This removes some non-determinism
from the graph. The actual state transitions can also test the value of a data store variable.
Local variables in DF* have the same functionality as data stores in RDF. Particular aspects
that should be noted are numbered from 1 to 5 in Figure EA. -

1. The current coefficient queue does not trigger the Sync! task node into action. It merely
acts as a temporary data store that is read when either ix2 or ix3 triggers the execution
of Sync1. The input port ix1 thus forms an AND relationship with input port ix3 at one
moment in time and with ix2 at another instant. The current coefficient queue is used
implicitly as an ordered temporary data storage. It is the premise of RDF that memory
should be shown explicitly. Furthermore, RDF does not make provision for the firing
semantics as is available on a feedback queue, as this does not contribute to the timing
analysis of a system. The protocol information available on the storage queues can be
used exactly as it is on the data storage nodes.

2. The generation of an output token without any time control nodes initiating the token
is not possible in RDF and its associated behaviour description language state graphs.
Re-write the RDF graph in Figure EA such that a timer triggers task node Sync! to
produce the first coefficient and that task node Filterl generates the Req token after the
first sample was processed.

3. Consider input port iX3. It has an OR relationship with input port iX2' This relationship
is succinctly represented in RDF with-the OR relationship. In DF* similar semantics are
achieved by making the port iX3 firing only on a control signal Req while the input port
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iX2 fires with every data flow cycle. All data flow ports in DF* thus exhibit the AND
trigger relationship, and the introduction of control flow allows a richer set of trigger
conditions to be expressed.

4. The token availability status of an input port is tested in the firing condition. This
corresponds to a priority selection construct similar to the PRlALT construct in Occam.

5. The data dependency shown here is based on a value stored in a data store. This translates
to an input port guard based on the value of a data store.

E.2.1 Realisability of RDF Graph

It is useful to consider the differences of the semantics in DF* and RDF and the effect on
the timing analysis for RDF. Assume that the guards enabling/disabling input ports are based
on the value of a data store variable. This allows the input ports to have different trigger
characteristics from execution cycle to execution cycle. The cyclic varying input port trigger
characteristics form the basis of what could be called Cyclo-dynamic Data Flow.

Cyclo-dynamic Extension of RDF

The trigger behaviour for each input port is characterised by a protocol sequence mask. Each
entry in this mask consists of the number of tokens consumed per execution cycle and an
optional name by which the tokens that are consumed can be addressed. For example, the
protocol sequences on each of two input ports are:

iX.l : 1 [x] , 2[x], l[x] (protocol sequence mask for input port ixl)

iX.2 : 1 [x] , 0, 0 (protocol sequence mask for input port ix2)

The combined trigger mask is obtained by performing the AND operation on the two protocol
sequence masks and getting the resulting combined protocol sequence mask:

1,0,0

indicates behaviour on the ports as follows: AND port, OR port, OR port.

Definition 64 (Protocol sequence mask) The protocol sequence mask is a vector for each
input port with a 0 entry if no tokens are input in that cycle and an entry > 1 indicating that
so many tokens are input from that port in that cycle.

E.2.2 Timing Analysis of Cyclo-dynamic Augmented Graph

The worst case execution duration suitable for an analysis of the system, is the one that occurs
under maximum load conditions. It is not necessarily the longest execution duration in the
design graph as that execution duration might only occur during failure conditions when the
processor load is low due to other constraints. For a cyclo-dynamic graph the triggering is
through a sequence ofmessages with possibly different protocols. To find the worst case scenario,
the timing dominant protocol sequence must be determined and the graph analysed for this case.
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Figure E.5: RDF diagram of the dual filter problem suitable for timing analysis

Definition 65 (Timing dominant protocol sequence) That protocol sequence which is to
execute the most times in the operation of the task node.

Analysing a graph for realisability requires that each of the output ports has its transmission rate
equation solved. The inverse of the input transmission rate provides the deadline by which the
process must be scheduled. In the context of the example the following additional information
is required.

1. There are no primary trigger sources indicated. For this purpose the following nodes are
added:

(a) An environmental interface that supplies Filterl with samples at a rate r1.
(b) An environmental interface which supplies Coefl with samples at a maximum rate rcl

and a similar environmental interface for Coef2 at the same rate rc1. As coefficients
are supplied from a source with sporadic behaviour, the instantaneous rates can be
different.

(c) A single shot time to trigger node Sync1 to supply the first coefficient for node Filterl
as required to synchronise the two nodes.

See Figure E.5 for the changes made to the RDF to enable timing analysis. Also note that the
feedback queue to store coefficients received in advance has been replaced by a data store with
the same functionality.

Solving the Transmission Rate Equations

The following features of the dual filter problem's solution have to be looked at more carefully
to determine the influence on timing: non-determinism, multiple code segments to execute, and
data dependency in task node Sync2.

1. Non-determinism on the input has no effect on timing analysis.
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2. Look for worst case rates, the others can be considered only if the modes in which they
are present would have an impact on other task sets on the same processor.

3. The data dependency in Sync2 results in either the system working at full rate providing
coefficients or accepting new coefficients, which means that task node Filter2 cannot run at
that time or it is busy clearing the queue of coefficients received in advance, which means
in turn that task node Filter2 cannot run at that time. As the updating of coefficients
represents data movement operations only, it does not constitute a significant processor
load. In addition, Filter2 is not executing which means that the processor resources
available for Filter2 are spare to use. The worst case situation is then with Filted and
Filter2 running at the maximum incoming rate with the coefficients being updated at
their maximum rate.

4. In task node Sync2 or 0Sync2, the synchronisation of the coefficients is not expected to
take place for every sample of the filter data. Then, the time dominant protocol sequence
is receiving the synchronisation message from Sync1 and, if number Skipped = 0, retrieve
the current coefficient and send it to Filter2.

Note the following on the annotated Figure E.7:

1. The input rate of Sync1 is the sum of the inputs from Filterl and Coefl. This is the rate
at which Sync! is to be scheduled in the worst case.

2. An output on X3 is generated for each coefficient used or updated, but not both simulta-
neously.

3. The input rate of Sync2 is not a function of X3 as it obeys an AND relationship with
input port iXI.

4. The input rate source into the system is from data source DSource. The other two input
rate sources are ESource1 and ESource2, respectively. All transmission rate equations
are to be solved in terms of these three time trigger sources.

5. In the strict data flow sense, the output rates for port X3 and output port Xl are the same.
In the worst case timing sense, the only rate that matters is the one for Filter2 to process
samples at the rate of the DSource. It is interesting to note the different semantics for the
three protocol sequences. In the first protocol sequence, no output is produced on either
output port. In the second protocol sequence, an output is only produced on output port
X3 corresponding to an OR relationship between Xl and X3. In the third protocol sequence,
both Xl and X3 produce outputs corresponding to the AND relationship between these
two ports. This is the time dominant protocol sequence which dictates the worst case
timing behaviour of task node Sync2.

6. There is an OR relationship between input ports iXI and iX2' The fact that there is only
one input protocol on iXI is equivalent to a complete OR relationship.

7. There is an OR relationship between all protocol sequences of input ports iX2 and iX3 as
the result of an AND of the protocol sequence of iX2 and iX3 which is empty.

The input port Sync2.ixI is modified to have an input protocol sequence 0,0, 1[NS] from its
only 1[N S] protocol sequence. This now corresponds correctly to all firing_combinations except
for the output port Sync2.x1 which only emits a token if [NS] = O. Thus, there is a data
dependency not visible on the RDF graph. It is, however, visible in the state graph description
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Output port Input rate Output rate function Output rate
Filter1.x1 Tixl = Tix2 f(Tixd = l/XTixI f(TixI) = Tixl

Filter1.x2 Tixl = Tix2 f(TixI) = l/XTixI f(Tixd = Tixl

Sync1.x2 Tix2 + Tix3 f(Tix2, Tix3) = 1/XTix3 f(Tix2, Tix3) = Tix3

Sync1.x3 - ditto ditto because both are AND ports f(Tix2, Tix3) = Tix3

Coefl.x1 Tixl = TESI fhxd = l/XTixI f(Tixd = TESI

Filter2.xl Tixl = Tix2 f(Tixd = l/XTixI f(Tixd = Tixl

Sync2.x1 Tixl = Tix3 f(Tixd = l/XTixI f(Tixd = Tixl

Sync2.x3 Tix3 = Tix3 f(Tix3) = 1/XTix3 f(Tix3) = Tix3

Coef2.xl Tixl = TES2 f(TixI) = l/XTixI f(TixI) = TES2

Figure E.6: Table with solved output rate equations

rinSync 1 = rix2 + rix3

[0,1 (1X1.l] . 1 + rix2
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r = rDS
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Sync 1 I r = rDS

r = rESl
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r = rESl

r = rDS

DSource

Figure E.7: RDF timing diagram of the dual filter problem

of the behaviour of node Sync2. The influence of the data dependency on the time dominant
protocol sequence (worst case scenario) can be ignored as it restricts the system to run at its
full rate. It will, however, be shown later that the data dependency knowledge leads to an
improved knowledge of the worst case scenario, which leads to a smaller worst case demand on
the processor. The solved equations in terms of the input source rates are shown in Figure E.6.
As all output rate equations can be solved, the system is realisable.

Using Data Dependency for Timing Model Refinement

The timing relevant RDF is shown in Figure E.7. Note that the data dependency can be made
visible as is shown at annotation 1. There it is shown that, although input port iX3 can fire
in an OR relationship with input ports iXI and iX2, if it does fire, then port iXI is disabled
from firing. The resulting input rate of messages/tokens into node Sync2 is, thus, the sum of
Tixl + Tix2, only.

The rates at which the tasks must process incoming messages/tokens are shown in Figure E.8.
The minimum-inter token arrival period is indicated for each of the individual input ports. The
sum of these input rates determines the maximum rate at which the task node is to be scheduled
to process all these input messages in time.
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Task node Input rate
Filterl rin = rixl = rDS
Sync1 rin = rix2 + rix3 = rESl + rDS
Coefl rin = rixl = rESl
Filter2 rin = rixl = rDS
Sync2 rin = rixl + rix2 = rDS + rESl
Coef2 rixl = rES2

Figure E.8: Table with output rate functions

The next step in the timing analysis requires execution times for each of the task nodes on (a)
particular processor(s). The execution times with the scheduling periods allow for processor
load analysis and to determine whether the task set can be executed without missing any of
the task deadlines.

E.2.3 Feasibility

For feasibility analysis, that is to determine whether the task set will execute timely on one
of more processors, the computational times for each of the tasks on the target hardware is
required. This is not taken further here as the goal was to test the modelling capability and
to evaluate the influence of additional architectural features on the ability to analyse temporal
realisability.

E.3 Re-visiting the Behaviour of the Dual Filter

Assume that Coef2 does not produce any coefficients. The queue between Filted and Filter2
will q:mtain a sequence of filtered values with the queue between Sync1 and Sync2 containing
a sequence of how many values to skip between each sample and the previous sample. As long
as this number is 0 Sync2 will supply the correct coefficient to Filter2. Otherwise, Sync2 will
be waiting on input port iS2 for coefficient values until the index of the coefficient matches the
index of the coefficient used in Filter 1 for that particular sample.

Alternative Solution

An alternative and simplified RDF which only shows the interaction required is shown in Fig-
ure E.g. Local variables are all stored in data stores and all interaction visible is mandatory for
analysis of the system. There is still the case that input iXl is ignored as long as the coefficients
are not up to date.

Single Function RDF Ports

An alternative solution is to keep the list of how many values to skip for each sample in a data
store. Then every message on input port iXl can be processed as it arrives while maintaining
the integrity of the solution. This preserves the semantics of the single relationship input port,
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Figure E.9: Simplified RDF diagram of the dual filter problem
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viz. the port is only an AND or OR port and does not change its function from one execution
cycle to the next. The memory is then moved from the asynchronous edge to being managed
as a data store by task node Sync2. Thus, the semantics of single relationship input ports are
strong enough to represent the same system as the DF* system.

E.3.1 The Semantics of DF*

Adapting the semantics of RDF to completely match those of DF* has a number of implications
which motivate against the semantics of DF* being incorporated in RDF, viz.:

1. The input port guards might cause the receiving task node to miss a system level dead-
line. The RDF solution would rather receive all and intetnally process different protocol
sequence semantics."

2. Making the complete semantics visible in RDF causes the graph to be difficult to read
and defeats the purpose of a graphical language. This is primarily a side effect of the data
dependency influencing the firing enabled input port set. Compared to RDF, which can
also accept multiple protocols, the difference is that any message adhering to the protocol
specification is always accepted. In RDF data dependency is allowed, but not on changing
the firing semantics of input ports.

EA Conclusion

The goal of this appendix was to compare the expressability of RDF with that of DF* by
modelling the same system. In the comparison process some extensions to the semantics of
RDF were investigated. The following differences between RDF and DF* are noted:

1. DF* can apply different trigger pattern templates with each execution cycle of a task
node. RDF can accept any combination of messages per execution cycle.

2. DF* relies on the implicit memory that is available on communication channels for storing
temporary data, while RDF can use the same mechanism or use a data store for storing
temporary data.

3. The addition of a state machine description for the internal behaviour of a task node for
both DF* and RDF leads to the same amount of expressiveness. The SDL notation used
in DF* might be easier to comprehend visually than the state graph notation.

In conclusion, DF* is better suited to digital signal processing systems with a recurring regular
pattern of data flow, while RDF is better suited for dynamic data flow systems with no recur-
ring pattern of data flow. Both modelling environments have a preferred application domain
each. RDF has the additional advantage of mapping directly to an implementation architecture
corresponding one-to-one with the design architecture.
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